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'A German Chancellor addressing the European Parliament on French soil-that is not an
everyday constellation but an event which has its own significance and which I am glad and
very grateful to try and do justice to.
I regard this as an important stage which indicates to us how far Europe has progressed
along the road to unification since the Second World War, and I should take this
opportunity to discuss our views on the continued course of European unification before
thii knowledgeable Assembly. Yet, you more than anyone else have a right to hear from
the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany about his Government's and people's
atdtude in the crisis of recent weeks.
I
The tragedy in the Middle East, which is so close to us not only geographically but also
culturally and historically, requires of me, I feel, to speak as a German and as a European.
The conflict in the Middle east has put the difficult undertaking of d6tente to the
test. Certainly, the United States and the Soviet Union bear a special responsibility. But
th"e conflia is also a challenge to Europe. What goes on in this agonized neighbouring
region affects us directly. Europe must therefore, if it can, contribute towards solving that
problem. And this it can only do in the closest of cooperation.
Last week for the first time ever the nine states of the Community set out their position in
more detail in a joint paper drawn up by their diplomats. The fact that a certain measure
of uniformiry now lends weight to the European voice is ultimately also in the interest of
the States directly involved in the conflia.
A choir of contradictory European voices is of no help to anybody. But political unity has
its price. It demands the discarding of accents which some of the Member States would
want to set more strongly than others; this seems to be unavoidable. People will have to
get used to this, with us and elsewhere.
Let us see last Tuesday's Resolution as an attempt to make a beginning and break a vicious
circle by reasonable aiguments. From here we can go on seeking ways and procedures for
translating the resolutions adopted by the Security Council into practical solutions.
With regard to German-lsrael relations, nobody will be surprised if I say her€ too that they
have a special character. This characteristic remains untouched. For us there can be no
neutrality of the heart and the conscience. The Middle East conflict concerns us perhaps
more than others; it appeals to our bitter responsibility. But it is for that very reason that
we make ours the demand for equitable and durable peace in that region.
If we were allowed indifference we would have less cause to feel so deeply involved. The
fact that we cannot be indifferent is also to the benefit of the Arab world, as I would
strongly emphasize. For only a lasting peace settlement will make that region, now full of
hostility, a viable area whose States will jointly contribute to the welfare of all.
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The European Community could constructively participate in such regional cooperation,
and I think we should be agreed about our readiness to do so.
This presupposes that the states of Europe and the States of the Middle East try to speak
with each other. I have no doubt that the European Community will be prepared to do
so; even now it maintains contractual relations with most of the States concerned.
However, threas and blackmail would only disturb constructive developments. This is
not the way to make friends-the following suggestion I make to the European Community
deserves perhaps careful consideration.
Could the Community, liy strengthening the instrumens already provided for in the
individual treaties, not improve the conditions for restoring peace in that region? I am
having in mind food aid, support for the settlement of refugees, and the many and varied
possibilities for cooperation which already exist and which we shall continue to seek.
For the benefit of the people in the Middle East the essential point is first to establish peace
and then to stabilize it. Europe could help with both tasks.
II
Let me now speak on European unification and say something I would not have said in this
way ten years ago: we can, and we will, create Europe! We have had to put up with
delays and setbacks. This has called for criticism partly justified. Also from you, the
members of the European Parliament. I understand that, and my Government endeavours
to follow your advice as much as possible.
Yet it is true when I say that we have without doubt made progress, thanks not least to the
impulses provided by the two summit conferences at The Hague and Paris.
'We can, if only we want to, now set out on a new phase of the European journey. I am
ceftain that European union will come, which is why I time and igain appeal to our
partners throughout the world to regard this as a fact and in this way io anticipate
Europe's future, to take it for granted as of now, so to speak.
The move towards European union is indispensable. It alone will offer our peoples the
scope their political, economic, social and cultural energies require. The unificition of
Europe is_not merely a question of the quality of our existence. It is a question of survival
between the giants and in the rugged world of the young and the old nationalisms.
Only in a Europe that has found its personality can we secure our national identities. The
classical nation State belongs to yesterday. Vhile-and maybe for long years ro
come-we may have to move in narrow fields, our future no longer lies in the isolation of
the nation State.
Naturally, European union will not be the outcome of a revolution, of a sudden leap from
the nation State to supra-nationality, nor from an up-rooting of boundary posts or from a
constitution brilliantly put on paper overnight.
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Instead, we have been speaking of the European evolution-the constant, energetic
developments in all those spheres-already incorporatedin the proces-s of integration,-and in
the other spheres that aie not officiilly 
_ 
considered 'integrated'. The s.um of these
measures wijl one day-probably sooner than some people think-swing the pendulum
from quantity to the new quality.
Ve should shorten the timeJimits we have set ourselves-be it for economic and monetary
union, be it for what I have termed the social union, be it for political union.. According
to the Paris summit decision, the European union is to become a reality, within this very
decade !
It is of decisive importance that on the road to European union we should have a proper
sense of proportion. The proposal of the French Preiident that the heads of Government
of the Cbminunity should-meet at regular intervals to discuss the internal and external
problems connectid with the growin[. union intensively and without the burden of atmachinery' certainly is in keeping with that sense of proportion.
This proposal concurs very opportunely, by tlre way,_ with the intentions of my
Government and with the suggestions of the Biitish Prime Minister. I take this initiative
ro mean that this body can-iievelop into a kind of regular presidential conference and
become an accepted noiion of, indeed, a decisive step towards Political union.
Everv steo forward must be commensurate with the situation and with the necessities; it
rnuri.quip the Community or the organs of political cooperation with the new powers
needed ioi the fulfilment of-the tasks which all igree must be fulfilled at the given time.
It is not so much a question of language than of concrete results. It is a matter of
increasing the efficiency both within -the-Community and European Political Coopera-
tion. Tlie two must now work effectively together.
After nventy years of efforts to achieve furopean integration-we-should all.by now have
learned thai the functional rather than the constitutional method is more likely to get us
home. I do not mind if one calls this pragn[atism. The goal is clear. Is is, as I have put
it from time to time, a sensibly organizeii European Government which in the fields of
common policies wiil be able to lake the necessary decisions and will be subiect to
parliamentary control.
The European States will transfer to that government those sovereign righ.ts which in the
future can only be effectively exercised together; the remaining rights will stay with the
Member States.
ln this way we shall both preserve the national identity of our peoples which is the source
of their str'ength, and add the European identity from which fresh energies will ensue.
Such a European Government will be in charge of the economic and-monetary community,
the social community, perhaps also the educitional community, definitely the communiry
of foreign affairs, andjcertainly with a cogent logic one day-the community of a security
administered under European sovereignty.
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Once these spheres have become the responsibility of a European Government, a basic law
also will obviously be required which will have to be approved by our critizens.
Up to now we have given them little opportunity to feel themselves to be what they have
largely been for some time: citizens of Europe. We know from opinion polls that many of
them, Iike us, regard European unity as the-aim of political efforts. Buf we may have'too
rarely linked the European consciousness with their everyday lives. This I have pointed
out time and again in recent years, if you permit me to say so.
It will be of vital importance for the Community to grow beyond economic cooperation
and political organization to become the socially progressive region in the world. Euro-
pean integration must serve the people directly.
I do not mean simply a vague concept of life. Our citizens should physically feel that
Europe improves theirworking and living conditions, that it has an effect on their everydaylife. Europe must at long last remove the barriers in the form of frontier checkpoints or
aliens law for the many hundreds of thousands who within the Community travel -from one
country to the other or avail themselves of the right of establishment,
One should not accept the faa that whilst barriers are being reduced the number of
customs officers is being increased instead of diminished, thai customs regulations are
becoming longer instead of shorter, more complicated instead of simpler. I[ we give our
national bureaucracies a European dimension then we shall be making a mistlke. It
certainly is not the will of our people that we create a Europe in which we err about like
citizen K. in Kafka's 'Schloss'.
This is where the political will should at long last carry the day over the many national
administrative_ egoisms which may be justified individually but all in all can no'longer be
tolerated. What we want is a Europe of daily reason and of common sense.
Iil
M-y Government hopes that at the end of this year a new and clear step forward will be
taken along the road to a European Government. This is what is requiied of us if we are
to respect the decisions of the Paris Conference of October 1972.
The dramatic developments on the international scene of recent weeks have demonstrated
the inability of the European States to serve as a f.actor of peace and stabilization in rhe
world as long as they are unable to act as one. People from other conrinenrs have felt
qerhaps more than we that in a world whose deitiny cannot, and should not, be
determined 
_by rwo super powers alone, the influence oi a united Europe has become
indispensable.
In this 'year 
.of lurope' the relationship benveen the Community and the United states
should be defined, and after that, the relationship with Canada and Japan. At the same
time the COMECON is seeking contact. A majolity of African couniiel want association
agreemen_ts, and considerable hopes are attached to European unification also in other
parts of the world.
Bull. EC 7l-1973
\Special importance accrues to the definition of the relationship between uniting Europe and
the Unitedstates of America. This will be a long-term process which will not come to an
end before European union has been completed. We are linked by similar ideals. Our
security interests are firmly interlocked through the Atlantic Alliance. America has always
come out strongly in favour of European unification. Each of our nations will bring the
experience of friendship into the Atlantic dialogue.
On the other hand, Europe has become self-confident and independent enough to regard
itself as an equal partner in this relationsip and it is as such that it must be
accepted. Partnership cannot mean subordination. Partnership proves its value in the
balance of interests, in their will jointly to settle their common problems, to fulfil their joint
responsibilities by sensible agreement and in reliable mutual respect.
This must become apparent in the declaration which is to lay a new foundation for the
relations between the United States and the European Community. In this way we shall
be meeting the requirement of the constructive dialogue as expressed in the resolutions of
the Paris -Conference and which my Government for one has been advocating. A
consolidation of the Atlantic Alliance, which needs to be firmly anchored particularly
durir,g the phase of d6tente, will strengthen the common basis.
The practical importance of the Community for cooperation and communication with the
East European states and the Soviet Union becomes evident already in the Geneva sessiotl
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. There and elsewhere our
negotiating partners will notice in the daily work that the Community is not encapsulating
itself as a 'bloc'.
All-European cooperation is not impaired by West European union. And West European
unification must not be held up by all-European cooperation. That it not merely a
realization of my Government, it is the attitude of the Community.
Challenges arising from new tasks for the Community can, as a rule, but promote the
proc€ss bf inner consolidation. European political cooperation will be having to stand a
iest in ever wider fields. The dynamism that is beginning to develop there calls for more
intensive and broader consultations. The range of subjects has to be constantly
widened. Bilateral negotiations and plans of individual Governments in their relations
with other world powirs and the Third World should also be reviewed together with
partner States.
IV
The economic and monetary union of today is the prerequisite of European union of
tomorrow. This is where progress must be fastest.
Having gone so much astray in the past years we must now at long last achieve a better
harmoniZation of our cyclical poliiies, for this is the most important preliminary to
common economic policy. A policy of stability cannot be effective or successful in
isolation. Either we all submit to the fate of progressive inflation or we resolve to adopt a
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joint policy of resistance to the erosion of our currencies-and thus of the achievements of
our citizens for which they have worked hard enough.
My Government realizes that we shall not be able to achieve the transition to the second
stage as proposed under the original programme by January 1,974. The new stage should,I feel, come as close as possible to the content of the original second stage. k will not be
enough just to make up the leeway. New decisions are needed, especially for the
coordination of economic policy and monetary policy which places moie precise
obligations on us, and to bind Member States more closely to the economic guideJines.
At the same time we should further develop the monetary mechanisms created by the
Community. The regrettable fact that we are not yet all togegher in the so-called 'snake'
should perhaps not keep us from taking limited decisions at the end of the year on currency
support for all Members of the Community.
Economic and monetary union will only prove successful-this we all know-if the
Community launches a joint effort patiently io even out the sructural differences berween
Member States, and especially beween individual regions of Member States. But the
criteria for the promotion of regional projects must be io strict as to ensure that assistance
is provided only where it will really serve the rehabilitation of the regions concerned.
Moreover, the Federal Government still regards the common agricultural poliry as an
important element of European unification and it will pursue any further development in
this field in accordance with the agreed principles. In iaual fact, for reasons I will not go
into now, a larger measure of integration has been achieved with agricultural policy than
with any other Community policy. !7e now have to catch up in the other spherei more
rapidly than hitherto.
Taking agriculture itself, we must progressively stabilize markets to establish a beter
balance between supply and demand. Surpluses difficult to sell on world markets are poor
evidence of a purposeful and successful Euiopean integration. The Community must also
participate in- the development of a World Food Programme for it cleirly shares
responsibility for providing food for the developing countriea.
The latest, developments have drastically shown how very much we are dependent on
mineral oil. Up to now the thought that the Community could afford the luxury of
holding difterent views on the basis-and instruments of a .o**on energy policy. Tdday
we know that a common line, precise-ly in this field, is literally vital.--ihe tlreatening
energy crisis shows that we are all in the same boat. I urgently appeal to the competent
institutions of the Community to do everything within thelr miani-to mobilize coopera-
tion. Not later than at the Conference of Heails of Government in Copenhagen must we
clarify the state of European solidarity.
Before this Assembly, too, I suggest that the financial behaviour in the Communiry be
i-mproved. As long as our citizens-sometimes wrongly-believe that the management of
finances is more lax in the Community than in Member States they are uillikely to
understand or approve of our allocating more funds to Brussels. As'an instrument of
conuol we need an unassailable machinery.
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To name only a few salient points: more transparency, more responsibility for the
competent Commission Member, a European audit office and, last but not least, wider
powers of control for the European Parliament. This sets the road we should take.
Here I would urge speedy and effective decisions. I do know that the European
Commission shares this concern, and I should like to thank them for their effort to make
new,'waterdght' arrangements in this respect.
Our Community must also prove itself as a social union. In the early years the time was
perhaps not yet ripe for greater emphasis on social objectives reading beyond national
boundaries. For too long we have allowed social policy to be a mere appendix to
competition. In the Community one seemed to regard social policy mainly as a problem
of subsidies. Now we cannot and must not wait any longer. In Paris last year we gave
the signal for building social union, and I wish to stick to it.
The European Union we want requires democratic legitimation, an economic basis and its
own social policy aims. And there are several reasons for treating social integration as an
element in iiself: social progress must have the same rating as economic gowth because in
Europe, too, production and consumption can no longer be regarded as an end in
themielves. They must directly serve the well-being of our European citizens. Only thus
can Europe overcome the danger of technocracy.
I discern these clear objectives:(i) to develop an a6ive Community labour market policy;
(ii) to overcome the problems of employment for certain categories by improving
vocational education;
(iii) to plan a social policy for migrant workers and coordinate it with third countries;
(iv) to make a joint effort to ensure humane working conditions governed by common
standards;(v) to adjust social benefits in each Member State regularly and dynamically to its
growing economic strength;
(vi) to allow for participation and co-determination of workers in enterprises and
establishments.
v
The Federal Government gives a high priority rating to the improvement of the
Community's insitutional basis. Here, too, the major decisions will no doubt only be
taken in connection with the preparafions for European Union. All the same, the
institutions must be developed and improved in advance, keeping pace with substantive
progress.
I referred earlier to President Pompidou's proposal for regular meetings of Heads of State
or of Government. These meetings could generate decisive impulses-without giving the
responsible institutions an excuse for inactivity. The Heads of State or of Government
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should at each meeting-take stock and state as exactly as possible the extent of progress
towards.European unification in all fields, both in the Community and in poli-tical
cooperauon.
This Assembly brings together tbe representatives of the Member States of the European
Community in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties of Rome and Paris. Having
seats in their national parliaments, they have a clear democratic legitimation. Moreover,
the treaties call for constituting a parliament by general direci elecions; that is the
aim. But we have no right to relapse into a state of paralysis as long as we have not
reached that goal.
Nothing must keep us from progressively adding to the responsibilities of the European
Parliament. Its powers must be widened. Parliament needs to have a say in decisions,
especialty those which, in conformity with the treaties, provide for the substantive
extension of the Community's competences without the pariicipation of national parlia-
ments.
A mediation committee of the kind you have suggested and which exists in Bonn benveen
the Bundestag and the Bundesrat is well suited to preparing budgetary decisions by both
the Council and Parliament.
I would also recall the suggestion I made that the political weight of this Assembly should
be strengthened by arrangements which would allow leading national parliamentirians to
participate in this Assembly's debates, at least at certain times. Parliamentary life contains
much routine, but it also requires flexibility. Being an institution does not imply a right to
rigidity.
I hav_e noted with gratitude that this Assembly has long become the parliamentary forumfor the political unification of Europe. I recall the annual debate on progress towards
political union and the colloquia on questions resulting from European political coopera-
tion. I would encourage your every initiative in this field.
You have many possibilities for stimulating of y,our own accord the construction of Europe
and the development of a European policy. The link between Europe and Africa woujd
have been inconceivable without the joint conference of the European Parliament and the
parliaments of the Associated African States and Malagasy in 1967.
The European Parliament has a part to play in fulfilling what is surely the most important
agreement between 
.the Heads of State or of Government: preparing the comprehensive
report on the transformation of the totality of the relations of the Member Stites into a
European Union, which is our declared, our unshakable aim. We want to achieve that
goal before 1980.
We are now at the end of 7973, and that means that time is pressing. You know this as
well as I do, which is why I ask you to concentrate your efforfs on thls Report. Allow me
to outline the main elements of a European ad-hoc piogramme which brooks no delay:(1) By the end of this year we still need to see clear progress towards economic and
monetary-union, towards a common regional policy, towalds a common social policy, and
towards the further development of the common agricultural policy.
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(2) We need to improve the Community's financial behaviour. Every penny for Europe
must be spent to advantage.
(3) We need a decision which will give the European Parliament a say in Community
matters.
(4) By the end of this year we still need progress towards the solidarity of the Community
in Europe's responsibility for peace and stability in the Mediterranean, in the definition of
our relationship with the United states of America, in the cooperation with the Soviet
Union and the East European States.
(5) We need more frequent meetings of Heads of Government as suggested by the French
President, as I see it in the form of a kind of regular presidential conference which will give
decisive political stimulus and thus force all the responsible organizations and bodies to
push forward their cooperation.
(6) As soon as possible we need clear and realistic proposals mapping out the way to
European Union, respecting fully what exists and what has been achieved in spite of many
obstacles in the past 20 years.
In conclusion, let me state quite simply: From what I can see, the Federal Republic of
Germany has chosen European Union as its permanent home. In it we seek our future.
This Assembly therefore will always be assured of the support of the Federal Government
whenever it presses ahead towards European Union.'
Bull. EC 7l-7973 13
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1 . Tra nsition to
a Second Stage
of the Economic
and Monetary Union
The Commission's Proposals
1101. At the Paris Summit Conference of
October 1,972 the Heads of State or Government
had indicated their resolve that the necessary
decisions be taken during 1973 for transition to
the second stage of Economic and Monetary
Union on 1 January 1.974 in order to accomplishthe Union by 31 December 1,980 at the
latest. At the end of April 1973 the Commis-
sion had sent the Council a Communication
taking stock of progress made during the first
stage of Economic and Monetary Union and
endeavouring to bring out the main lessons to be
learnt; the Communication then traced the main
lines of an action programme for the second
stage and the institutional consequences of
accomplishing it.
On 15 November the Commission sent the
Council a series of more detailed Proposals
concerning implementation of a second phase of
the Union.' These Proposals which supplement
and surround those which the Commission sub-
mitted on regional, social and industrial policy
cover the major areas where progress must be
made over the period 1 January
1974-31December 1976. Special emphasis was
Iaid on the required cohesion of the various
Proposals.
The Commission proposed that by the end of
1973, the Council adopt:
1. A Resolution on accomplishing a second
stage towards the Economic and Monetary
Union in the Community;
2. A Directive on stability, growth and full
employment in the Community;
3. A Decision on achieving a high degree of
convergence with regard to Member States'eco-
nomic policies;
t6
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4. A Regulation amending the Council Regula-
tion of 3 April, 1973, setting up a European
Monetary Cooperation Fund;
5. A Decision to set up a Committee on Econ-
omic Policy.
Accomplishing a Second Stage
of the Union
1102. The draft Resolution proposed by the
Commission to the Council indicates the resolve
to move into a second three-year stage on
1 Janaary 1.974. During this stage Community
action will have as priority objectives: the battle
against inflation, a balanced and sustained devel-
opment with as high an employment level as
possible, an equitable distribution of the benefits
of expansion, an improvement in the quality of
life, the reduction of social and regional imbalan-
ces within the Community and individualization
with regard to the exterior, all prequisites for
cohesion and internal development.
Seeing the importance of a high degree of
convergence in the economic and monetary poli-
cies within the Community, five major projects
will be undertaken:
1. Consultation procedures for short-term
poliry will be strengthened;
2. Running quantitative forecasts over five
years will be started;
3. The range of economic and monetary instru-
ments available in the Member States will be
extended and used with more coordination;
4. A European Community Institute will be set
up for analysis and economic research in order
to deepen the knowledge of problems bound up
with economic integration ;
I Point 2201, and OJ C 1 14 of 27.72.7973.
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5. Basic data will be improved largely through
a closer coordination of economic and financial
statistics.
The main objectives regarding monetary policy
are:
7. A more important role for the Monetary
Cooperation Fund;
2. Creation of a Standing Committee directly
attached to the Fund;
3. Formation of a joint exchange reserve by
initially endowing the Fund with 10% of the
reserves held by Member States at the outset of
the second stage;
4. The setting up of prior consultation proce-
dures concerning parity adjustments for Commu-
nlty currencles.
Moreover, Proposals will be sent to the Council
by 31 December 1974 for equipping the Com-
munity with a control mechanism for monitoring
external capital movements. These various
measures would be capable of easing the liberali-
zation of capital movements within the Commu-
nity.
Alongside the progress in short-term policy, the
Council would stress the importance it attaches
to decisions to be taken on structural policy
which would lead it to:
. Set up the European Regional Development
Fund and the Regional Policy Committee by
31 December 7973;
. See that solid progress was made in social
policy and employment;
. Form a homogeneous industrial base through-
out the Communiry so as to ensure sufficient
consistency to foster balanced development in
both sectors and regions;
. Rule as promptly as possible in the field of
taxation on all the Directives submitted by the
Commission, especially with regard to VAT,
levies and taxation schemes applying to intra-
Community mergers.
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The draft Resolution provides for the Council to
recognize the resolve expressed by the Commis-
sion to submit by the end of 1,975 a report on
results obtained in the accomplishment of the
European Union and to assemble new Proposals
for complete achievement of the Economic and
Monetary Union. During 1976 the Council, on
Proposals from the Commission, would adopt all
the measures to install all the mechanisms requi-
red for running the Economic and Monetary
Union anticipated for 1980 in the Council Reso-
Iution of 22 March 7972.
Stabality,
Growth and Full Employment
11,03. The draft Directive for promoting srabi-
lity, growth and full employment submitted by
the Commission to the Council is aimed at
getting the Member States to equip themselves
with the most comprehensive possible range of
economic policy instruments so that they can
promptly meet the demands of the continually
evolving short-term economic picture.
Attaining the objectives of stability, growth and
full employment in the Community will only
result from a series of projects where success
presupPoses an ever greater convergence of
Member States' economic and financial poli-
cies. It is therefore important that by means of
adequate preparation on the legislative, statutory
and institutional side, Member States be able to
implement promptly and effectively decisions
taken at Community level.
In this spirit the Commission is proposing that
Member States:
. follow economic policies modelled on the
guidelines defined at Community level and refer
to those guidelines when taking major decisions
on the main objeaives of economic policy;
. collaborate with both sides of industry on the
main lines of economic policy;
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. work together on the preparation of
medium-ternl economic policy programmes for
the Community by drawing up economic
medium-term projections which take account of
guidelines adopted at Community level;
r vest their monetary authorities with the neces-
sarv instruments to enable them to intervene
effJaively in the near future in the development
of economic liquidity, banking liquidity, the
volume of credit and interest rates;
. to adopt the necessary.provisions so. that
governments may, within thirty days, be- able to
iake measures concerning the pace of public
expenditure, payments of income tax by indivi-
duils and companies, rates for VAT and other
levies, the fiscal system and subsidies for com-
pany investments and for construction.
The portion of the Direaive which covers public
finante also bears on the arrangements to be
made to freeze temporarily the proceeds from
fiscal plus-values and bond issues, and also
covers the preparation of investment program-
mes over a- period of five years with possible
annual adjustments, both for the central admini-
stration and the subordinate public depart-
ments. The Directive in short is aimed at get-
ting greater participation from the territotial
publiC administration in implementing guidelines
of economic policy; to this end Member States
are asked to treati the means of containing the
debts of those administrations.
Achieving Convergence
of Economic Policies
1104. With the aim of achieving a high degree
of convergence of Member States economic poli-
cies the draft Decision provides for the Council
to take a number of decisions on the following
points:
. the Council would each month reserve one
day to be devoted to meetings on economic and
monetary problems;
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o an overall review of the Community's
economic situation would be made within the
Council three times a year;
. at least once every five years the Commission
would submit to the Council a draft Programme
of medium-term economic policy prepared by
the Committee on Political Economy;
. an obligatory prior consultadon procedure
would be introduced benveen Member States
and the Commission to be applied before any
change in the pariry of a Member State's curren-
cy or any action with equivalent effect;
o p€rmanent prior consultations would be
brought into thi Standing Committee of the
European Monetary Cooperation Fund with
regard to the policy of Member States' central
banks;
. the coordination group covered by Chapter 1,
paragraph 2 of the Resolution of the Council
and the Member States' Government Representa-
tives of 21 March 1972,would be assigned to set
up permanent consultations on the measures of
general political economy contemplated by the
Member States;
. if, within the compass of these consultations,
it should become apparent that the contemplated
measures or decisions were provoking serious
reservations, or if economic developments in a
Member State were to involve appreciable risks
for other States or the entire Community, then a
Member State or the Commission could ask that
the matter be referred to the Council within a
maximum 8 day time limit;
. lastly, should a Member State conduct a
, 
policy deviating from the guidelines defined by
the Council or involving economic risks for the
Community, the Commission would address a
Recommendation to the Member State in
question and might later advise the Council.
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Amendment of the Regulation forming
a European Monetary Gooperation Fund
1105. The draft Regulation proposed by the
Commission is aimed to amend the Council
Regulation of 3 April 7973' forming the Euro-
pean Monetary Cooperation Fund so as to allow
it to help towards establishing the Economic and
Monetary Union and thus achieving Community
obfectivei. The provisions of the proposed
Regulation are for the main devoted to the
arringing of credit, the building-up of an initial
nucleus of common reserves and to consultation
in matters of monetary policy.
Deueloprnent of Credit
1106. The working of the Community
exchange system set up by the 7972 Basle
Agreemint''has run up against circumstantial
hazards. In fact, although terms for granting
very short-term financing have worked satisfac-
torily, reimbursement has provoked problems
with the result that the transfers made under
intra-Community regulations have been confined
to dollar asseti alone. Regarding the other
reserve assets (gold and those attached to gold;
the reserve positions uis-d-uis the International
Monetary Fund and the special drawing rights)
the Fund has had to hold application of the
agreed rules in abeyance for an indefinite period.
Moreover, maior loopholes inherent in the Com-
munity exchange system have appeared. The
basically bilateral character of the Agreement
which created a short-term monetary support
mechanism' has complicated its insertion into a
Community scheme based mainly on multilatera-
lism. This is why the Commission in its propo-
sed Regulation idvocates the development of
short-teim oedit facilities to ensure, when neces-
sary, the follow-up of very short-term financing
which has no limit and lasts for one
month. Short-term monetary support would be
sranted for three months for certain limited sums
ind be renewable for a further three months to
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allow for the needs deriving from the develop-
ment of trade and the volume of destabilizing
capital. The renewal of short-term monetary
support. would carry. a thorough,sc.rutiny-of the
economic situation in the beneficiary Member
State; after six months a decision from the
Fund's Administrative Board would be required
and after twelve months the Council at the
Commission's suggestion would be asked for a
ruling.
Forming an lnitial Nucleus
of Joint Reserues
1107. The Report of 28 June 1973, submitted
bv the Commission to the Council on the deve-
lopment of short-term monetary support and the
teims for pooling reserveso shows that to facili-
tate settlements under the Community trade
system and to ensure that they are completely
multilateralized by developing the European
monetary Unit of Account (UCME), the process
of progressive pooling of reserves in the Euro-
pean Monetary Cooperation Fund needs to be
initiated.
To this end the Commission is proposing that on
1 January 1,974 Member States transfer 10% of
their exchange reserves to the Fund where they
will be credited in UCME on the Fund's
books. This means a part of the assets in gold,
of credits held in the International Monetary
Fund (reserve positions and special drawing
rights) and in dollars of each Member State in a
proportion equal to that which each of these
three asset categories represents in its total assets
as on 31 December 1973.
' OJ L 89 of 5.4.1973'2 Asreement of 10 April lgT2betveen the Member
Stat# central banks'concerning the shrinking of
' fluctuation margins for Communiry currencies.
' Agreement o-f 9 February 1970 setting 
-up I short-term monetary support system between Member Sta-
tes'central banks.a Supplement 72/73 - Bull. EC.
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The partial and permanent pooling of these
reserves would:
. strengthen the credibility and extend the role
of the UCME. Representing, as it does, a
'bunch' of reserve assets according to their
average proportion in the overall reserves of
Member States, the UCME would become a fully
active reserve asset, a preferential instrument for
intra-Community settlements and mobilizable in
third 'currencies for financing possible inter-
ventions;
. allow the more rational use of reserve ele-
ments now frozen for reasons largely outside the
Community's controll
. 1l!ow Compuqity credit to be completely
multilateralized, taking into account the techni-
cal link between the development of short-term
credit and the pooling of reserves, with the
Administrative Board of the Fund responsible for
granting it.
Consultations on Monetary Policy
1108. A more effeaive coordination of the
monetary a-nd credit policies, especially regarding
bank liquidity developments, terms for diitribut-
ing credit and the level of interest rates, would be
a major prerequisite for respecting the Commu-
nity exchange whose smooth running should be
ensured by the Fund.
Indeed, stewardship of the Communiry trade
system and coordinition of monetary anh credit
policies conducted by the central'banks are
closely linked. A permanent and reciprocal
information process is also required on ill the
aspects of running the Community trade system
and the monetary and credit policies. These
permament consultations would find their natu-
ral surroundings within the Fund; a Standing
Committee should therefore be formed within
the Fund, a Committee directly resporrsible to
the Administrarive Board and which should meet
at least once a week.
*
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In view of the amplified tasks and responsibilities
of the Fund, it would have to be vested with a
suitable administrative srructure and endowed
with a capital of 500 million UCME from which
the income would enable it to meet, reliably and
independently, all its running expenses.
An initial installment of 50 million UCME
would be released on 1 January 1974 with fresh
installments to follow in proportion to the devel-
opment of the Fund's activities. The capital
would be subscribed by the central banks. It
seems normal for them to be the shareholders of
an organization which in the main rhey will be
running and which is later to be dovetailed into
the Community set-up of central banks.
The Economic Policy Committee
1109. In its draft Decision forming the Econ-
omic Policy Comminee, the Commission is pro-
posing to merge the Short-Term Economic Policy
Committee, the Budget Poliry Committee and
the Medium-Term Economic Policy Comminee
so as to avoid any overlapping of authority and
any duplicalion which have marked the past
activities of the three Committees.
Since one of the assignments of the three bodies(to be the centre of prior consultation when
running policies were modified) was switched to
the Coordination Group for Economic Policies
under the draft Council Decision on achieving a
high degree of convergence in economic policiis,
the new Economic Policy Committee will con-
centrate on analytical rhinking and studies in
serving as a body for reviewing and scrutinizing
Member States' economic problems and with the
ability to provide technical advice on specific
problems.
The draft assigns the following tasks to the
Committee:
. to assist in coordinating general economic
policies and implementing consultations befween
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Member States and the Commission as laid
down by Article 103 of the Treary (short-term
economic policy);
r [o examine and compare Member States'
budget policies and their application;
o to prepare the preliminary draft of the
medium-term economic policy programme and
review the compatibiliry of Member States'
medium- term programmes with the programme
adopted at Community Ievel.
The Committee would be made up of four
Commission representatives and four delegates
from each Member State. Those appointed by
Member States would be selected from people
who are involved in preparing the country's
short-term economic, budgetary and medium-
term economic policies. As a general rule and
when it is to discuss general issues affecting both
the short-term economic and budgetary policies
and problems of medium-term structure or pro-
gramming, the Committee would meet in
full. But when a specific problem concerning a
single department of its activities the Committee
could meet without all its members. The atten-
dance of one member per delegation, the most
qualified to deal with the matter in hand, would
then be considered adequate. The office of
Secretary for the Economic Poliry Committee
would be filled by the Commission.
In the Commission's opinion, the reorganized
structure would help to cut down the number of
meetings by ensuring enhanced efficacity compa-
red with the present position.
1201. Problems arising from the growth of
the multinational companies, a subject already
under study for some time, were the target of
Proposals' sent by the Commission to the Coun-
cilon 8 November 1973.
The multinational expansion of. a company
meets both the demands for optimum exploita-
tion of economic and social conditions and the
need to overcome procedures still blocking the
free play of international trade.
In its Memorandum on industrial policy issued
in 7970' the Commission had already expressed
regret that too many European companies were
clinging to national proportions and were slow
to adapt to the new European area. It had
found that all kinds of barriers were still there
and that the innovation vital to European indus-
try was being held back for want of a capital
market.
1202. But this desirable development can pose
economic, social or even political problems in
countries where the shadow of multinationals
looms too large. These problems have mainly
to do with employment, competition, tax eva-
sion, disruptive capital flow and the economic
independence of the developing countries.
The fact of the matter is that these companies
have reached such a size and geographical span
as to render doubdul the effectiveness of custo-
mary action by the public authorities and trade
union bodies who up to now have been unable
to reach an equa.l standard of European consis-
tency or integration. Some details will help to
illustrate the scale of the problem.
The real value of world industrial assets under
foreign control can be put for 1972 at 240
thousand million dollars, two thirds of which are
in the industrialized countries. The turnover
corresponding to this can be estimated at 320
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thousand million dollars or the equivalent of
world trade. The percentage of foreign invest-
ments in the economy of Member States hovers
around the 75% mark, but in Belgium for
instance amounts to 33o/o, and some 2/3 of these
investments originate from outside the Commu-
nity.
Scarcely more than a year ago the Commission
departments, aware of the size of the problems,
began to srudy possible answers at Community
levil and the ihipe that they might take. Last
sorins a srouD made up of nine Directors-Gene-
r'"1 *ir. Issigned to superintend the finalization
of Proposals-which were finally sent-in to the
Council on 8 November. Basically, the Propo-
sals derive from the following considerations.
1203. The Commission holds that the positive
economic and social features of the growth of
multinational companies are to be preserved.
But it feels that the lack of an appropriate
political or trade union counterweight allows
-these 
companies to produce harmful effects
which should be prevented.
This objective cannot be satisfactorily attained
by simply specifying a 'code of good conduct'
which - carries no - penalties. Moreover, the
answer to these problems does not lie in the
adoption of one br nvo dramatic but isolated
meaiures but rather in the application of a
scheme of consistent action embracing the main
issues.
The Commission believes that the Communiry
forms a framework capable of ensuring an
adequate degree of consistency in applying
suitable judicial boundaries. But the Commis-
sion is aware that Community action will be
fully effective only insofar as identically motiva-
ted'rules are applied at world level and it intends
to direct its - efforts to this end within the
compass of the work of the United Nations.
The Commission is aiming at the prevention of
certain possible abuses which are not necessarily
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to be attributed to the multinationals. Its action
proposals therefore apply uniformly to individu-
als and companies whether of national, internati-
onal, Community, or non-Community stock who
might commit such abuses.
1204. The Commission's Proposals have been
assembled in relation to seven basic issues:
(i) protection of the general interest;
(ii) protection of worker's interesrl
(iii) upholding of competition;
(iv) company'buy-back'methods;
(v) equality of reception conditions;
(vi) protection of the developing countries;
(vii) improvement of information.
With regard to protection of the general interest,
the Proposals cover the drive against tax evasion
(largely through closer cooperation between na-
tional administrations), security of supply, mone-
tary speculation, public authority aid and the
protection of shareholders and third parties.
To ensure the protection of employees, besides
encouragement to form a trade union counter-
ryeigh.t which it.regards as essential, the Commis-
sion is proposing a whole set of measures to
guarantee employment, acquired rights and
employee participation in the management of the
companres.
In the realm of competition the Commission is
proposing to make concentration moves subject
to compulsory prior notification when they
affect companies or groups of companies with a
rurnover of over a thousand million units of
account. The Commission will also keep a
close eye on oligopolies.
It is also proposing Community rules and con-
certation mechanisms for the national bodies
responsible for controllilg stock exchanges so as
to ensure a certain 
.deontology in ,company
'buy-back' methods.
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Equality of reception conditions stipulated by
valious States foi foreign investment will have to
be sought within the working of the OECD and
the United Nations.
The Commission is also submitting different
measures to allow the Community to see that
investrnents made by multinationals of Commu-
nity origin line up closely with the economic and
social objectives of the developing countries.
Lastly, the Commission has supported the
thinking of the United Nations that fuller infor-
mation must be made available on the internati-
onal operations of companies.
It will take several years to implement such
measures. Some of the Proposals are already
being studied by the Council whilst others
coveiing fiscal, monetary or stock exchange
matters will still require many expert meetings
before they are finalized.
Moreover; the Proposals on paper to date are
not exhaustive and some problems still remain
unsolved. But the Commission considers that
measures that can be applied need to be put in
hand as from now without waiting until every
solution has been found to the problems invol-
ved. It therefore regards its present Proposals
not as an outcome but an outset of action to be
started and followed up to completion.
Commission Decisions
on the Proposals to be submitted
to the Council
1301. On 2l November 1973 the Commis-
sion adopted the main lines of the Proposals it
intends to submit to the Council on harmonizing
direct taxes. Under the terms of the Council
Resolution of 22 March 1971. the realization by
stages of the Economic and Monetary Union
imi'lies inter alia the harmonization of 'schemes
of -tax deduction at source on dividends and
debenture interest. These measures raise two
basic problems: the choice of a ioint taxation
scheme for companies and the setting of a
common rate for tax deduction at source on
debenture interest.
1302. With regard to debenture interest, if
one considers solely the Community capital mar-
ket and the financing costs of companies, the
abolition of any deductions at sourc€ would be
the best solution. But it cannot be reconciled
with the needs of fiscal equity and runs counter
to the Commission's efforts together with Mem-
ber States and the OECD to prevent fraud and
tax evasion. If it is desired to make further
solid progress towards fiscal equity and take into
consideralion the social preoccupations strongly
dispayed at the Paris Summit we must opt for the
apflication everywhere of a fairly sizable deduc-
tion at source.
The Commission came out in favour of the
principle of substantial deductions at source of
ibout- 25o/o but found that at the moment
application of such a measure would trigger off a
flbw of capital out of the Community. In these
circumstances the Commission considered that
this measure could work only when the Commu-
nity had been equipped with the mechanism to
monitor capital movements towards the outer
frontiers. The Commission is proposing to
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create this mechanism in the draft Council Reso-
lution on accomplishing the second stage of the
Economic and Monetary Union.
1303. Regarding company taxation the issue
is basically whether the Commission should
propose the so-called 'classical' system which
maintains the double economic taxation of divi-
dends or conversely the system of charging
which alleviates this double taxation: a propor-
tion of the company taxation having been
applied to the distributed profits, represented by
a fiscal asset, it is deduaed from the sharehol-
ders' tax, any possible excess being reimbursed.
From this comparison the classical system is seen
to have the advantage of technical simplicity and
no discrimination over international rela-
tions. On the other hand, the system of char-
ging raises technical problems and regarding
international relations can work without discri-
mination only at the cost of sometimes consider-
able complications. But this system does offer a
whole string of advantages in various fields:
(i) it is less biased with regard to the various
forms of company financing;(ii) it is less biased regarding the various legal
forms of companies;
(iii) it has many positive features on the side of
fiscal equiry;
(iv) it offers less temptation to very rich tax-
payers to evade taxation by means of sham
comPanles;
(v) it is more likely to attract the thrifty of
average or even modest means towards the stock
and share market.
Since it is apparently possible to find answers ro
the technical problems involved in the charging
system and since this system seems to offer
considerable advantages, it seemed preferable to
the Commission to decide in favour of it. Con-
sidering the technical work already done with
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the help of national administrative bodies, the
Commission hopes to be able to send the Coun-
cil practical Proposals very shortly.
1,304. During the same meeting the Commis-
sion reviewed the problems arising from interna-
tional tax evasion, which are getting bigger and
bigger and more and more urgent for the Com-
munity, especially in view of the increasing
activities of the multinational companies.
In its Communication to the Council of 19 April
1973, the Commission had stressed the size of
these problems and the need to find solutions to
them during the second stage of the Economic
and Monetary Union. Moreover, in its report
of last June on the fiscal arrangements of holding
companies, the Commission had already men-
tioned the possibility of completing an initial
phase through a set of provisions for improving
the present situation. It has also delegated
Mr Simonet to take the matter up with Finance
Ministers so that the Council can discuss the
report and the proposed solutions therein.
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4. Preparation
for the Summit
Co nf ere nce
The Initiative
1,401. At his pr'ss conference of 27 Septem-
ber, President Pon pidou had suggested that the
Heads of State r r Government of the EEC
Member States shc uld meet from time to time to
discuss political cooperation. At rhat time
Mr Pompidou haC said, 'If, for instance, it is felt
that, to develop more rapidly, political cooper-
ation must from time to time-not too often-but
nevertheless regularly-be discussed between
those with the highest responsibiliry and berween
them alone, then I suppoit this and am prepared
not to take the initiative but to talk about it with
our partners.'
1402. Speaking at the Conservative Parry
Congress at Blackpool on 13 October 1973, the
British Premier, Mr Edward Heath, also favou-
red regular meetings between Heads of Gover-
nment, possibly twice a year. Mr Heath had
this to say:
'l believe that already some of my colleagues as
Heads of Government feel the need for us to ger
together regularly without large staffs so rhat we
can jointly guide the Communiry along the path
we have already set. I would like to see the
Heads of Government of the Member Countries
of the Community meeting together, perhaps
twice a year, as I have said, alone and without
large staffs, with the President of the Commis-
sion being present, as he was at the Summit, on
matters which concern the Commission. I
would hope that my partners would respond to
an initiative of this kind.
Our purpose in meeting together would be to lay
down the broad direction of European policy, to
keep up the momentum rowards greatei uniiy in
fo-reign policy, to help forward tf,e working out
of common internal policies within the Commu-
nity: and so to agree upon the strategic issues
facing the Community as to avoid the ilamaging
controversies which so often appear to the publii
to dog the deliberations in Brusiels...'
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1403. In the wake of Middle East develop-
ments, President Pompidou on 31 October reite-
rated the idea he had put forward in Septem-
ber. He had asked his Government ro suggest
to the other Community Governments that a
decision be taken on the principle of regular
meetings between Heads of Government, the
first of which should be held before the end of
7973. At the Ministers'council, President Pom-
pidou made the following sratement which was
subsequently published :
'In the light of recent events, we are obliged to
find that the cease-fire and the efforts towards
opening negotiations were prepared and effected
with no participation by Europe in any form
whatsoever. This is a dangerous way of doing
things since experience has shown' that the
tdte-i-t6te of the nryo major powers, the USA and
the USSR, could both serve ihe easing of tension
and lead to a comprehensive confronta-
tioq. Moreover, this approach does not tally
with the role which should be taken bv thb
European cogntries who are all the same diiealy
affecied by the Middle East both historically ani
geographiially and through all kinds of ties with
the Mediterranean countries concerned with
basic economic interests. Because of this and
many other reasons and in reaffirming the loyal-
ty to our alliances and to cooperarion with the
East, it seems to me absolutely necessary to
provide manifold proof of the solidarity behind
the construction of Europe and of her capacity to
help in settling world problems.
The French Government therefore intends to
propose to its partners:
A. At political level:
(i) that a decision be taken on the principle,
according to precise rules, of regular meetings
between only the Heads of State or Govern-
ment, with the aim of comparing ard'harmoni-
zing their outlooks under the concepr of political
cooperation. The first of such meerings should
be held before the end of 1973;
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(ii) that, at this initial meeting' a procedure be
finalized which lays down that when crises arise
emergency meetings will be held between the
reprelentitives of t-he nine governments assigned
to define and adopt as far as possible a ioint
anitude on the part of those governments.
B. At economic and monetary level:
(i) that a forthcoming meeting of Finance
Ministers propose to tha nine governments the
vital measures to ensure the stability of their
currency and enable it to iesist the currents of
speculation;
(ii) that a meeting of Economy Ministers draw
up a concerted plin ef resistance against infla-
tion, now necessitated more than 6ver by the
rising prices of energy. These two meetings
should take place with the usual attendance of
the European Economic Commission.'
Agreement to hold the Conference
1404. Despite various reservations, Mr Pom-
pidou's proposals were by and large welcomed.
But in Brussels the Commission intimated that it
wanted to be brought into any debate between
Heads of State or Government which might bear
on issues under Community iurisdiction.
On 2 November, Mr Anker Jorgensen, the Prime
Minister of Denmark, which is now holding
Presidenry of the EEC Council, decided to call a
Summit Conference for mid-December. Accord-
ing to the Danish Premier, not only foreign
policy might be discussed, the meeting should
also tackle various economic problems arising in
the Community such as oil supplies and the
battle against inflation.
Belgium welcomed the move to hold a Su,ermit
Conference. But, it was recalled that it was
only France who had replied in the negative to a
letter from Mr Van Elslande, the Belgian Foreign
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Minister, to his counterparts in which on
13 October he had asked that the Nine get
together on the Middle East problem.
In Germany, the spokesman of the Federal
Governmeni'declared that Mr Pompidou's pro-
posal to organize a Summit matched the ideas of
ihe Federal Government. On 7 November
Chancellor Brandt expressed his satisfaction that
Mr Jorgensen had immediately proposed holding
the meeting in Copenhagen. But the Chancellor
recalled that Mr Heath and himself had advoca-
ted regular 'summits' before Mr Pompidou's
moye. Mr Brandt also held that the Commis-
sion should not be left out of Community deci-
sions. The Bonn Government further an-
nounced that it was ready to accept the regular
holding of Summit meetings.
The Dutch Government, while accepting a
meeting at Head of State or Government level
before the end of 1,973, had reservations to make
concerning periodic Summits. These reserva-
tions mirror the Dutch misgivings over seeing,
through such meetings, a 'directory' of maior
powers set up within the Community.
The proposal for a new Summit Conference was
sympithetically received by the other Member
States.
1405. Once all the Member States' govern-
ments had agreed to hold a new Conference, the
Foreign Ministers of the Nine agreed on
5 November to set it for 14-15 December in
Copenhagen.
During their Conference in Copenhagen on
20-21 November, the Foreign Ministers of the
Nine reached agreement on the organization of
the 'summit'. As the President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Andersen, the Danish Foreigr
Minister, put it, the December Summit would
not have the same 'ambitious and large-scale
character'as the Paris and Hague meetings.
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The European Parliament's View
7406. During the sitting of L3 November
1,973,the European Parliament passed a Resolu-
tion on the Summit Conference declaring itself
'profoundly convinced that the international
situation and the situation within the Communi-
ry itself call for the acceleration of the process of
European unification which was solemnly deci-
ded 6v the Heads of State or Government at the
Paris bonference of 19-21 Oaober 7972 with a
view to achieving European unity.' The House
noted with satisfaction that a new Summit Con-
ference would be held in December. It sum-
mons the Member States to recognize that the
European Community must assert its position as
a separate entity in the international context and
to apply themselves without delay to the task of
evolving, in a spirit of solidarity, a Community
policy in all areas, including that of foreign
policy' and 'emphasizes, in this connection, that
ihe existing Community structures must be utili-
zed effectiiely and demands that all efforts to
achieve European Union shall find their place
within the framework of their Community.'
Preparatory Work by the Commission
1407. The Commission actively prepared the
Copenhagen meeting with regard to all aspects
invblving the Community's authority. It made
known its Opinions to the Heads of State or
Government in nvo successive Communications;
one covered the general development of Commu-
nity work and the other dealt specifically with
the Community's responsabilities in the field of
energy.
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1. Functioning of the
Common Market
Free Circulation of Goods
Creation of an Advisory Committee
on Customs Matters
21-01. The Commission decided on7 Novem-
ber 7972' to set up an Advisory Committee on
customs matters to enable its departments to
have regular contacts with customs,experts and
to obta-in their opinions on problems arising
from the functioning of the Customs Uni-
on. This Committee meets the wishes expressed
bv reoresentatives in the economic field and
tjk.r ,..ount of recommendations made by the
European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.
The Committee of 33 members will include
representatives of the various economic, trade
and social sectors: industry (3 seats), handicrafts
(1 seat), agriculture including agricultural coop-
eratives (3 seats), commercial organizations
(4 seats), Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(3 seats), rail transport (1 seat), road transport (1
seat), sea transpoit (1 seat), inland waterway
transport (1 seat), air transport (1 seat), banking
institutions (1 seat), insurance companies (1
seat), customs brokers and shipping agents (3
seats), tourist organizations (2 seats), workers (4
seats), consumers including consumer coopera-
tives (3 seats).
Committee members will be appointed initially
for three years by the Commission and may be
reappointed theieafter. The Committee will
giv6lts views on matters raised by the Commis-
iion and will report to the Commission and, if
necessary, to the Council. There will be no vote.
Tariff Economy
Tariff Quotas
2702. On 6 November 1973,' the Council
adopted, on a Proposal by the Commission, a
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Free Circulation of Goods
Regulation on opening, distrib ltion, and admi-
nisiering of a Community tariff quota for vari-
ous operations on community outward proces-
sing tiaffic for certain textile goods (Switzerland)
e*.-mpt of customs duty, foian added value of
t870000 u.a. This quota, available for the
period 1 September 1973 ro 31 August 1974 is
itivided ambng three types of operations. A
first Dortion of 1 550 000 u.a. is allocated to
Mem6er States of the Community as originally
constituted, the second portion of 220 000 u.a. is
a reserve subdivised into the same types of
operations as the first portion. If the need
sfiould arise in the new Member States, they can
draw on reserves as required from 1 January
1974.
2103. The Council decided on 9 November
1973' to increase from 13 000 to 20 180 tonnes
the Community tariff quota for crude magnesi-
um. The first portions of this additional tonn-
age amounting respectively to 180 tonnes for
unalloyed crude magnesium and 7 000 tonnes for
crude magnesium alloy are distributed amongst
the Member States; the second portions (30
tonnes and 1000 tonnes) go to the Community
reserve set up under the original Regulation.
Customs Procedure for
Circulation of Goods
Transit
2104 . The Commission decided on
16 November 1973 to extend by t'wo years, i.e.
dll end December 1975 the procedure for inter-
national carriage of goods by road as it applies
' OJ L 321 ot 22.71,.1973.
'z OJ L 309 of 9.11.1973.
' OJ L 313 of 1,4.11.7973.
' OJ L334 of 5.1,2.1973 andL337 of 6.12.1973.
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which defined the concept of origin of goods
eligible for preferential tariffs early in
7973. Therefore only the temporary arrange-
ments necessitated by the inclusion of new coun-
tries in the list of beneficiaries were modified.
*
2106. During its session of. 12-76 November
1973, the European Parlinment passed a Resolu-
tion defining the Community's customs territory
and a further Resolution on the Commission's
Proposal for opening a Community tariff quota
for hazelnuts from Turkey. The Economic and
Social Committee, meeting in plenary session on
29-30 November 1,973 issued an Opinion on the
definition of Community customs territory as
well as an Opinion on tariff treatment applicable
to agricultural products held in passengers'per-
sonal luggage.
Competition Policy
Restrictive Agreements,
Concentrations, Dominant Positions:
Specific Cases
Concentrati:ons in the lron and
Steel lndustry
2107. The firms of Montan Staal BV of the
Hague and Mitsubishi Corporation of Tokyo are
contemplating forming a steel trading company
at Moerdifk under the name of 'Ndmdscor
BV'. The two founder companies will hold
respectively 51% and 49"/o of the new firm's
capital thus enabling them to control it joint-ly. It will therefore amount to a concentration
between Namascor and each of the founder
companies.
to traf f ic between Member States. On
18 March 1969 the Council had set up a Com-
munity procedure on circulation of goods in the
Community, adapted to the special requirements
of the customs union. In the interest of users, it
was important that there should be one single
transit system for carriage of goods between
Member States. For this reason, a time limit of
four years, expiring on 31 December 1973, was
laid down, beyond which international carriage
of goods by road starting and ending in the
Community could no longer be made under
cover of a TIR carnet. Nevertheless, authority
was given to the Commission to extend the
transitionalperiod by a maximum of four years.
Because, on the one hand, of the enlargement of
the Community and the coming into force (on
1 January 1974)'of Agreements concluded with
Switzerland and Austria on the application of the
Community transit regulations and the fact that,
on the other hand, it is proposed to simplify
further the functioning of Community, the Com-
mission has considered to maintain the coexis-
tence of the nvo procedures for some time by
postponing the end of the transitional period
until 31 December 1975.
Origin and Methods of
administrative Cooperation
2105. On 22 November L973, the Commis-
sion adopted a Regulation,' on the concept of
'products originating' for the application of pre-
ferential tariffs granted by the Community to
certain textile goods from developing countries.
This Regulation allows the application of the
appropriate Community rules on origin to
imports of certain textile goods from Jugoslavia
and other developing countries recently granted
preferential tariffs by the Community. It incor-
porates essentially the provisions of the previous
Regulation adopted by the Commission and
Bull. EC 7l-1973
I OJ L 323 of 24.11..1973.r OJ L316 of 17.71.1973.
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Nrrmascor will cut up broad hot-rolled strips
supplied by the parent companies in order to sell
thim as heavy sheets. Namascor's share of the
market in heavy sheets will be about Zoh for the
Community of Six and 8o/o for the Dutch mar-
ket. The Commission authorized this operation
having found that it complied with the authori-
zation" requirements of ,{.rticle 66 of the ECSC
Treaty.
2108. The iron and steel company Dunford (t
Elliot Ltd. of Sheffield is contemplating acqui-
ring the nominal capital of another steel firm,
Brown Bayley Steels Ltd. of Sheffield. This
operation will amount to a concentration
between the two in the sense of Article 66,
paragraph 1, of the ECSC Treaty. The two
firms minufacture special steels and their output
in the alloyed steel trade represents about 2.3%
of Community production.
2109. The Soci6t6 M6tallurgique de Norman-
die S.A. of Paris and the Korf Industrie und
Handel GmbH & Co. KG of Baden-Baden are
contemplating the joint foundation of the Soci6t6
des Acidries de Montereau S.A. in Montereau
with a capital of 29.3 million FFrs. The t',vo
founders will each hold 50% of the shares of thejoint subsidiary. The operation amounts to a
concentration between Normandie and Monte-
reau and between Korf and Montereau.
The new firm will be engaged in the manufac-
ture, processing and sale of rolled steels and
rolled-steel proiiucts. The crude steel output of
the three companies represents about 1.2"/o of
Community output and the rolled merchant steel
abor* 2.8"/o of Community production.
Scrutiny of these two operations revealed that
they complied with the authorization criteria of
Article 6 paragraph 2 of the ECSC Treaty and
the Commission granted both the authorizations
requested.
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State Aid
Regional Aid Schemes
Principles of Coordination
2170. During a review of the Decision taken
by the Commission on 27 June 1,973 regarding
application of Article 154 of the Accession
Treary,' Member States expressed the wish to
receive a Commission Proposal enabling them,
prior to the precise definition of the new coordi-
nation principles announced by the 9ommission,
to pass a Resolution promptly indicating their
resolve to respect the coordination principles of
regional aid ichemes throughout the enlarged
Community.
After consulting national experts on aid, the
Commission duly outlined the main lines to
guide the work undertaken by the Commission,
in close collaboration with the national admini-
stration; to define by 31 December 7974 at the
latest the coordination principles valid for all
regions of the enlarged Community.
These guidelines covered by a fresh Communica-
tion submitted by the Commission to the Coun-
cil on 29 November 7973 are as follows:
. The coordination principles valid for all regi-
ons of the Community will take effect from
1 lanuary 1975.
. Coordination of regional aid schemes will be
carried out in compliance with the principles
embodied in the 1,97'1. Resolution for the various
categories of region to be specified and will in
particular entail:(a) Ceilings on regional aid throughout the
Community, allowing for problems besetting the
varlous regtons;
I Brrll. EC 6-1973, point 21 14.
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(b) Methods to make regional aid assessable
throughout the Community.
. Pending implementation of the coordination
principles valid for all Community regions, no
new opaque aid will be introduced and the
renewal or modification of existing aid schemes
will be an opportunity to adjust them towards
effective transparency.
In this Communication to the Council, the
Commission also expressed the hope that Mem-
ber States by a Resolution would mark their
agreement of the main guidelines defined above.
Italy
2111.. On 13 November 7973 the Commis-
sion decided to close the procedure under Arti-
cle 93 paragraph 2 of. the EEC Treaty opened in
luly 1971 concerning the laws of the indepen-
dent region of Friulia-Venetia-Julia (nos 78/7966
and 39/7970) prescribing extraordinary inter-
ventions made by the finance houses of Friulia
and Friualia-Lis in the field of industry.' The
Commission had invoked this procedure because
it considered that through the agency of these
finance houses State aid was being granted
generally and punctually and that it was serving
at least to some extent as a rescue operation for
firms in trouble.
Since investigation of the records confirmed in
some cases at least the supposed incompatibility
of these interventions with the common market
the Commission decided on 1.4luly 7972' that
such rescue operations should cease and that
regarding the other interventions, application of
the regional laws in question should be subject to
regular a posteriori inspection. The Italian
Government having since complied completely
with the Commission's conditions, the latter was
able to wind up the procedure.
21.12. The Commission had to rule on draft
law (No 14/73) of the independent region of Val
Bull. EC 1.1.-7973
d'Aosta transmitted to the Commission under
Article 93, paragraph 3, which prescribes the
ganting of low-interest credit for promoting,
within the region, economic projeas in industry,
tourism and agriculture.
At the outset problems arose for the Commission
from the faa that the legal provisions in question
could in the end contravene the principles for
coordinating general regional aid schemes in the
central regions of the Community'which include
Val d'Aosta. The Italian Government, now clo-
sely watching these problems, has since advised
the Commission of its formal commitment to
honour the 'coordination principles' in the prac-
tical application of the aid envisaged. On
9 November 1973 the Commission also advised
the Italian Government that in view of the
economic and social conditions in the region, it
was giving a favourable Opinion on the aid
schemes for industry and tourism.
Fiscal Policy and
Financial lnstitutions
Taxation
Direct Taxes
2L13. During its meeting of 2l November
1973 the Commission adopted the main lines of
the Proposals it intends to submit to the Council
on the harmonization of direct taxation.o
I Bull. EC 9/70-7971, point 19.
'z Bull. EC 9-7972, point 20.
' OJ C t11, of 4.77.7971.a Points 1301-1304.
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Approximation of Laws
and Creation by
Convention of European Law
Elimination of
Techniel Barriers to Trade
21.14. During November the Council adopted
five Directives on the approximation of Member
States' laws as part of ihe overall programme of
eliminating technical barriers to trade. Two
concern detergents, two cover measuring instru-
ments and the fifth one concerns marks for
cables, chains and hooks.
Detergents
2115. The Directives affecting detergents were
adopted on 22 November by the Council' on a
Proposal from the Commission. The first one
which covers detergents in general was designed
with a view to complete harmonization and fixes
the average rate of biological breakdown for
detergents at90o/o. Up to now no international
body had set such a high breakdown rate and
except for a gentlemen's agreement observed in
the United Kingdom the levels indicated in
national regulations were lower than that. The
question of the biological breakdown of deter-
gents is one feature of a far more extensive and
present day problem over pollution of the natu-
ral environment in general and the contaminati-
on of water in particular.
Biological breakdown means the decomposition
of an organic compound, notably a synthetic
surface agent by micro-organisms. This pro-
blem has not been ignored and many efforts have
been made at international level, most freqrlsntly
as part of the overall campaign against water
pollution.
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The second Directive concerns methods for
monitoring the biological breakdown of anionic
surfactants. It lays down two Community
monitoring techniques and in the event of
dispute a reference method embodying the con-
f irmation procedure laid down by the
OECD. Moreover, the Commission depart-
ments, again in close touch with the OECD, are
working out methods for monitoring the biologi-
cal breakdown of other surfactants, especially
the non-ionics. These methods will be covered
in a later Directive. Lastly, the Commission
departments are carrying on with the studies
being made on the toxicity of detergents with
regard to fish and waters.
Measuring lnstruments
2116. The two Directives on measuring
instruments adopted by the Council on
19 November' are based on the general Directive
of. 26 July 1977' on approximation of Member
States' 
.laws relating to provisions common to
measuring instruments and methods of metrolo-
gical control. The Directives define the applica-
ble procedures and terms for the sectors concer-
ned. One of them lays down the technical
specifications for the construction and working
of non-automatic weighing machines.
It sets out the criteria for obtaining the marks
and approval seals which these instruments must
bear in order to be freely marketable throughout
the Community.
The other Directive which concerns materialized
rfleasures of lengh sets out the technical specifi-
cations to be complied with for these items to be
freely imported, marketed and used after under-
going inspection and award of the prescribed
I
2
I
OIL347 ol17.12.1973.
OJ L 335 of 5.1.2.7973.
OJ L202 of 6.9.1977.
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marks and seals. The criteria laid down con-
cern the quality of material used, the clarity of
gradation and numbering, information to be
inscribed on the length measures and a condition
that any inscribed publicity matter shall not
interfere with the use of the instrument as a
measure.
Cables
2117. The fifth Directive adopted by the
Council on 19 November' bears on the approxi-
mation of Member States' legal and administra-
tive provisions and regulations concerning the
certification and marks for cables, chains and
hooks.
Motor Yebicles I
21.18. On 7 November 7973' the Council
amended the Council Directive of 6 February
1970' on exhaust sound levels and silencers of
motor vehicles. This is the first 'adaptation to
technical progress' in Iine with the procedure laid
down by the 1970 Directive on the acceptance of
motor vehicles and trailers. It had been agreed
at the time that provisions adopted for silencers
equipped with fibre absorbants would soon be
inadequate, for this type of appliance was going
through a phase of continental technical develop-
ment.
The need had therefore arisen for the Commis-
sion to invoke the procedure of the Committee
for Adaption of Directives to Technical Progress
in order to amend the provision adopted by the
Council. Technical progress having allowed the
contemplated amendments to be finalized and
with the Committee concerned giving a unani-
mously favourable Opinion, the Commission
was able to use the scope available to it.
This Directive defines the tests to be undergone
by absorbent fibre silencers. They include run-
Bull. EC 7l-1973
ning road trials and special bench tests, which
are regarded as equally important. The aim of
these new stipulations is to ensure that the
makeup of silencers allows vehicles to respect the
permissible sound levels of road traffic and do so
for a reasonable period of time.
The date from which these provisions will apply
has been set for 1 October 1974 which means
that to obtain Community acceptance for silen-
cers any vehicle from then on will have to be
equipped with a silencer which meets the amen-
ded Community specifications. The Commis-
sion considers that these new provisions back up
the various measures adopted at Community
level to combat the nuisance of noise generated
by motor vehicles.
2119. During its sitting of 12-16 November
1973, the European Parliarnent passed a Resolu-
tion on the Commission Proposal concerning the
interior finings of motor vehicles (resistance and
anchorage of seats) and asking for a Community
acceptance procedure be laid down as soon as
possible 'for vehicles with a maximum speed of
less than 25 km-hour, tractors, agricultural
machines and public works equipment.'
I OJ L335 of 5.L2.1973.
'z OJ L 321 of 22.71.1973.I Ol L42 of 23.2.7970.
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and Monetary Union
Economic, Monetary
and Financial Policy
Transition into a Second Stage
of the Economic and Monetary Union
2201. Following its Communication o{
30 April 1973' the Commission on 15 Novem-
ber '1.973 sent the Council a package of more
detailed Proposals on implementing the second
stage of the Economic and Monetary Union. The
Proposals which supplement those submitted on
regional, social and economic policy cover:
(i) implementation of the second stage of the
Economic and Monetary Union over a three-year
period;
(ii) stability, growth and full employment in the
Community;
(iii) achieving a high degree of convergence
between economic pol icies;
(iv) organization and resources of the European
Monetary Cooperation Fund;
(r) formation of an Economic Policy Commit-
tee.'
Complying with what the Council agreed during
its session of 9 November 1.973, when Mr Haek-
kerup the Danish Foreign Minister, was in the
Chair, these Proposals will be the subject of a
report which the Committee of Permanent
Representatives and the Group for Coordination
of Short-Term Economic Policies have been
instructed to submit to the Council.
This report must also consider the opinions
expressed within the Council at its session of
9 November 1973 on the Commission's report
concerning the adjustment of short-term moneta-
ry support and the terms for pooling reser-
ves.' It will also have to take into account the
opinions expressed on the Commission's Com-
munication concerning '(a) the account of
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progress made during the first stage of the
Economic and Monetary Union, (b) the assign-
ment of responsibilities and authority between
the Community institutions and Member States
required for the Union to run smoothly and
(c) the measures to be adopted during the second
stage of the Union'.'
Coordination of Short-Term Economic Policies
2202. During its session of 9 November the
Council carried out its third annual review of the
short-term economic situation in the Community
in the light of the latest available data. It paid
particular attention to the battle against inflation
and to the measures taken in the Communiry to
implement the Resolution of 28 lune 7973!
The Council acting on a Commission proposal at
the same time adopted the Third Annual Report
on the Economic Situation in the Communi-
ty.' In addition it has decided:
(i) to attach, when the report is forwarded by
the Governments to the national Parliaments, the
Resolution of the European Parliament on the
subject;
(ii) to forward the report for information to the
European Parliament and subsequently publish it
in the Official Journal.
The communiqu6 at the close of the Council
proceedings declares:
'The Annual Report stresses that the battle
against inflation 
.remains the main economicpolicy goal in the Community. All available
instruments should be deployed by the authori-
Economic, Monetary and Financial Policy
' Supplement 5/73 - Bull. EC.r Points 1101-1109 and OJ C144 oI 27.12.1973.
' Supplement 12/73 - Bull. EC.
' OJ C75 of 79.9.1973.
' Bull. EC 9-7973, point 2201 and OJ C7O7 of
8.12.1.973.
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ties acting along convergent Iines and with due
regard for Communiry solidarity so that the
action initiated can be maintained and intensi-
fied.
Thus, in the budgetary field, all the Member
States should in accordance with the above-men-
tioned Resolutions scale down the growth rate of
central government expenditure within next bud-
gets and ensure that an appreciable improvement
in the budget balances is achieved.
In the countries where the budget is at present
showing a deficit, it should to the maximum
extent possible be financed by long-term bor-
rowing, particularly in those countries where
monetary financing of the deficit was large in
1_971. The policy of freezing liquidity through
the Treasury should be coniinued in Membir
States where it is applied and, if possible, prac-
tised by other Member States.
It is essential that local and other public authori-
ties should adapt their financial management ro
the requirements of the battle against infla-
tion. Where necessary, the central government
should use the means at its disposa-l ro induce
these authorities to cooperate.
In the monetary field the measures taken pursu-
ant to the Resolutions of 20 October 1972' and
28 June 1973 should be continued; they should
be strengthened in those Member countiies whe-
re the money supply is still expanding too
rapidly. In particular, the excessive expansion
of bank lending should be curbed. A high level
of interest rates is till necessary; poliry-in this
field must be closely coordinated al Community
level. To make saving sufficiently attractive, the
deposit interest rates should take greater account
of monetary erosion.
For a strict monetary poliry to be effective
Member States must continue in concert the
measures they have taken to stem the undesirable
inflow of Iiquidity from abroad.
Bull. EC 77-7973
In compliance with the Resolution of 28 June
1973 the anti-inflation campaign musr be sup-
ported by a positive policy on comperition and
price surveillance and by an improved distribu-
tion of new investment among regions.
It is important that the different economic and
social groups contribute to the bartle againsr
inflation taking full account of the economic and
social effects of excessive increases in nominal
incomes and by further moderating their income
and price claims.
As the bamle against inflation goes on and its
scope widens, more attention must be given to
the question of achieving a fair division of the
efforts and sacrifices which must be agreed to in
the common interest, particularly so as to protect
as far as possible the economically weakest
sections of the population.
The Council has approved the guidelines for
economic policy presented in the Annual Report
for 1974.
Considering, however, that developments over
the course of the next months will be particularly
important for the fight against inflation, thl
Council decided to examine again, at its meeting
on 3/4 December, the situation in the Member
Countries with a view to the adoption, on rhe
basis of Proposals to be made by ihe Commis-
sion, of the necessary complementary measuresin the battle against inflation which will be
implemented in parallel withour delay in the
various countries of the Community on the basis
of Commission Proposals.'
The Batde against Inflation
2203. The Commission has in fact on
29 November 1973 sent a Communication and
Proposals to the Council concerning an emergen-
' OJ C 133 of 23.12.1972.
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cy programme for the first six months of 1'974,
witb regard to tbe campaign against rising prices
and foimaintaining a high level of employment
in the Community. In its Communication with
an attached draft Resolution and draft Proposal,
the Commission says:
'Early in the. autumn it was. anticipated that
economic activity, after the brisk upswing of
1973, would continue at a steady pace over the
first half of 1974. No doubt the pressure of
demand had already started to slacken in some
sectors, especially in Germany and the Nether-
Iands. ' Bui there were no grounds in the short-
term for forecasting a reversal of the basic trend
towards expansion in the Community countries.
But now, owing to the very heavy rise in prices-
of oil productJ and problems over supplies of
energy products, the risk of a fresh impetus to
risini prices in the Community has distinctly
sharpened. Furthermore, upheavals can be
expected with regard to the development of
aciivity and employment. It is still hard to
assess their propbrtions, but it is to be feared
that on rnany .atkets over the early months of
1974 at leait the imbalance between the still
rapid development of overall demand and the
more limited scope of growth for supply will get
worse. Since the development of incomes could
well adapt itself to the new conditions alrcr a
certain time lag, the appearance of bottlenecks in
energy products will have only an overdue
braking effect on the expansion of incomes and
overalf demand. Furthirmore, the thrust of
costs is likely to gain strength not only because
of a slackening off in productivity earnings now
colouring economic developments in most Com-
munity Countries but also owing to the predict-
able continuous increases in import prices due in
turn to the impact of more expensive other basic
materials and the hardening of the dollar
rate. It is therefore to be feared:
. that the heavy rise in oil product prices will
bring about a deterioration of the Community's
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trade balance vis-i-vis non-Member coun-
tries. It is also likely to affect the competition
capacity of European companies all the hore if
shortages in energy products reduce available
resources for export or if it entails further
increases in nominal increases in incomes within
the Community;
. that at the same time fiscal revenue will be
less than anticipated; these minus values will
necessarily have an impact on budget balances
and because of this may feed inflation;
. that a prolonged shortage of energy products
will have repercussions on employment which
cannot be alleviated by a policy of reboosting
demand since, owing to the curbs imposed on
production by energy supply bottlenecks, this
would intensify inflationary trends even more
thus prejudicing the competitivity of Member
States economies. Therefore, to ensure the level
of employment we will have to turn to a selective
policy for investment finance and allocation of
energy resources.
In these circumstances both the overall and
sectoral adjustment of nominal demand to the
more limited scope of supply and the moderation
of rising prices and costs within the Community
must, with the resolve to keep economic develop-
ment at the highest possible level, be the priority
goals of Community economic policy during the
early months of. 1.974. We need to overcome
the inflationary trends in order to dampen the
anticipations of economic agents, maintain the
competitive capacity of European companies
vis-i-vis the exterior and thus preserve the level
of employment within the Community. This
assumes the active participation of all economic
and social groups who must contribute by con-
siderably tempering their income demands. To
this end the Commission is proposing a series of
measures to be brought in forthwith and simulta-
neously within the Community countries.
But owing to the great uncertainty surrounding
the difficulties over oil, the Commission con-
Bull. EC 11-1973
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siders that economic developments must be clo-
sely watched and the short-term economic policy
be swiftly adapted should conditions change.'
Council Resolution
2204. With regard to the campaign against
rising prices and the upkeep of a high level of
employment in the Community, the Council
after reviewing Commission Proposals agreed the
following Resolution at its meeting of
3-4 December 1,973:'
I
'To resist inflation and thus ensure the impera-
tive conditions for a high level of employment,
the Council agrees that Member States and the
Community will in parallel take suitable priority
measures to implement, during the early months
of 1974, strenuous action to moderate the rise in
costs and prices.
il
Regarding budget expenditure Member States
will:
(i) during the first quarter limit as strictly as
possible any increase in current expenditure, in
particular by staggering part of their purchases
of goods and services and by deferring possible
growth in the manpower of officials and staff in
the public services;
(ii) re-scrutinize subsidies to the economy;
(iii) slacken, where necessary and in proportion
to available capacity, the pace of public invest-
ment expendirure especially in the construction
sector.
Regarding fiscal revenue Member States will
refrain from any fresh adjustments to taxation
which might in the first quarter accentuate the
Bull. EC 17-1973
growth of public demand; if possible, they will
speed up the gathering of taxes.
In those Member States where the State budget
has a debit balance, Governments will strive to
finance it by greater recourse to medium and
Iong-term loans.
Member States will see to it that the manage-
ment of public administrative finance and where
necessary the stewardship of public company
finance and that of the social security organiza-
tions all contribute towards resisting inflation.
II
Member States will maintain a monetary policy
which helps to hold back the rising prices in the
Community. They will develop concerted ac-
tion to this end particularly with regard to
interest rates.
According to the scope available to them, they
will utilize the following means:
(i) quantitative controls on the mass of money
in circulation and especially on the volume of
credit;
(ii) an effort at greater selectivity in the grant-
ing of bank credits, in favour of productive
investments, especially in the energy sector, and
against credit which stimulates consumption;
(iii) non-compensation against the effects of
shrinkage of internal liquidity, deriving from
sales of foreign currencies by the monetary
authorities;
(iv) encouragement to save by adjusting the
structure of credit rates.
' Formally adopted on
29.72.7973.
17 December: OJ C 11,6 of
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IV
On prices, Member States will udlize one or
several of the following methods:
(i) close supervision of price forming conditions
for products and services with possible limits on
profit margins;
(ii) prior notification of price rises;
(iii) strict or tighter application on rules
governing display and publicity of prices, for
both goods and services;
(iv) freezing the public service tariffs during the
first quarter of 1974 at the levels of 1 December
1973;
(v) strict or tighter application of national pro-
visions concerning the control of abuses deriving
from a dominant market position;
(vi) an information drive on the ruling prices
for staple consumer goods, if need be with the
assistance of the consumer protection associa-
tion, by exploiting all useful informatory media.
The Council is asking Member States and the
Commission to organize as swiftly as possible
regular exchanges of all useful and specific data
on the trends and comparison of prices in
Member States.
Member States will facilitate for the Commission
the economic and commercial research implied
by the systematic application of Article 86 of the
EEC Treaty.
V
The successful outcome of the battle against
inflation hinges largely on the.behaviour of the
vanous economic and social gtoups. The
Council is asking them to help by considerably
tempering their attitudes on incomes (including
industrial and commercial profits, wages, ser-
vices and farming incomes, dividends and
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rents). Member States, according to the means
of their disposal, will take all useful measures to
achieve this end as swiftly as possible.
VI
The Council finds that for a sizable number of
products such as cereals (including rice) and
sugar, application of the mechanisms of the
common agricultural policy, especially the
export measures, helps to protect the consumer
from appreciable price rises on the world mar-
ket.
The Council supports the Commission's inten-
sion to submit price-setting Proposals for the
1974/1975 campaign which are compatible with
the general Community policy of resisting infla-
tion and it will ensure that compatibility.
VII
Member States will re-scrutinize the quantitative
restrictions now applied to imports of certain
products from third countries, in order to make
their restrictions more flexible and thus increase
the supply of those products. The Council
hopes that any consultations opened under the
Council Decision of 19 December 1973 (which
determined certain temporary measures for pro-
gressively standardizing Member States' import
systems vis-i-vis third countries)' will be conduc-
ted within an exceptionally short time. Mem-
ber States will facilitate the widest possible use of
quotas during the first half of 7974.
The Council will rule by 31 December 1973 on
the Proposals laid before it by the Commission
with regard to the application, through 7974, of
generalized preferences in favour of developing
countrles.
' OJ L 299 ot 31,.12.7972.
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The Monetary Committee
2205. The Monetary Committee held its
183rd meeting in Brussels on 14 November 1973
with Mr Clappier in the Chair. On the basis of
a note drawn up by the Commission depart-
ments, the Committee examined the monetary
repercussions of the oil supply situation. The
Committee also discussed international monetary
issues.
The Short-Term Economic Policy Committee
2206. The Short-Term Economic Policy Com-
mittee held its 71st session in Brussels on
5 November 1973 with Mr Brouwers in the
Chair. On the basis of a questionnaire compi-
led by the Commission departments and papers
submitted by certain delegations, the Committee
got down to a discussion of price policy in line
with Point VI of the Council Resolution of
14 September 1973. The Committee transmit-
ted its conclusions to the Commission in the
form of a report.
The Medium-Term Economic
Policy Committee
2207. The deputies of the Medium-Term Eco-
nomic Policy Committee met on 28-29 Novem-
ber 7973 to prepare the Committee's 55th plena-
ry meeting. They had an initial discussion on
the 'report on medium-term problems of pro-
gress towards Economic and Monetary Union
1,973-7978' which the Committee intends to
submit to the Commission and Council in the
first half of 7974.
In this report the Committee will emphasize the
qrajor economic and social changes underlying
the development of European integration anil
which consequently form a framework for pro-
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gress towards Economic and Monetary Union. It
will also stress the likely development over the
period 1973-1,978 of certain important indica-
tors.
The deputies also prepared a draft Committee
Opinion on the Commission's social policy
Proposals to the Council.
The Study Group
on Medium-Term Economic Prospects
2208. As part of the preparation of the
1,973-1978 projeaions the Study Group on
Medium-Term Economic Prospects met in Brus-
sels on 30-31 October with Mr Kervyn de Let-
tenhove in the Chair. The main points on the
agenda were the comparison of tehtative rough
drafts per country at Community level and the
preparation of central projections. The need to
engage a vigorous battle against inflation, but
without compromising the economic growth of
Community countries led the Group to decide to
draw up medium-term macro-economic projec-
tions by examining two prongs of a pri-e fork
corresponding to a more or less rapid brake on
inflationary phenomena. These twb projeaions
are to illustrate the problems, risks and advanta-
geg gf two alternative stabilizing policies. Th"y
will be backed by qualitative notes on economic
policy.
Expert Group on 'Short-Term Surveys
on Heads of Companies'
2209. The Expert Group on'Short-Term Sur-
veys on Heads of Companies' met in Brussels on
9 November 1973 to study certain problems
involved in the monthly survey in the original
Member Countries and to review the status of
participation by the three new Member Coun-
tries (United Kingdom, Denmark and Ireland).
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The Expert Group
on 'Short-Term Consumer Surveys'
2210. The Expert Group on 'Short-Term
Consumer Surveys' met in Brussels on 8 Novem-
ber 1973 to prepare the 6th and 7th standardi-
zed consumei surveys in the countries taking
part and the introduction of this survey into the
new Member States f.rom 1974.
European Economic Integration
and Monetary Unification
22L1. At the end of 1972 the Commission
had asked a number of economists and scientists
to think over the development process of the
Economic and Monetary Union.' The outcome
of this project, which ii the subject of a report,
obviously in no way commits the Commission
and does not in any way anticipate the Commis-
sion's future stance. But it is an interesting
contribution to the formation of concepts and
public discussion.
The report is in two parts. The first is a
summary of the overall proceedings and work of
the group, edited by three rapporteurs. Since
this summary could not reflect all the opinions
expressed it is a general synopsis which commits
only the rapporteurs. The second part covers
the individual contributions from group mem-
bers. The main points of this summary are as
follows:
In the first place it stresses that the construction
of the Economic and Monetary Union requires
simultaneous progress in a whole series of disci-
plines: internal and external monetary policy,
short-term economic poliry, regional, social,
industrial and budgetary policy.
Regarding monetary policy the report comes out
in favour of an exchange rate system with the
features of limited intra-Community flexibility,
combined with joint fluctuation towards the
extenor.
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It is also proposed to create very quickly an
additional European currency defined, as a'bas-
ket' (panier) of national currencies. In order for
this European currency to do its intended job, it
would have to be more than an instrument for
official settlement. But at the outset its use
would be confined to what is joindy called a
'cambial currency'. The role of this European
Currency would be to some extent comparable
with the Euro-dollar with possibly extra func-
tions. Its introduction assumes an issuing body,
empowered to implement a 'creation policy' for
this new European currency and to activate the
pooling of reserves.
The headway aheady made in monetary unifica-
tion should be backed up by adequate progress
in economic integration.
The progress thus made towards the Economic
and Monetary Union should generate closer
compatibility of short-term economic cycles
within the Community. The policy of overall
control should with regard to monetary poliry
mainly rest on instruments applied at European
level. Conversely, for budgetary policy, the
policy of control should be conducted at Mem-
ber State level by providing a sufficient degree of
flexibility on the fiscal side.
Regarding regional problems the dominant idea
is the urgent need for a regional policy on a
broad scale, at Communiry level. To facilitate
the application of such a policy the list of criteria
for determining 'problem regions'should be very
short and quite straightforward and be confined
to income and unemployment levels. The aid
programmes, however, should be made up of a
whole range of instruments meeting the specific
needs of the regions concerned.
For social policy, it was emphasized that the
consequences for labour of industrial reorganiza-
tion could take on new proportions. lghatever
Financial Policy
' Bull. EC7 /8-1973, point 2202.
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the individual measures to be adopted in
field, financing based on the principle of
returns'was to be avoided.
Most of these proposals and especially the most
important ones require financial resources far
exceeding the Community budget in its present
proportions or as can be anticipated for the years
immediately ahead. Proposals were made by
certain members of the group to expand the
budget substantially which now represents about
0.5% of the Community GNP, in order to raise
itto 3o/o of the Community GNP in 1980.
*
During its sitting of 12-16 November 1973, the
European Parliament passed a 'Resolution on
the state of progress towards the Economic and
Monetary Union'.
Regional Policy
Financing New Activities
2213. Under Article 56 paragraph 2a) of the
ECSC Treaty the Commission decided, pending a
decision by the Council,' to grant a loan for
redevelopment of 5 million FF (0.9 million u.a.)
to the Soci6t6 'Tubes de la Providence' in the
department of Meurthe-et-Moselle, France.
This investment project fits into the company's
overall extension and development programme
and concerns the Lexy plant. The plant will
thus be able to boost its production of hollow,
square and rectangular sections used in the metal
construction trade and to reduce the cost prices
of its standard products. The investments envi-
saged will mean the creation of 51 new jobs
benveen now and the end of the year which will
be reserved for workers laid off from the local
iron and steel industry.
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The Commission also decided to grant a redevel-
opment loan of 10 million DM (2.74 million
u.a.) to 'Flachglas AG Delog-Detag' of Glad-
beck-Reutford (Nord Rhineland/Westphalia),
Germany for construction of a new mirror-glass
plant using the 'Float' process. This new instal-
lation will provide 700 jobs, 540 for workers
and 1,60 for technical, management and market-
ing personnel. 150 jobs will be reserved for
former miners and iron and steel workers.
221.4. During ,o ,.rl,o, of 72-l6November
1.973, the European Parliament, after a debate'
on regional policy passed a Resolution on Propo-
sals prepared by the Commission for regional
policy. They cover mainly the formation of a
Regional Policy Committee and a European
Regional Development Fund.
The Economic and Social Committee meetingin
plenary session on 29-30 November issued an
Opinion on the Proposals concerning the list of
priority agricultural regions and zones likely to
benefit from EAGGF, Guidance Section, credit
and concerning the list of regions and zones
which could benefit from interventions by the
European Regional Development Fund.
Social Policy
Social Action Programme
2215. The Commission adopted and sent to
the Council several Proposals concerning the first
priority proiects written into its social action
programme.
' OJ C 1,17 o{ 31.12.1973.I For an account of rhis debate, see the section
'European Parliament'.
this
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These Proposals cover:
(i) European Social Fund interventions in
favour of migrant workers and handicapped
workers as under Article 4;
(ii) an action programme for the reintegration
of disabled workers into normal economic life;
(iii) a Directive to ensure more effective appli-
cation of the principle of equal pay for men and
women;
(iv) general application of the forty-hour week
and four weeks paid annual leave;
(u) formation of an Industrial Safery Commit-
tee and more extensive authority for the Mines
Safety and Health Commission;
(vi) a revised proposed Directive on harmoni-
zing Iaws governing collective lay-offs;
(vii) a Proposal concerning the creation of a
European Foundation for improving living and
working conditions.
Free Movement of Workers
and Social Security
for Migrant Workers
2216. The first meeting of the ad boc Group
on migrant workers' problems was held on
27 November with Dr Hillery, Vice-President of
the Commission in the Chair. This Group
made up of Member States' representatives was
set up to help the Commission in preparing
Proposals to be submitted to the Council as part
of the Social Action Programme and concerning
coordination of 'migrant' policies and improving
the working and living conditions of migrant
workers.
2217. The Administratiue Comminee ,for
Migrant Workers' Social Security which held its
134th meeting on 22-23 November reviewed
several questions on interpretation of Communi-
ty rules. It also got down to an initial discus-
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sion of problems involved in computing benefits
owing to the revaluation or floating of some
currencies. This matter will be reviewed again
by the Audit Committee.
Social Fund, Re-employment
and Re-adaptation of Workers
Preparatory Worh for Fund Interuentions
2218. After consulting the Committee of the
European Social Fund the Commission decided
to propose that within the specific projects based
on Article 4 of the Council Decision of 1 Febru-
ary 197t, the Council should authorize the Fund
to intervene in favour of disabled persons and
workers who relocate within the Community.
For bandicapped persons the main idea is to link
the Fund's interventions with the Community
action programme ('employment of the handi-
capped in a free economy') for the social, occu-
pational and medical integration of the handi-
capped. It is a question of the Community
countries contributing to solid progress towards
improving the quality of existing techniques and
resources so that a growing number of handicap-
ped people can carry on an occupation in
conditions as near normal as possible.
Regarding workers relocating within tbe Com-
munity, the Commission is aiming to put the
Social Fund interventions into the body of an
overall policy thus linking the action for labour
and employment with the demands of regional
and industrial development.
Social Fund Aid
22L9. On 23 November 1,973 the Commis-
sion approved grants of Social Fund aid to Bel-
gium, Germany, France and Italy against expen-
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diture incurred by occupational reeducation and
rehabilitation projects. The total of this aid
amounts to 19 574874 u.a.
The aid from the Fund, granted under Arti-
cle 125 of the EEC Treary, has been allocated as
follows:
Belgium-Outlay from the National Fund for
the Social Resettlement of the Handicapped for
occuparional rehabilitation projects: 1 539273
BF (30785 u.a.);
G.ermany-Expenditure for proiects by the Land
of Rhineland and North-Westphalia; 111155
DM {30370 u.a.); rehabilitation projecs borne
by the 
_'Berufsgenossenschafren' (BG); by the
'Bundesknappschaft', by the'Landesversiche-
runganstalten' (LVA), by the'Bundesbahnversi-
cherungsanstalt' and the 'seekass e': 43 589 440
DM (11 909 683 u.a.);
France-Projects by the Ministry of Agriculture:
221825 FF (39 938 u.a.);
Iuly-Expenditure for occupational rehabilita-
tion projects by the Ministry of Labour and
Social Security and several other Italian bodies:
4727 560247 Lire (7 564096 u.a.).
Re-adapution Measures
2220. During November the Commission
decided, as an applicarion of futicle 56, para-
graph2, of the ECSC Treary to contribute up ro
58 500 000 BF (1 370 000 u.a.) in Belgium
towards the cost of re-adapting 2772 woikers
hit by the permanent closure of i mining compa-
ny and two colliery locations. In eaclicase ihe
Government is contributing an equal amount of
credit to meet the expenses.
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Social Budget
2221. On 12 November the Commission cal-
led together the group of governmenr experrs
assigned to draw up the European Social Bud-
get. It was decided that the naiional delegations
would prepare finalized national reports to allow
for legislative changes and economit postulations
linked to the medium-term forecasis. On the
basis of these finalized reports the Commission
after consulting the narional delegations will
qrepare, a summary which will represent rhe
'hub' of the first European Social Bufget. This
sqTmary must be available by the end of June
1974.
Forecast Reuenue
and Erpenditure for Social Security
2222. On 26 November the Commission
called together in Luxembourg the independent
expert group assigned by the Commission to
draw up- forecasts on the medium-term develop-
ment of revenue and expenditure for sociil
security. During an initial stage the group will
set up a methodology for forecasting iocial
expenditure, analyze through surveys -already
made the internal and external factors affectin!
the development of this expenditure and thE
financing of it, and thirdly identify the specific
sectoral indicators of expendirure covered by the
Social Budget. The purpose of this work ls to
provide a more detailed analysis of general data
appertaining to the European Social Budget. In
a second stage_the group will try to determine by
using models the interrelationship of social secu-
rity and the economy in their various compo-
nents. These deliberations will contribute ro a
more acorate appraisal of social policy and will
yield information to help the Communiry autho-
rities assess possible future reforms.
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Housing
2223. As part of the first instalment of the
7th'standard^' programme of financial aid for
housins for minini and steel industry personnel
in the iountries oflhe Community, the Commis-
sion approved the following projects, in the
Federal Republic of GermanY:
Ste elw or ker s : 2.26 dw ellin gs, i ncl ud i n g 1 6 ind ivi -
dual houses 66 flats and 144 dwellings for single
workers for a sum of 385 000 DM.
Aacben miners: 12 individual houses for a sum
of 66 000 DM.
Ruhr miners: 748 dwellings, including 18 indivi-
dual houses, 280 flats and +SO dwellings for
single workers for a sum of 1911000 DM.
Living and Working Conditions
lndustrial Relations
2224. As part of its draft 'Social Action Pro-
gramme' the-Commission on 19 November sent
ihe Council a proposed Council Directive on
aoproximation of Member States' laws on appli-
.aiion of the principle of equal pay for male and
female emDlovees is undel Article 119 of the
h,EC Tr.rw. -The content of this Directive is
aimed at general application of certain standards
of minimlm protaction and to specify certain
methods to ficilitate the application of wage
eoualiw. Implementation of the rules laid down
bv this Direaive necessitates, for some Member
Siates, amendments to their legalprovisions. In
compliance with Article 100 of the EEC Treaty
consultation with the European Parliament and
the Economic and Social Committee is obliga-
tory.
2225. On 22 November 1973 the Council
decided to run a suruey on labour cosfs' in the
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wholesale and retail ffades, banks and insurance
companies. The survey will be made in 1975 by
the eommission and willbe based on accounting
data f.or 7974.
Safety, Health, lndustrial Medicine
and Health Protestion
Campaign against Pollution from Steelworks
2226. The Research Committee on the 'cam-
paign against pollution from steelworks' held a
meeting in Luxembourg on 16 November. It
reviewed an initial batch of projeas to be
included in the 7974 research budget. These
proiects are mainly concerned with the precipita-
-tion 
or processing of fluorized compounds, the
burning bff of walte emulsion from cold-rolling
installaiions, purification of toxic vapour genera-
ted by granulation of slag, monitoring dust
emission-during charging of pre-heated coke
blends and improving working conditions in a
pelletizing factory.
Campaign against Accidents in tbe lron
and Steel Industry
2227. Starting from the premise that some
accidents do not cause injury, some Community
steel companies have undertaken action to inves-
tigate mole closely the causes of accidents so as
to avoid them by organizing an accident PreYen-
tion policy. These studies have been given the
name of Damage Control.
On 12 November in Luxembourg under the
activities of the Steel Industry Safety and Health
Commission, the EEC Commission organized a
I OJ L326 of 27.1'7-1973.
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meeting of senior factory executives with some
experience in this field and assimed an expert ro
analyse the results obtained.
Health Protection
2228. 
. 
During a meeting of national experts ir1
Luxembourg 
. 
on 14-1,6 November a report on
pollution._ of the environmenr by inorganic
micro-pollutants was adopted. The repori has
assembled some 77 000 entries of information
from the Community 
.countries on antimony,
arsenic, barium, bismuth, boron, bromine, cad-
piqm, chromium, cobalt, copper, fluorine, iron,
lead, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, nickel,
selenium, silver, strontium,, tin, iitanium, vanadi-
um, zinc, zirconium. The data concerns the
levels of all these substances in eleven areas of
the environment: river water, sea water, river
sediment, ocean sediment, live fresh-watei orga-
nisms, live sea-water, organisms, drinking water,
toodstutts, arr, earth, etc.
This inventory fits in with the projeas in the
programme on the environment, projects which
are mainly involv_ed with objectively assessing
the dangers of pollution for man ani the envil
ronment. During the same meeting the national
experts investigated an initial approach from the
toxicological angle to the problems arising from
micro-pollutants.
Elnatom BasicNorms
2229. On 22 November the Commission
adopted the draft of a proposed Council (Eura-
tom)Direaive to amend existing Directives set-
ting the 'basic norms regarding hialth protection
for the general population an-d workers against
the dangers of ionizing radiation'. The airir was
to put into the norms,set in 1959 and revised in
Bull. EC 17-1973
1962 and 7966, a cerrain number of concepts for
improving the organization of radiation firotec-
tion so as to provide better safeguards anf meet
the needs more effectively.
The Paul Finet Foundation
2230. During the annual meeting of the
Administrative Board of rhe Paul Finei Founda-
tion, the Executive Committee presented the
Foundation activity report for the past academic
yeaf. The report indicated that over that period
1 139 applications from France, Belgium, Ger-
many, the Netherlands,, Luxembourg- and Italy
were reviewed; financial assistance was granted
to79S cases for a total sum of 6366821,8F.
Si-n9g the inception of the Foundation on 30 June
7965, 4 543 applications have been receivedand
a total of aid amounting to 25 398 253 BF has
been granted.
Contact was made with senior officials of the
National Coal Board, the British Steel Corpora-
tion, the British Independent Steel Producers
Association, the National Union of Mine wor-
kers and the Steel Committee of the TUC to
publicizr the Foundation in the United King-
dom. British children who lose their fatheis
through an industrial accident or occupational
disease can after 1 January 1973 apply ior Paul
Finet scholarships. Informatory nieetines with
Irish and Danish officials will be airanged
shortly.
2231. During the plenary session of
29-30 December 1973, the Economic and Social
Committee issued an Opinion on the draft Coun-
cil Resolution concerning a Sozial Action Pro-
gramme drawn up by the Commission.
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Environment
and Consumer Protection
Environment
Declaration on the Action Programme
2232. Durine its session of 22 November
1973 rhe Counlil formally adopted' the 'Decla-
ration of the Council of the European Communi-
ties and of Member States' Representatives mee-
tine within the Council' made on 1,9 July 1973'
coicerning an EEC Action Programme for the
Environment.
Enuir onment lnf ormation Procedur e
2233. On 19 November the Commission sent
the Council a Communication outlining the
oroiects of the Environment Action Programme,
b.oi..tt for which the Commission desired appli-
.rtion of the procedure prescribed in the
Agreement of 5 Marc! lastt by the Memper
St"ates' Government Representatives meeting
within the Council. This procedure concerns
'information for the Commission and Member
States for the possible harmonization of p-riority
measures to protect the environment'. In this
instance the application terms of the procedure
need to be clarified.
Preuention of Telluric Ocean Pollution
2234. On 15 November the Commission sent
the Council a proposed Decision on EEC partici-
Dation in the negotiations for an agreement to
pr.r.nt telluric pollution of the ocean. The
Droposal based on Article 235 of the EEC Treaty
prorid.. for the Commission to conduct the
hegotiations in consultation with Member States'
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reDresentatives. The working out of this
agreement forms the proceedings of a Conferen-
ci of which the first iound was held in Paris on
17-2'1. September 7973 with the second round
scheduled for December.
Eleven countries are taking part: Belgium, Den-
mark, France, Vest Germany, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden
and the United Kingdom. Five others (Finland,
Luxembourg, Icelan-d, Italy and Switzerland) are
sending obsErvets togitherwith the Commission,
the Council of Europe and the United Nations(Environment Progrimme). The aim of the
bonference is to fiii a sizable gap in the overall
scheme of ocean protection. Existing inter-
national arrangements do not in faa cover one
key source oI ocean pollution; this concerns
ooilution spilled into th-e sea by rivers, estuaries,
bipelines oi discharges made directly from the
^coastline. The agreiment for which the Paris
Conference began preparations will cover these
sources.
Gonsumer Protection
Initial Meeting
of the Consumer Aduisory Committee
2235. The first meeting of the Consumer
Advisory Committee set up hy !h. Co-m_mission
on 25 September 7973' was held on 19 Novem-
ber in Biussels. Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-
President of the Commission, welcomed the
Committee members to this inaugural mee-
ting. He explained that he saw this first mee-
tin[ of the Consumer Advisory Committee as a
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new phase of Communiry life with its emphasis
on the human aspect.
The Committee elected as Chairman and Chair-
woman Mrs Groes (European Bureau of
Consumer Unions-BEUC), Chairwoman of the
Danish Consumer Council and Formand Forbru-
gerradet, former Minister of Commerce. Vice-
Chairmen appointed were: Mr Gilles (Commit-
tee of Family Organizations for the EEC-COFA-
CE), General Secretary of the Belgian Ligue des
Familles, Vice-Chairman of the Belgian Consu-
mer Council; Mr Spallone (European Communi-
ty of Consumer Cooperatives-EURo- COOP)
Chairman of EURO-COOP, former member of
his country's Parliament. The Bureau also
includes: Mr Meis (European Confederation of
Trade Unions-CES), General Secretary of the
Luxembourg CGT; Mr de Grave (European
Organization of the World Confederation of
Labour-EO-WCL), study dept. of the Belgian
CSC and member of the Economic and SocialCommittee; Mrs Mabille (Liaison
Bureau-WCT-CGIL) member of the WCL Exe-
cutive Committee, General Secretary of the Com-
mercial, Distribution and Service Personnel
Federation (F6d6ration du personnel, du com-
merce, de la distribution et des services);
Miss Lulling, member of the European Parli-
ament. Mrs M<iller (EEC Commission) will be
responsible for the Committee secretariat.
The Committee's first task was to review and
give its opinion on a working document
prepared by the Commission for the preparation
of a consumer programme. The draft program-
me carries three main headings: consumer pro-
tection, consumer advice and consumer represen-
tation. It also defines a number of priority
projects to be undertaken in this field.
The Committee was also asked to appoint as
swiftly as possible representatives on the various
agricultural Advisory Committees. The Com-
mittee's Bureau is to meet shortly to define and
plan its future work programme.
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Improvement of the
Common Agricultural Policy
2236. The Council held a preliminary exchan-
ge of views on 20 November 1973 concerning
the Commission's Memorandum on the im-
provement of the Common Agricultural
Policy.'
The Members of the Council expressed their
appreciation of the work carried out by the
Commission which was submitted at an approp-
riate moment. On the basis of the lines of
thought and suggestions worked out by the
Commission, taking into account the experience
acquired over ten years of putting the common
agricultural policy into practice, the Council will
be able to examine some of the mechanisms of
this policy with a view to adapting them to the
changes in the situation which have taken place
both inside and outside the Community.
The discussions which took place at this meeting
were of an exploratory nature and will be
continued at the meeting on 10 and 11 Decem-
ber. Not until a later stage, and on the basis of
the proposals which will be submitted by the
Commission, willthe Council examine the provi-
sions to be adopted in order to make any
improvements in the Common Agricultural Pol-
icy mechanisms that might prove useful.
The discussions have confirmed that these
improvements can only be made in conformity
with the principles on which the Common Agri-
cultural Policy is based, i.e. the Community
preference, financial solidarity and a price and
market policy supplemented by a dynamic
socio-structural policy. In this connection, con-
sideration should also be given to maintaining
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farmers' incomes, to the interests of consumers,
to the importance of relations with non-Member
countries, and indeed to practical achievements
under other Community policies.
The Council decided to forward the Memoran-
dum for information to the European Parliament
and to the Economic and Social Committee.
Measures taken in connexion
with the monetary situation
2237. The Council adopted a Regulation on
19 November 1973' on measures to be taken in
agriculture following the rise in the central rate
for the Dutch florin. The Regulation authorizes
the Netherlands to grant aid to Dutch farmers
over a period of seven months ending on
30 April 1974. The aid is to be granted in the
form of compensation of up to 2o/o of the selling
price to go to the agricultural producer on the
sale of the products through the value added
tax. The European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund contributes to the financing of
these measures by paying the Netherlands an
amount of five million u.a.
This Regulation also authorizes the Netherlands
to grant aid for butter and cream stocks whichjust before the central rate of the florin was
revalued were covered by storage contracts made
with the intervention agency. This is special aid
to compensate the loss in value deriving from
application of the representative conversion rate
to be f ixed f or this currency under t'[e
CAP. The EAGGF is sharing in the financing bf
these measures by remitting a sum of 3.5 million
u.a. to the Netherlands.
2238. In accordance with the existing regula-
tions the Commission fixed in November the
monetary cornpensatory amounts applicable in
trade in agricultural produce in general' and in
the colza and rape seed sectors.' As was already
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the case in October, a certain stability was noted
in the spot rates of the Lira and the Pound
sterling. At the time of fixing, the new repre-
sentative rate for the ltalian Lira which entered
into force on L November 7973 was taken into
account.
On 29 November 1973' the Commission also
amended the individual application terms of
compensatory amounts set on 30 May
7973.' This means applying the corrective coef-
ficient adopted as part of the compensatory
amounts, not only to import charges as was the
case up to now, but also to export levies. Ap-
plying from 1 December 7973 this measure on
the request of the interested party can be made
retroactive as far back as 14 August1973, which
date corresponds to the first setting of an export
levy in the cereal sector. The sectors now
concerned are those of cereals, rice and sugar.
Application of Agricultural Policy Measures
in the Enlarged Community
2239. On 1 August 1973^ the Commission
had authorized rhe United Kingdom to suspend
fully from 1 August to 31 Octob er 1.973 customs
duty on imports from other Member States of
various products of the oils and fats sector (seeds
and fruit of oil plants, flours and oilcakes made
from same). By its Regulation of 13 November
7973,- the Commission decided to extend the
period during which the United Kingdom was
authorized to suspend the customs duty, owing
to the situation in the world market.
' OJ L 321 of 22.11.'1973.
' OJ l3O9 of 9.71.'1973 and L315 of 16.11.1973.
' OJ L 3'l,l of 12.11.1973 andL3'1,7 of 19.11.1973.r OJ L331 of 1.12.7973.
' Btrll. EC 6-1973, point 2228.
" Bull. EC7/8-1973, point 2230.
- OJ L 313 of 14.11.1973.
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Joint Organization of Markets
Cereals and Rice
On 12 November 1973' the Commission laid
down the tendering conditions for export levies
in the cereals and rice sector. The object of this
Regulation is to establish the framework in
which tendering for export levies can take
place. This tender is one of the measures provi-
ded for by the Council Regulations of 19 July'
and 8 October 1973' when the cereals and rice
markets are disturbed. The Commission during
November several times set export levies for the
two sectors in question.
Milh and Dairy Produce
2241. The Commission amended on
14 November 7973' its Regulation of 13 Sep-
tember 1.973' on prior fixing of refunds and the
validity of export certificates in the milk and
dairy produce sector. This Regulation excludes
the prior fixing of refunds for butter and milk
powder exported to the United States, Canada,
Mexico and Puerto-Rico. In view of the situa-
tion of the market in the United States, it seemed
opportune to include also butteroil in the list of
products for which refunds cannot be fixed in
advance. The prefixing period has, moreover,
been extended from five to 12 months for liquid
milk and from 15 to 30 days for skimmed milk
powder. Finally, for skimmed milk powder
exported by tender, the validity of export certifi-
cates has been extended but not more than 12
months.
The Commission has also extended by nvo and a
half months the measure, originally limited to
the period 10 October-15 November 1973,
adopted on 8 October 1973" for the sale of
butter held by the intervention agencies at the
intervention price plus 3 u.a. per 100 kilos, to
allow for shortages in certain regions of northern
Bull. EC 71-1973
Germany. One thousand tonnes of butter were
taken out of stock in the United Kingdom on the
basis of this Regulation and it has seemed useful,
in order to restrict the price increase of butter in
that Member State, to extend the measure
beyond the end of year holidays (until 31 Janu-
ary 7974) so as to ensure supplies at reasonable
prices on the market.'
Pigmeat
2242. An Amendment to the Council Regula-
tions of 13 June 1967r on sluice-gate prices andto the system known as 'pilot and derived
products' in the pigmeat sector, was adopted by
the Council on 19 November 19731," it sets up a
specific tariff category for boned and deep-
frozen pigmeat and provides a sluice-gate price
and a levy for this new category through a
coefficient reflecting the comparison in value
between this meat and pig carcases. The
Amendment is aimed to bring in greater flexibili-
ty in the application of supplementary amounts
in the pigmeat sector.
Also on 19 November 1973" following the
enlargement of the Communiry, the Council
completed its Directive of 31 July 1.972" with
additional provisions on Member States surveys
on pig production with a view to subdividing the
'constituencies' specified for statistical purposes
in the new Member States.
I OJL319 of 20.11.1,973andL326of 27.11.1973.r Bull. EC7 /8-1973, point 2228.
' Bull. EC 1.0-1973,point2234.
' OJ L3l4 of 75.77.7973.
' Bull. EC 9-1973, point 2220.
" Ol L282 of 9.10.1973.
' OJ L316 of 1,7.11.1,973.
' OJ L 120 of 21.6.7967 and 122 of 22.6.1967.
' OJ L322 of 23.11.1973.t' OJ L326 of 27.11..1973.lr Bull. EC 9-1.972, point 54.
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During. the. 1973/74 campaign,.the principle of
increasing intervention and purchase prices to be
paid in Italy by a corrective amount equal to 1%
will apply to the pigmeat sector. The marketing
campaign in this sector starts on 1 November so
that for the period 1 November 1973 to
31 October 1974 the purchase price of slaugh-
tered pigs of standard qualiry is raised by 7Yo in
Italy. The Commission adopted a Regulation
accordingly on 31 October 1973;' it stipulates
the terms of application of the Council Regula-
tion of 10 May 7973' in the pork sector.
Sugar
2243. The Commission adopted a Regulation
on 2l November 7973' fixing a special levy on
exports of white and raw sugar. This is pro-
vided for under the Council Regulation of
18 December 1967' on the joint organization of
markets in the sugar sector. Owing to the risk
of not obtaining sugar supplies within threshold
price limits in certain regions of the Community
and on account of the surplus disposal situation
for the first time the Commission has fixed for
the sugar sector special export levies of 3.00 u.a.
per 100 kilos for white sugar and 2.76 u.a. per
100 kilos for raw sugar.
Oliue Oil
2244. The Council agreed on 2L November
1973 to fix the target price for olive oil for the
7973/1974 marketing year at 95 u.a./l00 kg.
The intervention and threshold prices will be
adapted accordingly, i.e. 87 .7 5 u.a./100 kilos
and 93 u.a./100 kilos respectively. The Council
decided to establish a buffer stock, the maximum
amount of which was not to exceed 75 000
tonnes. It also decided that l"/o of the aid to be
paid to producers will go to financing the setting
up of the olive grove register in the Community.
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The Regulations formally adopting the prices
and aid in question date from 27 November
7973' as do the Regulations setting, for the
1973/7974 campaign, the monthly increases of
those market target prices, intervention and
threshold prices and the flat rate sum (o.5
u.a./100 kg) to secure a preferential position for
Greek oil on the Community market.
The target price of 137.17 u.a./100 kilos for
olive oil had been fixed on 28 April 1973" when
common agricultural prices were fixed for the
1973/1974 campaign in general.
Wine
2245. During its session of 19 and 20 Novem-
ber 1.973 the Council took note of the Commis-
sion report on foreseeable changes in vine
planting and replanting in the Community and
on the ratio between production and utilization
in the vine-wine sector, and also of a statement
by the Commission announcing that it would
submit to the Council before the end of the year
Proposals for improving the running of Commu-
nity regulations in force in the vine-wine sector.
On 5 November 1973. the Commission noted
that the average price of table wine of the type
RIII (red) had remained below the release price
for two consecutive weeks and granted aid for
private storage of this rype of wine.
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I OJ L303 of 1.11.1973.: Bull. EC 5-1973,point2220.
' OJ L32l o122.11,.'1,973.
' OJ L 308 of 18.12.1967.
' OJ L 327 o128.11.1973.
" Bull. EC 4-1973, point 2279 and OJ Ll4l of
28.5.1973.
- Bull. EC 9-1973, point 2222.8 OJ L 307 of 7.1,1.1973.
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Seeds
2246. The Commission adopted a Regulation
on 14 November 1973' on notifying the neces-
sary data f or applying the Regulation of
26 October 1971' setting up a joint organization
of the seed market.
The Regulation stipulates the information neces-
sary for the efficient management of the seed
market and the dates by which this information
must be sent to the Commission by Member
States. It concerns in particular the controlled
acreage, quantities harvested, prices. paid to
growers, imports, exports, stocks and the free
frontier price of hybrid Indian corn for sowing.
fixed on 27 November 1973 the contractual
amounts for financing net losses by intervention
agencies in the milk and dairy produce secor
from 29 Jriy 1968 to 31 December 1972,while
on 28 November 1973 it fixed the conrracual
amounts for financing net losses by intervention
agencies in the cereals, rice, oils and fats and
sugar sectors for 1973.
Guidance Section
2248. On 31 October 1.973' the Commission
granted 77 240997 u.a. for 236 schemes under
the second and last instalment for 1972. The
grant is distributed as follows:
Numhcr
of projects
Granr rn
natronal currcncy
Granr
tn u.i.
Uermany
Belgium
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
66
43
31
80
5
tt
81 518 428 DM
364 507 257 BF
93 028 242 FF
75 469 087 529 Lit.
45 355 619 FLg
t9 081 802 Fl.
22 272 790
7 290 745
t6 749 t95
24750 547
907 ttz
5 271 274
236 77 240 997
G
European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund
Guarantee Section
2247. Following the Opinion of 6 November
1973 by the EAGGF Committee the Commission
Bull. EC ll-'1.973
ln Germany amongst the 23 schemes for impro-
ving productive structures for which 27 032661
DM have been granted, 11 concern land impro-
I OJ L314 of 15.1 1.7973.2 Bull. EC 12:1.971, point 46.
' OJ C 104 of 29.11.7972.
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vement work; seven of these are in Schleswig-
Holstein (3242000 DM) whilst eight apply to
hydraulic work. Amongst the 43 schemes for
marketing improvements (54485767 DM) the
dairy seaor ieceived an important share with
195'84456 DM including L1 164000 DM for
seven schemes in Bavaria. Four factory trawlers(with modern refrigerating, filleting and fish
meal processing equipment) and two deep-sea-
fishing cutters -have benefited from a grant of
19744000 DM. Six schemes concern the meat
sector (5 371.505 DM). In the fruit and vegeta-
ble sector eight schemes, including four in Bava-
ria, received grants of 5 440237 DM. Lastly,
amongst the five schemes in the vine-wine sector
(3974000 DM) four cellars are located in Bade-
Wiirttemberg at Oberkurch, Oberrotweil, Sas-
bachwalden ind Kiechlinsbergen am Kaiserstuhl;
the fifth cellar is at Ilbesheim in the Rhineland
Palatinate.
Of the 20 Belgian schemes for improving pro-
ductive structures (150770000 BF), 15 are con-
cerned with rural road and water supply and
receive the major share, i.e. 136747 000
BF. Amongst the 22 marketing schemes, seven
in the dairy sector receive the main share i.e.
136747 000 BF.
Contrary to the first instalment for 1972, the 20
French schemes for improving produaion struc-
tures receive the major share with 75172000 FF
including 27 20A000 FF for three schemes con-
cerning the supply of drinking water in Deux-
SBvres and C6tes-du-Nord. Substantial grants
were also made for a new schedule of work for
improving the amenities of the Provence Canal in
the Var and for drainage work in the Waterin-
gues area of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais. Three
mixed projects concerning beetroot dehydrating
plants received aid of 3206000 FF for works at
Seclin, Escaudeuvres (Nord) and Ardres (Pas-
de-Calais). Finally, of the eight marketing sche-
mes (14 550 000 FF) four concern the dairy
sector (8 548 000 FF).
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ln ltaly, rural roads received the maior grant
with 3.6 thousand million Lire (23 schemes) out
of a total EAGGF grant of 11 138 683 000 Lire
for 51 schemes for improving productive structu-
res. Nine schemes cover a group of measures
(roads, water supply, electrification, vine plant-
ing, improvemeni of pasturage, construction of
shepherds huts) received grants of 5428280000
Lire.
Of the 24 schemes for improving marketing
structures (3251495 000 Lire) the ten in the vine
sector received the major share for enlarging or
setting up cellars and bottling plants. In the
fruit and vegetable sector, nine schemes received
a grant of 1 006 066 000 Lire.
Amongst the five Luxembourgschemes, three in
the dairy sector received most of the grant with
over 39 million LF for plant modernization of
various dairies. The wo other schemes cover
an exhibition and sales hall for animal products
in Luxembourg and a warehouse for high quality
,wines at Wormeldange.
Three regrouping schemes in the Netherlands
received a grant ol 9960957 Fl. i.e. Oost en
'Westdongerideel (Friesland), Meidijk and Zieu-
went-Harreveld (Gelderland). Among the sche-
mes for markedng structures, three concern the
dairy sector (4015000 Fl.) and three the meat
sector (4 074 000 Fl.).
2249. The Commission on 9 and 72 Decem-
ber' adopted several Decisions on the EAGGF,
'Guidance' Section refunds:
(i) on 9 November 1973, premiums paid for
slaughtering cows and for the non-marketing of
and dairy products in the Netherlands in 1971,
and in Luxembuourgii 1972;
(ii) on 12 November 7973, allowances paid for
uprooting apple trees, pear trees and peach trees
in Germany, Belgium and Luxembourgin 1,972.
' OJ L 336 of 6.12.7973 and L346 of 17.12.1973.
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Strustural policy in Agriculture
2250. The Council reached agreement on
20 November 1973 concerning the Directive on
bill-farming and farming in certain less-fauoured
areds.' To ensure the continuation of farming
and thereby maintain a minimum population
level or conserve the countryside in certain
less-favoured areas, Member States are authori-
zed to introduce a special system of aid to
encouraBe farming and to raise farm incomes in
these areas.
The special system may include the following
measures:
(i) the grant of an allowance to compensate for
permanent natural handicaps;
(ii) the grant, under specific conditions, of aid
to farms suitable for development;
(iii) the grant of collective investment aid;
(iv) the grant, under specific conditions, of
national aids to farms for the purpose of
attaining the general objectives of the Directive.
Member States must advise the Commission
about the limits of the areas where they intend to
apply the special system of aid and which are
likely to be included in the Community list,
taking into consideration the characteristics
covered by Article 3 of the Directive.
The Direaive fits into the 'joint action' plan for
the modernization of farms; it provides an ade-
quate solution for the specific case of hill-
farming and farming in other less-favoured
areas, in particular by strengthening the system
of aid in ihe Directive ol 17 April 7972'on the
modernization of farms.
The Community list of less-favoured agricultural
areas (within the meaning of futicle 3 which
specifies the criteria for such areas) the rate of
refund by the EAGGF, Guidance Section of
eligible expenditure concerning the compensa-
Bull. EC "11-1973
tory allowance and other necessary financial
provisions will be adopted by the Council at a
later date.
The Commission gave a favourable opinion on
27 November 1.973, completing its opinion of
20 July 1973' on provisions for applying the
Council Directive of 17 April 1972 on farm
modernization, notified by the Danish Govern-
ment.
1973 Report on the Agricultural situation
2252. In an annex to the Memorandum on
the common agricultural poliry,u the Commis-
sion submitted its 1973 annual report on 'tbe
agricultural situation in tbe enlarged Communi-
ty.' The report, in three parts (synthesis, analy-
sis and tables), provide detailed information on
all elements linked with agriculture: production,
prices, markets, structures, financial aspects, etc.
The development of farm income in 7972 was
very favourable. The largest increase for per-
sons in agriculture, in terms of purchasing power
was registered in Ireland (26%); in most of the
other Member Countries there was an increase
of 10 to 15%. In Denmark and Italy it was less
high with 7 and 5o/o respectively.
Amongst the basic factors for this development,
the Commission mentions the rise in production
prices of agricultural products; these were far
more important than the increase in prices of
production factors. The increase in 1.972 of
production prices in the Community of 'Six'was
12.2% whilst the general increase in the level of
prices and wages and the crisis in certain world
markets, that of camle food (soya, etc. in particu-
lar) resulted in an increase of 5.1% in prices of
' Bull. EC 2-1973, point 2228; 4-1973, poim 2221,
and 5-7973,point2229.
r Bull. EC 4-1,972, Part One, Chapter I.
' Bull. EC7/8-1973,poim 2239.o Bull. EC lO:1.973, points 1101 to 1105 and Supple-
ment 17/73 - Bull. EC.
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production factors. The trend towards a rise in
production prices was maintained early in 7973;
where figures are available, the Commission has
noted increases of 18.5% in Belgium, 14.6"/o in
France and 12.5o/o in Germany (second quarter
of 1973 compared with the second quarter of
1972). In the United Kingdom and Denmark,
higher figures are recorded with respectively 23.5
and 33%. In this respect the Commission
points out that the rise is mainly due to develop-
ments in agricultural markets in 1972 and 7973,
particularly in world markets, and not to the
increase of about 5% in common prices (i.e.
prices guaranteed to producers). The same
observation applies to production prices in the
new Member States where the average increase
was much higher than that resulting from the
gradual adaptation of prices to the_level of
common prices in these countries. The first
alignment was made in 1973 and covered only
one-sixth of the existing difference between the
two price levels.
Another important factor in the increase in farm
income is the continued and accelerated reduc-
tion of farm workers which encouraged structu-
ral improvements. During the period l97l/72,
601500 left agriculture in the Communiry of
Nine, or 59% of the working population in
agriculture; in 1970/71 the figure was
3.5Y". This trend was more accentuated in
Denmark (10.2%), Italy (8.1%) and Germany
(7.1%); it was less marked in the United King-
dom (0.7%), the Netherlands (1.6%) and Ireland(2.2%). The other countries record between 4
and 6o/o. The Commission observes that this is
due mainly to the accelerated departure of far-
mers and family helps.
For 1973 the Commission anticipates a slowing
down in the reduction of the agricultural popula-
tion due to the sharp increase in farm inco-
mes. It expects for the current year moreover a
sizable increase possibly of the same order as in
1972,in such incomes.
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' Bull. EC 10-1973, points 1101 to 1105 and Supple-
ment 77 /73 - Bull. EC.
The Communiffs Protein Supplies
2253. The recommendations made by the
Commission in its Memorandum on the impro-
vement of the common agricultural policy' so as
to increase the Community's production of pro-
teins are based on the analysis included in a
report submitted to the Council on 16 Novem-
ber 7973. This document has been prepared in
response to the Council's request following this
year's events in the world market resulting in
certain countries like the United States and Brazil
limiting their exports of protein substances.
Statistics show the seriousness of any measure
limiting exports of protein substances to the
Community. In 7977/72, the European Com-
munity imported from third countries mainly the
USA, 807. of its protein requireme.nts (expressed
as protein concentrates: 8.8 million tonnes;
imports: 7 million tonnes). In oilcakes which
cover more than 70Yo of protein requirements,
the Community depends almost entirely on third
countries since it produces only 4.3o/o of its total
consumption. The 20% of. total requirements
which the Community can cover concern mainly
meat meal, milk powder and to a lesser extent
fish meal, grass meal and field beans.
The Commission's estimate in world protein
requirements shows an increase of 3o/" per
annum till 1977/78. To meet this demand,
world production (55.6 million tonnes in 7971)
will have to increase by 2 million tonnes per
annum. If steps are not taken, the possibility of
satisfying world demand in protein will accord-
ing to the Commission be largely dependent on
increased soya production. Other protein sub-
stances (gpound nuts, fish meal, grass, etc.) are
unlikely to make an important contribution.
The possibilities of developing soya production
seem also limited. The Commission points out
Bull. EC 1t-1973
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that in recent years production of soya cake has
not followed the increase in demand and stocks
in the USA, the main supplier to the Community,
dropped sharply between 1968169 and 1972/73,
i.e. from 7.2 to 1.4 million tonnes. Whilst in
1973 the USA had an excellent crop this was due
to a number of favourable circumstances unlike-
ly to recur in future. Even if the 1973 level of
production was to be maintained in years ahead,
it would not be sufficient to meet foreseeable
world demand. According to the Commission's
calculations, soya sowings should increase by
1 350 000 hectares per annum to cover increased
requirements. In its Memorandum, the Com-
mission wonders whether American farmers will
be tempted to sow soya instead of crops such as
corn and cotton since the prices of both these
products are invariably more interesting than the
record prices for soya in 1973. Moreover,
American farming cannot expand indefinitely the
areas under soya even on virgin soils. Regard-
ing the potential expansion of this crop in Brazil,
the Commission believes that it may be used for
interior consumption by that country.
Under these conditions, the Commission notes
that in the general interest, an effort should be
made in the Community to try and avoid that its
dependence on imported protein produce sup-
plies should increase excessively over the next
five years. To this end, the Commission in its
Memorandum proposes a series of measures to
stimulate protein production in the Commun-
ity. Concerning soya, the Commission consi-
ders that by including this product in the support
system now granted to oil seeds, the Community
production could reach 100 000 tonnes in
1977/78 but this is only 1.7% of Community
requirements. The Commission considers that
the present system of free imports in the Com-
munity should not be changed.
On other protein produce, the Commission's
proposals are:(i) to encourage sunflower production by in-
creasing its price in relation to that of rapeseed;
Bull. EC 11-1973
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(ii) to encourage dehydration of forage crops
such as alfalfa
(iii) to reduce the price of selected leguminous
fodder such as peas and field beans;
(iv) to set up a research programme for devel-
oping new seed varieties, especially field beans
and grains with a high protein content;
(r) acceptance of urea inanimal feed by all
Member States;
(vi) survey of other techniques for the produc-
tion of proteins.
2254. During its session of 12 to 16 Novem-
ber 1973, the European Parliamenr passed Reso-
lutions concerning the Commission's Proposals
on certain deadlines for grants by the EAGGF,
'Guidance' Section, on target and intervention
prices of olive oil for the 1973/1974 campaign,
on marketing forestry rep,roductive material and
on preserving agents fit for human consumpti-
on. The last item was also the subjea of an
Opinion by the Economic and Social Committee
which met in plenary session on 29 and
30 November; the Committee also gave an Opi-
nion on a proposal concerning the tariff treat-
ment of agricultural products included in passen-
gers' personal luggage.
lndustrial and Technological Policy
lndustry
Multinational Companies:
Commission Communication
2255. On 8 November 1973 the Commission
sent the Council a Communication on 'multi-
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national companies and Community regula-
tions.' This document accompanies a draft
Council Resolution on measures to be taken to
solve problems arising from the development of
these companies.
The Commission considers that international
economic interpenetration can help towards a
better distribution of labour and technical know-
ledge and help to harmonize social condi-
tions. The Commission finds, however, that the
scale of this interpenetration is provoking con-
cern with regard to employment, competition,
tax evasion, disturbing capital movements, secu-
rity of supply for raw materials and the econ-
omic independence of the developing coun-
tries. This is why in the draft Resolution sent to
the Council the Commission said: 'it is crucial
that the Community institutions take the requi-
red action so that the multinational companies
can carry on their activities with due respect for
the Community's economic and social objec-
tives.'
2256. The Proposals made on this matter
were expounded by Mr Spinelli, Member of the
Commission, on 15 November on Geneva when
he addressed a group of 20 people appointed by
the United Nations General Secretariat to study
the role of the multinationals and their impaa
on the development process (especially with
regard to the developing countries) and their
effect on international relations. Some 35
people representing government departments,
business, trade unions, academics and other
groups directly concerned were invited to the
talks.
Technology
The Main Lines of a
Community Data-Processing Policy
2257. On 22 November the Commission sent
the Council a Communication illustrating the
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basis of what could be 'a Community data-pro-
cessing policy.'
tn this paper the Commission found that the
effective application and industrial development
of data-processing were vitally important to
Europe both economically and socially. This
industry was now moving into third place in the
world. It was entering almost every sector of
activity and in Europe its annual growth rate
was 20Yo. But on the world scale it was
dominated by a single company, controlled from
outside Europe and absorbing 60% of the
market.
The Commission contended that in the face of
this unbalanced world competition, special
measures must be applied. A Community
data-processing policy must be grounded on two
basic objectives: consolidation of the European-
based industry to make it and keep it more
competitive and promotion of data-processing
application to boost its effective use.
Industrial consolidation could be achieved in two
stages: (i) Iimited collaboration (already prepa-
red for) to be fostered as a means of bringing
companies closer together with a view to eventu-
al group formation, (ii) an organized programme
for promoting Communiry data-processing.
Such a policy would have to allow for the needs
of the peripherals, electronic components and
sofnvare industries which were taking an ever-in-
creasing share of the cost of data-processing
systems.
!7ith regard to 'applications' the Commission
considered that profitable collaboration could be
started at three levels: in applications of an
international nature, for which a careful choice
of projects should help to develop the companies
based in Europe; in areas where similar needs
tackled joindy would yield substantial scale
Supplement 75/73 - Bull. EC.
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savings; in sectors where coordination of na-
tional policies would boost efficient use. In its
Communication the Commission asked the
Council to consider a limited number of carefully
chosen projects, giving priority to the subjea
matter therein, with an eye to joint financial aid
to support cooperative industrial development in
key areas.
Lastly, the Commission drew the Council's
attention to the social problems implied in such a
poliry and highlighted the need to protect private
individuals confronted with the development of
data-processing; the Commission would like
public hearings to be held on this subject.
In the draft Resolution attached to the Commu-
nication, the Commission proposed that the
Council decide to foster and support greater
association between companies, to give Com-
munity guidance to data-processing promotion
and incentive policies (especially through colla-
boration on policies for purchasing, norms and
applications) and to adopt a limited number of
major joint development projects before the end
of 1974. The Commission would submit a
report on the development of this sector by end
1975 with the main aim of creating a strong and
viable industry based in Europe by the early
1980's.
{.
2258. During its session of 72-t6 November
1,973, the European Parliament passed a Resolu-
tion 'on the need for a joint policy in the field of
technology.'
The Economic and Social Committee during its
session of 29-30 November 1973 issued an Opi-
nion on the 'Commission's Communication con-
cerning the programme of industrial and techno-
Iogical policy'' submitted to the Council in May
7973.
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Hydrogen Production by Cbemical Cycles
2259. Some thirry Community organizations,
companies and institutes took part on
12 November 1973 in a meeting of spe-
cialists. The aim of the meeting was to organize
a concerted effort bearing on hydrogen produc-
don through the process of water dissociation by
chemical cycles, in order to extend the applica-
tion range of nuclear enetgy. The meeting was
held as the result of an invitation by the Com-
mission at the end of 1972, in a 'Communication
concerning the application range of nuclear
energy".
During the meeting the three programmes in
which the Commission is taking part, were
presented and discussed, namely:
(i) Joint Research Centre (JRC) projecs ar the
Ispra establishment;
(ii) Thermo-dynamic computations at the Tech-
nische Hochschule, Aachen, and(iii) Engineering pro jects at the Kernfor-
schungsanlage (nuclear research installation),
Jiilich.
A collaboration Agreemenr was signed berween
the TH of Aachen, the KFA of Jiilich and the
Commission with the objective of determining
the optimum chemical cycles of hydrogen pro-
duction by nuclear power. The Agreement can
be extended to include any organization wishing
Policy
I SupplementT /73 - Bull. EC.
' OJ C'i.25 of 1.72.1972.
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Medical Research
2261. Several medical research specialist
Committees met in November, Iargely under the
aegis of the PREST Group (Scientific and Techni-
cal Research Policy).
The Medical Research and Public Health Com-
mittee (CRM) of the PREST Group met on
13 November 1973. It finalized its internal set
up and appointed the members of its Workings
Parties. The 'Surgical and Respiratory Intensive
Care' Group, which will also have the status of a
Working Party, had held a meeting on 5 Novem-
ber devoted to discussing an initial draft report
on post-operational and respiratory intensive
care unrts.
Sessions on 'Computer aided Monitoring
Systems' were also held on 5 and 6 November
7973. Some thirty doctors and specialists
approved a Report on the use of computers for
continuous and real-time observation of corona-
ry disease victims. They also discussed in detail
a report on post-operational intensive care units
for which detailed proposals will be made in
March 1974.
The Joint Research Centre
Aduisery Committees
on P ro gr amme Administr ation
2262. On a Proposal from the Commission
the Council on 19 November 1973 passed a
Resolution setting up new Consultative Commit-
tees for running the CCMGP programmes and
disbanding certain others.
This move has been necessitated by the new
content of the Communiry's multiannual
research programme adopted by the Council on
to contribute to the development of research in
this field. The discussion also highlighted the
keen interest of the UKAEA (United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority) in this subject. Part
of the meeting was devoted to commentary and
discussion on similar work done in the United
States.
Tbe Biology
and Health Protection Programme
2260. The Consultative Committee on run-
ning programmes (CCMGP) for the indirect
biology and health protection project met in
Brussels on26-27 November 1973. The'radia-
tion protection' section of this programme was
amended following the Council Decision of
14 May 1973, so as to bring in an effective
participation by laboratories in the new Member
States; the Committee studied 45 research pro-
jects submitted by these laboratories.
The projects cover the sectors of dosimetry,
transport of radionucleides, short and long-term
hereditary effects, ionizing radiation and radio-
isotopes. The total cost of research proposed
for 1974-1975 amounted to more than 2.5
million u.a.
From the discussion by the CCMGP of these 45
projects the Commission representatives propo-
sed to accept 36 of them which fit completely
into the programme now running and for which
the Commission would provide approximately
0.8 million u.a. in the shape of contracts, to help
finance them. The CCMGP unanimously
agreed this proposal. The Committee also
reviewed and approved the 1974 programmes of
the various contracts now running for both
'radiation protection' and 'applications of
nuclear techniques to agronomic and medical
research'which are included in the programme. "
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14 May and 18 June 1973. The CCMGP were
set up in 1969 to help in effectively carrying out
the programmes and ensuring a 'closei liiison
between them and the correiponding research
and development projects in Member S-tates.
On the terms of the Resolution passed by the
Council on 19 November it was decided to form
fiue new Comminees for the foJlowing depart-
ments: processing and storage of wastei;-iech-
nical assistance for users of nuclear power
stations; applied data-processing; hydrogen pro-
duction; standards ind referince su6stances(direct and indirect projects).
The three Comrnittees for the following plant
installations have been disbanded: fast rJactors;
heavy water reactors; high temperature reactors.
The. o.ther existing Comminees in the following
disciplines have been kept on: plutonium anJ
transplutonic elementsl nuclear- measurements
and standards (CBNM); reactor safery; data
ana-lysis bureau; plasma physics and 'fusion;
biology and healrh protection.'
The programme for the HFR reacror has been
assigned to the Committee on Hieh Flux Reac-
tors and the programme for materiils science has
been assigned to the Committee on Condensed
State Physics.
Lastly, the formation of a Consultative Commit-
tee on Environmental Research (direct and indi-
rect projects) was later decided by the Council.,
Scientific and Technical lnformation
rnd Management of lnformation
2263. Set up by the Resolution of the Council
rnd Member States' Government Representa-
:ives, meeting within the Council, on-24 June
1971, the Committee on Scientific and Tecbnical
lnformation and Documentation (CIDST) met
]ull. EC 71-1973
o n 1,2-13 November 1973 in Luxem-
bourg. With Mr Cyril Giles as Chairman who
was unanimously elected in succession to Mr De
Meulders, the CIDST took a hard look at
problems involved in implementing the Commis-
sion's action programmeon scienti-fic and techni-
cal information and documentation.
The Committee delegated its existing or furure
sub-groups (covering technical features and eco-
nomic and financial features of information;
training of specialists; agriculture; parenr docu:
mentation; biology and medicine; data on pro-
tection of the environment) to present suitible
proposals for creating a European information
and documentation nenvork by making opti-
mum use of existing systems (ior instance, in
metallurgy, agriculture, nuclear information) andto submit the relevant budgetary data. The
CDST also confirmed the a[pointment of its
Working Parties and heard and- considered their
respective aaivity reports, in particular the
rep.?.rt f rom 
, 
rhe group assigned to study the
tantlcatlon of lntormatlon services.
2264. The Committee for Coordination and
Administration of the Metallurgy Information
and Documenrarion System (SDIM) mer on
19 November 1973 in Luxembourg. It was
pleased to note that the analytical worl in all the
centres of the countries party to the provisional
technical Agreemenr had goi underwiy. It was
also satisfied with the progress made in the
centralized 
- 
handling by Commission depart-
ments of the contributions from the national
centres. The Commirtee was also advised of the
status of the SDIM accession procedure by the
Community countries yet to sign the provisional
technical Agreement. It is hoped that three
Member States will join early in [gl+.
I At the meeting of .l 0 Decemher 1973.
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The Committee debated the effects of the United
Kingdom's membership of SDIM- as from Octo-
ber -and the assigment of tasks among the
participants allowing for forthcoming new mem-
'bers. ^ln view of ihe system's expansion the
Committee had a broad discussion on the possi-
biliw of membership for a number of countries
disoiavine interest in Snnrl and with the idea of
, rnorl eitensive and more comprehensive docu-
mentary coverage.
rf
2265. During im sitting ol l2-1,6November
1.973, the European Parliament passed a Resolu-
don on the Commission's Proposals concerning
an 'action programme for scientific and techno-
logical policy.t A second Resolution 'on the
n.id foi a common policy for technology' has a
partial bearing on th; problems of research and
development.
Energy Policy
2266. The problems raised by the oil crisis
were still the maior concern during Novem-
ber. The Community institutions-the Council,
the Commission, the European Parliament-con-
tinued to analyze the repercussions of the crisis
on economic li?e and the'measures which should
be taken to cope with the situation.
Statement by Mr Simonet
on the Commission's Outlook
2267. Pending the 'political' decisions to come
from the HeadJ of State or Government at the
Copenhagen Conference, Mr Henri Simonet,
Vici-PreJident of the Commission, speaking in a
debate in the European Parliament' expounded
the Commission's viewpoint on the crisis and its
impact.
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Mr Simonet spoke of the diverging views which
apparently existed among:
(i) those who think that the Community should
piimarily concentrate on the long term and those
who wanted to keep to immediate measures;
(ii) those who preferred a national approach to
a Community one;
(iii) those who believed that the crisis should be
irita.a from the political angle and those who
believed that we should concentrate on curbing
the economic and technical repercussions of the
embargo (to avoid worsening i situation already
compromised politically).
All these arguments and counter-arguments, he
said, were simply bogus dilemmas. They were
no more than- different aspects of an identical
problem where the long-term implications entail-
id the need for immediate decisions and where
the political aspects hinged on 
-the- economic
situation and viie-versa. In truth, the current
crisis was simply the sign of a basic revolution
on the part of the Arab countries. For years
now we had looked indifferently on the exploita-
tion of oil resources by the multinational compa-
nies and we had based our estimates on a policy
of minimum prices which were now a thing ol
the past.
We now had to be brave enough to Propose
'coherently and forcefully', f reqlently tqggh
options to public opinion. In the immediate
futur. the C'ommission's moves on the oil pro'
blems would be motivated by five main princi'
ples. We must:
(i) guarantee Europe's energy supplies througl
a'faii distribution of availab-le reiources, whicl
could be based on Community criteria anc
which should be administered by a Communiq
institution;
' Point 2404.
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(ii) provide the Community with an adequare
information system on oil movements;
(iii) examine, with the electricity producers the
scope for replacing the fuel used in power
stations by other materials such as coal, etc.;
(iv) slow down consumption either by harmo-
nizing voluntary measures already taken or by
even more restflctlve measures;
(v) harmonize the oil price systems ar Commu-
nity level to prevent disparities in price Ievels
from provoking speculaiive movement of oil
products from market to market.
Mr Simonet hoped that 'an operational decision
of principle' would be taken on all these measu-
res so that the Community could swiftly imple-
ment practical action.
Hydrocarbons
2268. On 9 November 1973 the Council for-
mally adopted a Regulation on support for
Community proiects in the hydrocarbon sector'
which it had agreed in principle during the
meeting of 22 May 1973. This Regulation will
enable the Community, where absolutely neces-
sary, to throw its support behind the completion
of Community profects of technical development
directly linked to the operation, production,
storage and transport of hydrocarbons and
which bear primarily on security of supply.
Nuclear Energy
Eur op ean U r anium Enr ichment Cap acity
2269. On 14 November 1,973 the Commis-
sion approved Proposals on uranium enrichment
which were sent to the Council.
The basic consideration behind the Commission
Proposals was that of the present energy back-
Bull. EC 11-1973
ground and the vulnerability of stocks and
supplies. The Commission held that the use of
nuclear energy was a_ kingpin in the securiry of
energy and that on this score enriched uranium
was crucially important. The Commission
therefore considered that industries within the
Community must provide themselves with a
uranium enrichment capacity enabling them to
meet a sizable and growing proporrion of
Community needs from the start of the nextdecade. !
The Commission did nor see this as a quesr for
autarchy- but as a structure in which no single
source of energy would be so preponderant that
it could impair either price-wise oi quantiry-wise
the overall stabiliry of the supply 'situa-
tion. This condition could be met'6nlv if the
Community possessed its own adequate produc-
tion materialized as swiftly as possible ihrough
the use of the nvo techniques ofultra centrifug"a-
tion and gazeous diffusion now developed in t-he
Community.
The Commission's Proposals are based on the
need for convergent commirment and effort by
the promote-rs and utilizers and for Community
support. This convergence could be amained
only through a policy of concertation berween
the partners The promoters must collaborate to
develop their capacity and adapt the use of
installations to market needs. The utilizers for
their part had to agree on the principle of placing
orders with European Industries in preference to
outside sources for a period up to about 1985
and on equal economic conditiohs.
The Community would act in three areas. First-
ly, it would give the Supply Agency the required
Directives to support the concerted aaion of
promoters and utilizers. Then the Community
could grant the statute of 'joint company' ro
undertakings to be formed under the ioncerta-
tion recommended ro the promoters and utili-
Energy.Policy
' OJ L 312 of 13.t1,.7973.
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zers. Lastly, provided that concertation be-
tween promoters and utilizers was working, the
Community, for a limited time and under a
limited ceiling, could buy the surplus quantities
which might inevitably have to be produced.
The Commission considered that a sum of 200
million u.a. would ensure the financial backing
of loans necessary to form safety and trading
stocks.
Coal
2270. By a Decision of 14 November 1973'
the Commission authorized, in compliance with
the provisions of Decision 3/77/ECSC of
22 Dicember 7970,' the additionnl finnncial
interuentions in fauour of the coal industry,
granted in 1972 by Germany, Belgium, and
France. These interventions had already been
the subject of a Memorandum' sent for discus-
sion to the Council.
2271. During its sitting of. 12-1.6 November
1973, the European Parliament passed a Resolu-
tion on 'certain prerequisites for furure guideli-
nes concerning the supply and use of gas in the
Community.' The House also passed a Resolu-
tion on the Commission's Communication to the
Council concerning initial implementation of
'Guidelines and Priorities for a Community Ener-
gy Policy.' The same Communication was the
subject of an Opinion issued by the Economic
and Social Committee meeting in plenary session
on 29-30 November in Strasbourg. Like Parlia-
ment the Committee asked that immediate action
be taken at Communiry level to overcome the oil
crisis and asked for an effective ioint en':rgy
policy for diversifying energy supplies.
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The Council considers Transport Problems
2272. On 22 November 1973 the Council
held its first meeting on transport since the
enlargement of the eommunity- It examined
the following questions :
New Direction
of the Common Tr ansPort P olicy
2273. The Council heard a statement by
Mr Scarasci a Mtgnozza, Vice-President of the
Commission on thi main items in the Communi-
cation' sent by the Commission to the Council
on 25 Octobei tgll concerning the development
of the common transport poliry in the enlarged
Communiry. The statement was followed b: a
discussion on the guidelines to be adopted. The
delegations stresse-d the importance of the Com-
mun'ication which they regirded as an an excel-
lent basis for thinking towards giving fresh
impetus to the common transport policy. After
the discussion the Council igreed to ask the
Committee of Permanent Representatives to
examine the various proposals now on the Coun-
cil's desk in order io iush on with the work
taking into account hoth the main lines illustra-
ted b'v the Commission and the outcome of the
.u.r.nt debate and thus continue the dialogue
with the Commission.
Weight and Size of Road goods Vehicles
2274. The Council resumed its work on the
proposed Directive concerning the weight and
Transport PolicY
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size of road goods vehicles and certain additional
technical considerations. Agreement could not
be reached owing to the outstanding difficulties
for certain Member States over some of the main
characteristics to do with the weight and dimen-
sions of road vehicles. These chaiacteristics had
been the subject of an overall guideline adopted
by the six Member States of the EEC during the
Council sitting' of 6 and 7 November 1972.
On nvo basic issues of importance concerning
the total loaded weight and the maximum weight
per axle, the Member States were unable to
agree. The Council has decided to keep this
question on the agenda for its next sitting.
Community Quota
2275. The Council also carried on its work on
adjustments to the Community quota for road
freight haulage between Member States. This
issue was referred to the next sitting of the
Council when this question will be reviewed
again together with the decision to be made on
weights and dimensions of goods vehicles.
Market Access
2276. The Council agreed the content of a
Directive amending the first Council Directive of
23 July 1,962 on laying down certain ioint rules
for international transport (road freight haulage
for others'account). The new Direaive extends
the application of the basic Directive to cover
carriage for own account and adding certain
rypes of activities to those decontrolled.
Regarding amendments proposed by some dele-
gations, concerning through carriage, combined
haulage, carriage generally for own account,
carriage of supplies for ocean shipping and
cariage of perishable goods in vehicles with
regulated temperatures, the Council agreed to
examine these matters as soon as possible on the
Bull. EC 11.-1973
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basis of a Proposal submitted by the Commission
for a set of general rules to cover road freight
haulage between Member States. Against this
background, the Council also decided to give
priority within the compass of this Proposal to
Iaying down joint rules for combined rail and
road carriage. A Council decision on this form
of transport is to be made by 1 July 7974 at the
I atest.
2277. After a brief discussion and in response
to a note from the Italian delegation, the Council
instructed the Committee of Permanenr Repre-
sentatives to carry on its work on joint rules
governing dccess to the occupation of road
freight haulier in the field of national and
international transport so that the Council could
as far as possible take a decision at its next
sitting. It also delegated the Committee of Per-
manent Representatives to consider the corre-
sponding Proposal on access to the occupation of
passenger carner.
I nte r national Railw ay T ar if f s
2278. The Member States' Governmenr
Representatives meeting within the Council
agreed two Protocols connected with the Ac-
cession of the United Kingdom, Denmark, and
Ireland to the ECSC-Switzerland Agreement of
28 July 7956 and to the ECSC-Austria Agree-
ment of 26 July 1957. Both Protocols concern
the setting up of direct international railway
tariffs for carriage of coal and steel through the
territory of those States.
2279. The Represenrarives also approved a
third supplement to the Agreement of2] March
1955 for setting up direct international railway
tariffs for ECSC carriage. This supplementary
Agreement allows the Danish railways a transi-
' Bull. 7l-1972, point 54.
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tion period up to 1 February 1975 during which
hoth as expeditor and receiver they can levy t'wo
thirds of iheir terminal tax on the carriage of
coal and steel.'
2280. As a result of a note from the Dutch
delegation endorsed by several other delegations
thc Member States Government Representatives
agreed, on the basis of proposed adjustments
ftirthcoming from the Commission, to have a
number of- problems investigated which have
cropped uf in applying the Agreement of
21 March for setting up direct international
railway tariffs for ECSC carriage.
Social Prouisions in Road Freight Haulage
2281.. The Council formally acknowledged
two Commission reports on application of its
Regulation of 25 March 1969 concerning har-
mo-nization of certain social provisions in the
field of road freight haulage. The Commission
had had some trouble in compiling these reports
because of delays in transmitting information
from States and'also owing to gaps in some of
the data sent in. The Council asked all its
members to cut down the delay in forwarding
information. Moreover, with regard to the pro-
blems involved in applying uniformly the materi-
al provisions of the social Regulation, the Coun-
cil- asked Member States to take any useful
action at national level to ensure that the Regula-
tion was strialy and equivalently applied.
Railway Cooperation
2282. The Council officially acknowledged
the 1973 report of the Railway Group of the
nine Membeis of the EEC which evaluated the
development of cooperation between
them. The Council delegated the Committee of
Permanent Representatives to study this paper
and report on il at the next Council sitting. The
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Commission declared that it anached considera-
ble importance to achieving closer cooperation
benryeen the Community railway companies and
that it was doing all it could to promote it. The
Commission announced its intention of submit-
ting to the Council, after making all the contacts
likely to be of value, any suggestions or propo-
sals which might help to attain this objective.
Prior Examination
and Consultation P r o ce dur e
2283. The Council adopted a Decision
amending the 
.Decision of 27 March 1962 on
setting up a prior examination and consultation
procedure for cgrtain legal, regulatory and admi-
nistrative provisions contemplated by Member
States for transport. The new Decision is to
extend the deadlines by which the Commission
has to issue its opinion or recommendation to
the Member State consulting it.'
Tbe Impact on Transport
of tbe Present Energy Situation
2284. The Council heard a statement from the
Commission drawing Member States' attention
to the fact in the choice and limits of measures
they are taking with regard to the oil supply
problem they must see that they meet their
obligations under ArticleT6 of the EEC Trea-
ty. The Commission is also closely studying
whether and how far it would be convenient to
propose joint moves over transport in order to
cope with the oil supply problem at Community
level. Lastly, the Commission considered that
in any case every priority should be given to
developing joint transport and that even more
strenuous efforts must be made in scientific and
technical research regarding new modes of trans-
port and propulsion requiring sources of energy
other than oil.
' OJ L 347 of 17.12.1973.
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Market Access
2285. On 5 November 1.973, the Commission
decided to issue a Recommendation' to rhe
Belgian Government on the draft Royal Decree
concerning enforcement of rules peculiar to
international passenger ffansport by buses and
coaches. While it expressed a favourable Opin-
ion on the draft Decree, the Commission recoml
mended the 
.Belgian Government to cut out a
measure reiterating a Community provision
directly applicable as such and to complete the
draft by fixing the validity time of the road
docket book used for occasional services.
Technical Harmonization
2286. A meeting with the Government experts
of the various Member States was held on
27-29 November 7973 in Brussels to examine
the purely technical features of the problem over
the weight and size of road uebicles. The meet-
ing which was the fourth one organized by the
Commission at the request of the Council
authorities, concentrated on the following
points: maximum pressure exerted on the
ground by vehicle tires, front overhang of trail-
ers, and maximum vehicle weight in proportion
to the distance benneen the extreme axles. The
results of the meeting will be transmitted to the
Council authorities in anticipation of discussions
on the proposed Directive concerning the weight
and size of road goods vehicles and certain
complementary technical conditions related to
them.
Transport lnfrastructures
2287. As an application of the Council Deci-
sion of 28 February 1965 which set up a consul-
tation procedure for transport infrastructure
investments, the French and British Governments
advised the Commission by letter of the Channel
Bull. EC 1l-1973
Tunnel project. In compliance with Article 3 of
this Decision, the Commission will consult Mem-
ber States on this project.
Meetings with Workers' Representatives
2288. The Commission ran meetings in
Luxembourg with two workers' representative
bodies in the transport sector: one on
14-15 November was with the European Com-
mittee of the Transport Vorkers International
Trade Union Federation (CMT) and the other on
20 November was with the Community Trans-
port Union Comminee (lfF). Both the meet-
ings, attended by Mr Scarascia Mugnozza,
Vice-President of the Commission, were to study
problems arising from the recent Commission
Communication to the Council on the develop-
ment of the common transport policy, from the
relationships between that policy and the
regional and environment policies and from
social harmonization in transport. The Europe-
an CMT Committee also concentrated on certain
features of transport infrastructure. The Union
Committee of the ITF dealt with the financial
situation of the railway companies and relations
between them and the public authorities. The
representatives of this Committee also announ-
ced their intention to send in to the Commission
departments a paper on the problems which their
organization regards as priorities for trans-
port. The. talks with the transport workers'
representatives once again proved the value and
interest of such meetings for both the Commis-
sion departments and the organizations invited.
2289. During ,* ,.rl,on of l2-l6November
1973, the European Parliament passed two
Resolutions commenting on the proposed Coun-
cil Decision to introduce a joint tariff scheme for
I OJ L320 of 21.1,1.1973.
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3. External Relations
EFTA States
I oint EEC- Austr ia, EEC-P ortugal,
EEC-I celand and EEC-Norw ay Comrnitte es
2301. The Joint Committees set up under the
Agreements between the Community and coun-
tries of the European Free Trade fuea held their
second meeting in Brussels in November as
follows: the Joint EEC-Austria Committee on
8 November 1973,the Joint EEC-Portugal Com-
mittee on 13 November 1973, the Joint EEC-lce-
land Comminee on 20 November'1,973 and the
Joint EEC-Norway Committee on 30 November1973. They examined the working of the
Agreements and were advised about the work of
the Customs Committees concerning in particu-
lar the question of simplifying administrative
formalities; they also examined problems con-
cerning trade in certain goods.
Agreement with Finland
2302. The exchange of instruments notifying
the completion of the procedures required for
implementing the Agreement signed in Brussels
on 5 October 1973 between the EEC and Fin-
land,' took place on 23 November 7973. In
accordance with Article 36 of the Agreement, it
enters into force on 1 January 1.974.'
Agr eements concerning E CSC products
2303. The exchinge of instruments nodfying
the completion of the internal procedures requi-
red for the coming into force of the Agreements
signed in Brussels on 22 luly 1972 benryeen the
Member States of the European Coal and Steel
OJ L 328 of 28.17.7973.
oJ L334 of 5.'12.1973.
the use of infrastructures and on the Proposal
supplementing the Council Regulation of
25 March 1969 on harmonizing certain social
provisions in road transport.
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Community and Austria, Iceland, Portugal, Swe-
den and Switzerland, respectively, took place on
29 November 7973. These Agreements come
into force on 1 January 1974.'
Mediterranean Countries
Greece
2304. Following recent developments in
Greece, the spokesman of the Commisiion issued
rhe following statement on 26 November:
'Sir Christopher Soames received the Greek
Ambassador to the Community on 26 Novem-
ber. He informed the Ambassador of the Com-
mission's concern over the situation in Greece)ver the last fortnight. This concern has been
heightened by the events of the last forty-eight
1ours. Sir Christopher stressed the fact that ihe
3ommission is maintaining its position whereby
:here can be no question of developing the
EEC-Greece Association so long as the democra-
:ic institutions have not been restored in Greece.'
fhe Commission had already made known
ieveral times its position regarding the EEC-
lreece Association. Vice-President, Sir Chris-
:opher Soames on 14 March 7973 had declared
a the European Parliament: 'The House knows
:hat because of the resrrictions on civil liberties
rnd the suspension of democratic institutions in
lreece the Community is confining its Associa-
ion with Greece to the administratibn of current
rusiness. When civil liberties and democratic
nstitutions are fully restored in Greece we look
orward to developing our relations with that
:ountry to the full.'
1305. The EEC-Greece Association Council
net at Ambassador level on 23 November
1973. It was the first meeting since the begin-
ring of the year. The Council confined itsel-f to
'eviewing several problems to do with the cur-
tull. EC 77-1973
rent administration of the Agreement, in particu-
Iar certain trade difficulties. A discussion also
took place in the light of futicle 64 of. the
Agr-eement on the content of the generalized
preferences contemplated by the Com"munity for
1.974.
Lastly-, the Association Council agreed the re-
newed 
.pegging-at 3% of the CCT charge on
trrrpentine. (tariff heading 38.07 A-CCT dharge
4%), under Protocol 10, paragraph 3, of t[e
Association Agreement. Also-agreed was a
decision- concerning application of ihe provisions
of futicle 8 of the Agreement to goodi obtained
in the EEC Member States. By this decision the
percentage of CCT charges (calied the compensa-
tion levy) to be consideled in fixine the rate of
the levy.under Article 8, is set at 9b for goods
covered by the sysrem of phasing out tariffs over
twelve years. The adjustment of this percentage
hinges on the latest-cut in customj duties In
Greece on L November 7973 for the benefit of
the Community.
2306. On 1 November Greece did make a
fresh cut (the penultimate one) of l0% in her
basic charges and guarantees for Community
imports of products covered by the twelve year
transition period. The reduction of these char-
ges and guarantees has now gone as f.ar as 90o/o
of those ppplied in 1962. C-onversely, for pro-
ducts under the twenry-nvo year traniition peri-
od the nexr cut of.106/o in applicable dutiejand
guarantees will not occur untif l May 1974.
Turkey
2307. The EEC and Turkey exchansed lemers
on 23 November 7973 in Bruisels. Tf,is corres-
pondence conc-erned the Community import
scheme for Turkish non-refined oliue oil., ^th.
I OJ L 351 of 20.1,2.1973.
'z Bull. EC 10-1973, point 2304.
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the Agreement and the Cyprus Government's
request to supplement the Agreement with a
financial and technical cooperation folio.
Porrugal
2310. The Joint Committee set up by the
EEC-Portugal Agreement held its second meeting
on 13 November 1973 in Brussels. It reviewed
the running of the Agreement and was advised ol
the Customs Committee's work, Iargely concer'
ned with the question of streamlining admini'
strative formalities. There was also a discussior
on tomato concentrates, tinned sardines and
certain corrections to be made to the text of tht
Agreement.
Lebanon
231,L. An Additional Protocol was signed or
6 November 1973 in Brussels concerning certair
provisions to do with the EEC-Lebanon Agree'
ment, which were brought in owing to th(
enlargement. The aim of the Protocol is to fi>
the temporary measures and adaptions, necessi'
tated by the Accession of three new States to tht
Agreement signed on 18 September 1971
between the EEC and the Lebanon.
Jordan
231,2. Exploratory talks between delegationr
from the Commission and Jordan were held on I
and 9 November in Brussels. The Jordaniar
delegation confirmed its Government's desire t<
conclude a preferential Agreement with thr
Community which would include a commercia
and cooperation folio.
latest letters amended the scheme laid down
under Article 7 of Annex 6 of the Additional
Protocol to the Ankara Agreement, by making
the granted trading benefit which this Article
allows to the Community importer, subject to
reimbursement by the latter of the tax paid by
the Turkish exporter when the olive oil is
exported. The new system will come into force
wlien both parties have advised each other that
the necessary procedures have been finali-
zed. In the meantime the European Parliament
is to give its Opinion.
2308. During ir, ,lrrion or 15 November
7973 the European Parliament passed two Reso-
lutions on the Recommendation adopted on
10 September 1,973 in Istanbul by the Joint
Parliamentary Committee and on the Commis-
sion's Proposal to the Council on opening the
1974 Turkish hazelnut quota. The House pas-
sed a third Resolution on the conclusion of the
EEC-Turkey negotiations, deriving from the
enlargement, on the Additional Protocol which
emerged and on opening negotiations with Tur-
key for a temporary Agreement to bring into
force as anticipated the commercial provisions of
the Additional Protocol.
Cyprus
2309. The EEC-Cyprus Association Council
held its first meeting at ministerial level on
26 November 7973 in Brussels. During this
meeting the Association Council adopted its
procedural rules and a recommendation fixing
the methods of administrative customs coopera-
tion in applying the Agteement.
A discussion berween the two delegations focu-
sed on a review of the agricultural content of
70 Bull. EC 11-197.
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Associated African States,
Malagasy
and Commonwealth Countries
to which the Community
has offered Association
Negotiations for Renewing
and Expanding the Association
2313. On 21 November 7973,at Ambassador
and Vorking Party level, the first round of
negotiations benveen the Community and the
Associated and 'Associable' counrries opened in
Brussels. It was Mr Sanu, Nigeria's Ambassa-
dor, who on behalf of the Community's parrners
announced their position regarding the Associa-
tion trade system and financial and technical
cooperatron.
Yaound6 Convention
EEC-AASM Association Committee
2314. The EEC-AASM Association Commit-
tee held its 40th meeting on 23 November 7973
in Brussels; H.E. Seydina Oumar Sy, Representa-
tive of Senegal to the EEC, was in the Chair;
H.E. Niels Ersboll, Permanent Representative of
Denmark, was the spokesman for the Commu-
nity.
Most of the debates dealt with the AASM
consultation with the EEC on setting up a
Community system of generalized preferences for
1974. In a preliminary sratement, the Commu-
nity spokesman called to mind the consultation
on negotiations between the Community and
Brazil, the negotiations with certain Mediterra-
nean countries and the negoriations within
GATT (multilateral negotiations and renegotia-
tions under Art. XXIV-6). He pointed out the
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way Associated States interests were taken into
consideration at the various stages in the prepa-
ration of the Community's position for ihe
negotiations in question, allowing for the inter-
nal and external obligations of the Community.
Mr Seydina 
-Oumar Sy supported by the repre-
sentatives of Gabon and the Ivory Coast, pbin-
ted out the purely formal character of th.
consultation procedure in practice for Associated
countries and the certain erosion of the advanta-
gcs from which they benefit due to rhe present
Community policy towards a world orienra-
tion. The main concrere point raised in the
discussion on generalized prtferences concerned
plywood. Regarding the negotiations with Bra-
zil, the Associates saw a danger in a lower CCT
for soluble coffee and cocoa'butter. The Com-
munity spokesman promised that as part of the
Communiry's final deliberations, a new review
would be made of the question raised by the
Association and that an a proposed amendment
would be submitted to the Council. H.E. Seydi-
na Oumar Sy stated that the Associates awaited
impatiently and with much interest the Council's
decision.
The discussion about general guidelines for
financial and technical cooperation, on rhe agen-
da of the next Association Council, was lim-ited
to the Community's acceptance of the proposal
by the Associates that a joint group of experts
should be set up ro prepare a draft Resolution
based on the Commission's reports and to be
submitted to the Association Council.
European Development Fund
New F inancing D ecisions
2315. Following a favourable Opinion by the
Committee of the European Development Fund
(EDF) the Commission took four new financing
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Decisions on 14 November 1973' on non-
refundable aids under the 3rd EDF for a total of
6 589 000 u.a. To this amount must be added
76 000 u.a. for a scheme approved by the
Commission on 10 October 7973.
Senegal-Water Supply to Villages:1 100 million
CFA-Frs. or about 3 961000 u.a. The scheme
concerns 22 well-borings and the sinking of.1,32
wells in five of the country's regions. It includes
also the supply of equipment to rwo units
responsible for sinking the 132 wells and for
serricing. This is a priority scheme in view of
the drought in recent years which has ravaged
the country.
Comoro lslands-Modernization of the main
road network in Aniouan and Mayone: 595
million CFA Frs. or about 2743000 u.a. This
scheme concerns the improvement of the main
road network in Anjouan and Mayotte Islands in
the Comoro archipelago. It involves building
47 km of new roads 3.50 m wide to replace
earth tracks. The two stretches Mamutzu- Dzu-
mogne in Mayotte (25 km) and Sima-
Pomono in Anjouan (22 km) will provide ways
of taking out agricultural produce from regions
now isolated.
Burundi-Tecbnical Assistnnce and Tea Plant
for tbe Tora Planution (additional finance):
311,24000 Bu. Frs. or about 391 000 u.a. This
financing is to increase the credits granted for
this scheme in July 1972 (1060 u.a. under the
3rd EDF) and which proved insufficient when
the submissions were analysed especially for the
part concerning the construction of the tea
plant. The increase is due entirely to higher
iupply costs which represent 50% of the cost of
the plant. The new plant is scheduled to come
into service in 7975.
Grant of an ouerall amount for publication of
the 'Association News':94000 u.a. The finan-
cing concerns the publication of this bi-monthly
magazine, with a current circulation of 20 000 in
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the French and. English editio.ns- It brings.infor-
mation on various aspects of the Association to
nationals of Associated countries and to 'Associ-
able' Commonwealth countries. It is also a
means of maintaining contacts with former Afri-
can trainees and scholarship students.
Upper Volu-Additional finnncing for moderni-
zing tbe Bobo-Dioulasso-Faramona Road: 2L
million CFA Frs. or about 76000 u.a. The
financing of this 118 km road was decided by
the Commission out of resources of the 2nd EDFfor a total of 4 333 000 u.a. on 29 June
7966. The present financing i's to cover structu-
ral alterations decided when the road was being
constructed. Following these Decisions, total
commitments of the 3rd EDF amount to
627 776000 u.a. f.or 231, financing Decisions
since the Fund's operations began on 1 January
1971.
Developing Countries
Cooperation and Development Policy
231.6. During a meeting held on 5 November
1,973 the Council of the Community had a
thorough debate with the Ministers responsible
f or cooperation taking part for the first
time. The subject was the conclusions of the
special Group set up by the Council to define
'the principles and the goals of an overall coop-
eration and development policy on a world-wide
scale'.
The Council discussions reached at this stage a
consensus of agreement on six Resolutions on:
(i) harmonizing and coordinating Member
States' cooperation policies;
' OJ C 103 of 27.11.1973.
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(ii) commodityagreements;
(iii) generalized preferences;
(iy) promoting exports of the developing coun-
tnes;
(u) technical assistance towards regional inte-
gration between developing countries;
(vi) problems of developing counuies'debts.
It was nevertheless understood that approval of
these Resolutions should be confirmed when an
overall agreement was reached on the other
outstanding basic problems. On this score men-
tion should be made of the volume of public
development aid and the possible availability of
financial aid out of Community funds for non-
Associated developing countries. Considerable
headway has been made on both these mat-
ters. But it has proved necessary to have the
records re-scrutinized by the Committee of Per-
manent Representatives pending a fresh Council
debate as soon as possible.
At a time when the Community is involved in
several negotiations likely to arrive at a consider-
able development of the regional folio of its
cooperation policy, the work on defining a
cooperation and development policy on a world
scali is of major political significance all the
more in that it fulfills new guidelines set out by
the October 1972 Summit Conference.
Generalized Preferences
2317. During its session of 6 November the
Council made a thorough review of certain
questions over the 1974 applications of generali-
zed pref erences f.or the developing coun-
tries. The Council reached an agreement on
these questions provided a satisfactory solution
was also found for other questions still being
studied. The Committee of Permanent Repre-
sentatives was delegated to finalize this agree-
ment. It was understood that the Associated
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States would shortly be consulted, which in fact
happened on 23 November, so that the Council
can take a final decision on the whole of this
dossier.
Other Non-Member Countries
North America
The United States
2318. The Commission departments held bila-
teral consultations with representatives of the US
Administration in Brussels on 19 November on a
Community proposal concerning Community
floor prices for certain processed fruit and vege-
tables.
Counrering US objections to rhis proposal parti-
cularly in regard to alleged infringements of
GATT rules, the Commission departments
explained that the proposed system was destined
to help orderly expansion of processed fruit and
vegetable supplies. It was not intended to act as
a restraint on trade but could be regarded as an
improvement on existing arrangements.
Canada
2319. The third round of bigh-leuel consulta-
tions beween the Commission and the Canadian
Government took place in Ottawa from 1 to
2 November 1973. The Commission delegation
was led by Sir Christopher Soames. At the
ministerial level, Sir Christopher Soames saw the
Canadian Prime Minister, Pierre Elliot Trudeau,
and several other members of the Government:
Mr Sharp, Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr Turner, Minister of Finance; Mr Gillespie,
Minister of Industry, Trade and Commercel
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Mr Macdonald, Minister of Energy, Mines and
Resources. On 1 November, Sir Christopher
made a speech on relations benareen the EEC and
Canada.
At official level talks held in plenary session or
within specialized groups covered the whole
range of EEC-Canada relations especially con-
cerning trade, agriculture, industrial cooperation,
energy, export credits and environment policies.
Asra
Japan
2320. On 12 November 1973 a delegation
from Japan led by Mr Tsurumi, the Deputy
Foreigt Minister, had talks with a Commission
delegation. The discussion bore mainly on
trade policy issues and problems concerning
hydrocarbon supplies.
India
2321,. During a tour of the various European
capitals, the lndian Trade Minisfer, Professor
D.P. Chattopadhyaya visited the Commission
headquarters on 5 November 1973 where he
was received by Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-
President and Mr Spinelli, Member of the Com-
mission responsible for industrial affairs.
The talks berween Mr Spinelli and the Indian
Minister bore mainly on some features of the
industrial policy which the Commission is trying
to implement and in more detail on the impact
such a policy might have on India's econo-
my. Mr Chattopadhyaya's conversations with
Sir Christopher Soames brought up a number of
problems of more immediate interest to the New
Delhi Government, especially the tariff moves
scheduled for 1 January 1974 which for India
will amend the terms of access for her products
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to the British market. In this context Sir Chris-
topher advised the Indian Minister of the initial
measures contemplated at Community level for
implementing the Declaration of Intent appen-
dixed to the Act of Accession and dealing with
the development of trade relations with the
independent Asian Commonwealth countries.
With regard to the negotiations started on iute,
coir and trade cooperation between the EEC and
India, most of the outstanding questions were
settled. As for the draft trade cooperation
Agreement itself, the negotiations will hopefully
be wound up before the end of this year.
Latin America
Brazil
2322. During the session of 5 November
7973, the Council reviewed the report from the
Commission at the close of the initial stage of the
negotiations with Brazil.' It delegated the Com-
mittee of Permanent Representatives to draw up
in the light of the debate a draft of supplementa-
ry Directives to be adopted after consulting the
AASM, Madagascar and Mauritius. A fresh
round of negotiatiozs betrveen the EEC and
Brazil was held on 21-22 November. Consider-
able headway was made towards finalizing the
draft Agreement. The Agreement may possibly
be signed before the end of the year and take
effect from 1 lanuary 1974.
The fugentine
2323. The Joint Committed set up by the
Trade Agreement signed by the EEC and The
Non-Member Countries
' Rull. EC 3-1973, poinr 2331 and 5-1973, point
2328.r Bull. EC 3-1973, point 2332.
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Argentine on 8 November 1971, met on
14 November '1.973. The meeting was devoted
to a discussion and exchange of information on
the drawing up by the Community of the 1974
estimated balance sheet on beef and veal for the
processing industry, on the further possibilities
for Community imports of frozen beef and veal
as well as on the various technical features of the
Community organization of the market in the
beef and veal sector.
Uruguay
2324. During its session of 6 November 1973'
the Council adopted a Regulation on the conclu-
sion of the Agreement between the EEC and
Uruguay which was initialled in February 1973'
in Brussels after negotiations started in April
r972.
Meeting between Community
and Latin America
2325. As part of the procedures laid down by
the Joint Declaration of 18 June 1977 by the
Latin American countries belonging to the Spe-
cifical Commission for Latin American Coordi-
nation (CECLA) and by the EEC countries, a
fourth meeting was held between them and the
Community on 28 November 1973 in Brus-
sels. The agenda included inter alia a review of
the report compiled by the Joint Group for trade
questions' on the technical working of generali-
zed preferences and on the reciprocal expansion
and promotion of trade.
The work of the Joint Group was regarded by
both sides as useful and encouraging, largely by
virtue of the practical guidelines emerging from
it. The Group's brief, duly specified, was re-
newed for 1974. Among its forthcoming
assignments is the preparation for the fifth
meeting of a study on promoting Latin American
Bull. EC ll-1973
exports to the EEC (structures and procedures
now in use or contemplated shordy) and of
another study on the development of EEC
exports to Latin America and the problems
involved.
Commercial Policy
Commercial Policy
Preparation and lmplementation
of the Common Commercial Policy
Credit Insurance
2326. On 6 November 1,973 the Council
adopted a Decision on consultation and informa-
tion procedures in the field of credit insurance,
guarantees and financial credit. This Decision
officially adopted early in December' in many
ways strengthens and amplifies the prior consul-
tation procedure laid down by the Council
Decision of.26 lanuary 1965'covering a number
of operations in insurance credit, guarantees and
financial credit. The new provisions are to come
into force on 1 January 7974.
Particular Problems
of Commercial Policy
Textiles
2327. During its meeting of 6 November
1973, after reviewing problems connected with
' OJ L 333 of 4.12.7973.
': Bull. EC 2-1973, point 2320.
' Bull. EC 12-1972, point 1 04.4 OJ L345 of 77.12.'1973.
' OJ 19 of 5.2.1965.
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The Agreement on coir products provides for:
the granting by the Community of tariff conces-
sions for manufactured coir products (waiving of
40"/" for 1974 of CCT charges); and the forma-
tion of a joint Committee with the same authori-
ty as the joint Committee under the jute Agree-
ment.
Soap Metal
2329. Talks were held on 13 November 1.973
between Commission representatives and the
American authorities concerning the system for
American scrap metal exports. Since the United
states Government decided during the summer to
put these exports under license this restrictive
move had had repercussions for the Community,
a big importer of long standing, all the more
injurious in that the license-granting procedure
involved some discrimination against it. The
talks which took place in November after a
number of attempts roughed out a disribution
plan for 1,974 which will allow the Community
to keep its share of the American exports.
Non-ferrous Metals
2330. On 13 November 1973' the Commis-
sion decided to raise the Community quantitative
export quotas for certain non-ferrous wastes and
ashes (copper, aluminium and lead) fixed on
2 July 7973.' This exceptional increase con-
cerns the share allocated to lreland for copper
scrap and waste which is raised from 55 to 105
tonnes.
I Bull. EC7/8-7973, point 2329.I OJ L3l5 of 76.7"1.7973.
' OJ L 779 of 3.7.1973.
Community participation in working out a mul-
tilateral Agreement on the world trade in textile
products (th e' all-f ibr es' Agr eement), the Council
officially authorized the Commission to take part
in the negotiations for such an Agreement on the
basis of Directives already adopted by the Coun-
cil. The Committee of Permanent Representa-
tives was instructed to review the questions still
causing disagreement. Last July' the Council
had agreed in principle that the Community take
part in these negotiations. They took place on
5-9 November in Geneva as part of the GATI
proceedings. Th"y are to be resumed in Decem-
ber under the terms of the mandate issued by the
GATI Council which specify that a mutually
satisfying Agreement must be worked out by
31 December 7973.
2328. On 6 and 9 November rwo trade
Agreements between lndia and the EEC on jute
and coir products respectively were initialled in
Brussels. These Agreements will supercede
those previously in effect bemreen the EEC and
India. The procedures for their conclusion by
the Council and their signature have been star-
ted. The two Agreements represent 'the parti-
cular measures to be adopted with exporting
third countries' who, within the Community's
offer of generalized preferences, stipulated that
preferences be granted for jute and coir; the
Agreements will thus allow India to enjoy tariff
preferences for these products.
The Agreement on jute producrs entails: the
granting by the Community on an autonomous
basis of tariff concessions for all manufacturedjute produas (waiving of. 40"/" f.or 1974 of the
CCT charges); in return, selfJimitation at an
agreed level by India of her exports of certainjute produas (yarns and bases for carpets);
formation of a joint Cooperation Committee
vested with extensive authority for supervising
the running of the Agreement, developing ,:oop-
eration between both sides in research and
industrial development, etc.
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Sectora! Problems
Commodities and World Agreements
I nter gou er nm ental Co nsultations
on Commodities
2331. In accordance with Resolution 83 (lll)
adgpqd by the Conference of Santiago,
LJNCTAD has inaugurated a series of intergover-
nmental consultations on commodities, aimed at
improving their access to world markets and
securing stable, remunerative and equitable pri-
ces. The first of these consultations, on tung-
sten,was held in Geneva from 30 October-2 No-
vember 7973. On this occasion the Commis-
sion, through its representative, made its view
clear that active and imaginative participation in
this and subsequent consultations is in the Com-
munity interest.
These UNCTAD consultations are an important
complement to the Association negoiiations
which the Commission is conducting with 43
developing countries in which the proposed spe-
cial measures to stabilize their exporr earnings
for a number of commodities are-of particulir
importance to them. Taken together, these nryo
approaches form an essential part of the Com-
munity's overall commodity policy in relation to
the Third World.
pbeat
2332. The International !0heat Council
meeting in London on 26-29 November 1973
reviewed developments in the world wheat mar-
ket and in particular the outlook for the 7973/74
farming year. It was noted that wheat trading
over the 1,972-73 campaign had amounted to
67.3 million tonnes, a world record which has
been attained only through a fall in the stocks of
Bull. EC 1l-1973
the main exporter countries, which have dropped
to about 29 million ronnes. For the 79n774
campaign the Council is expecting a record
harvest of about 338 millioh tonnes and a
continuing very heavy demand on rhe world
market.
Consequently the Council is contemplating the
possibility of cutting down stocks again (peihaps
down to 20 million tonnes) and balincinf suppiy
and demand at a level of approximately 65
million tonnes.
The Council also examined measures to be taken
concerning the 7977 wheat trade Convention
which rogether with the Convention on food aid
form the 1977 lnternational ITheat agreemenr,
which expires on 30 June 7974.- It was
acknowledged that many governments were not
ready at the moment to negotiate a new Agree-
ment. entailing economic rules. But there was
unanimous agreement to maintain international
cooperation on wheat after the Convention expi-
red.
The Community was ready to accept an exten-
tion of the present Convention. Bui most of the
governments party to both the food aid Conven-
tion and the wheat trade Convention wanted to
take them as a whole, which the Communiry was
not prepared to do. So, to let all governments
adopt their position regarding borh Conventions,it was agreed that a government Conference
would be called in February 1974 to draw up the
required extension Protocols.
Cocoa
2333. Within the International Cocoa Organi-
zation the proceedings in London" of
19-23 November 1,973 evaluated the initial prac-
tical application measures of the new interna-
tional Agreement for the year 1.973-74, which
began on 1 October 1973.
lnternational Organizations
Allowing for institutional, administrative or
economic difficulties encountered by some coun-
tries, all of the economic rules and controls
should be applied at the latest by the end of the
current yeai. With regard to the Community,
party to the Agreement and the Member States,
ill party to thC Agreement as well, this deadline
can- be kept since the Community Regulation
was approved by the Council of 9 November
1973.'
Oliue Oil
2334. The 29th meeting of the International
Olive Oil Council from 28 November to
1 December in Madrid was held in the absence
of the Italian delegation which robbed the dis-
cussion of much of its value. Nevertheless the
Council did manage to approve two important
resolutions. The first enCured the extension of
the current Agreement until the new Protocol
takes effect. Since it seems in fact unlikely that
the conditions for this Protocol to take effect will
not obtain by 31 December 7973, the deadline
originally set, the Council at the same time that
it dicided to extend the Agreement also deferred
the deadline by four months for the deposit of
the ratification instruments. The second resolu-
tion authorizes a Cooperation Committee to
make studies on the scope for storage at interna-
tional level; the Commission will be invited to
collaborate in this work if it wishes.
lnternational Organizations
The Western European Union
2335. The Commission was represented at the
19th session (2nd part) of the WEU Assembly
made up of M.P.s from the nine Member States,
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except for Denmark and lreland, which took
place in Paris on 20-22 November 1973 with Sir
John Peel in the Chair.
The French Foreign Minister, Mr M. Jobert and
the West German Minister of Defence, Mr G.
Leber, made arresting speeches. Both of them
contended that Europe must be strong and
determined to defend herself and that the Atlan-
tic Alliance was sdll vital to the security of both
the United states and Europe. But although
Mr Leber showed preference for the Eurogroup
within NATO regarding European cooperation
over defence and armaments,'Mr Jobert felt that
the strenuous effort of dialogue and deliberation
which should be kept up on the European side
could well take place within the WEU.
The recommendations made by the Assembly on
the Mediterranean situation, the development of
relations between Europe and the USA, the
energy dilemma, the problem of the aeronautics
industry or even the most advanced Japanese
techniques, all mirrored the same determination
to see Europe act systematically and unanimous-
ly if need be pragmatically, and looking towards
a real European Union.
The Organization
for Economic Gooperation
and Development
2336. On 8-9 November in Paris the Com-
mission attended the proceedings of the Sth
special meeting of the OECD Executiue Commit-
tee. The Committee took a hard look at its role
of coordinating Member States policies regarding
international economic relations. The debates
bore mainly on the following issues: interna-
tional investment and multinational companies;
protection clauses and policies of structural
' OJ I-324 of 24.'11.1973.
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2j37. In November the Commission depart-
a ments followed the proceedings of the 28th ses-] sion of the United Nations General Assembly in
J- \New York. They were particularly concernedI vvith the proceedings of the second UN Commis-
sion responsible for economic questions; they
, took part in the Community coordination, for\ igsues under Community jurisdiction, emerging
f .orm the 'initial operation of review and apprai-
! r3l of objectives and policies under. the interna-
- tional development strategy' for the first nryo
lnternational Organizations
)r
adiustment; cooperation and development; a
study which might be undertaken on the world
supply and demand situation in the agricultural
sector.
United Nations
lnternational Organizations
2339. The FAO Conference which was held
on 10-29 November 1.973 was from the start to
be largely devoted to the subject of international
agricultural adjustment. Owing to the shordall
situation which has occurred for certain agricul-
tural produce during 1973, the adjustment
problems which had mostly been considered in
the light of surpluses somewhat receded into the
background and the issues of organizing a world
conference on food and the proposal of the FAO
Director General, Mr Boerma, concerning securi-
ty of world food supplies were the subject of the
most detailed debates.
The FAO Conference consulted by the United
Nations Economic and Social Committee on
convening and organizing a world food Confe-
rence welcomed this move and recommended
that it be held in November 1974 at the FAO's
Rome headquarters. The main aim of such an
event, which should take place at ministerial
level and be attended by all members of the UN,
should be to try and boost the production,
consumption and trading of food products in the
developing countries.
With regard to world food security, the Confer-
ence passed a Resolution endorsing the basic
principles of the international operations pro-
posed by Mr Boerma and bearing on the buil-
ding up of national stocks together with inter-
goyernmental consultation on this question.
The *ork on international agricultural adjust-
ment will be carried out and the Director Gene-
ral of the FAO was asked to prepare a strategic
adjustment plan with the aim of raising world
agricultural output, speeding up the expansion of
trade in farm products and the stabilizing of
prices and markets as well as enlarging the share
of the developing countries in the overall expan-
sion of agricultural trade.
Mr Lardinois, Member of the Commission,
addressing the Conference on 13 November,
pleaded for an international storage poliry for
!, years of its implementation.
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations
2338. The 61st session of the FAO Council
was held in Rome on 5-9 November. Thisy session confirmed the recommendations of ther Commodities Committee (8-19 October) and
2 PrePared the Conference.
The main features of the meeting were:
(i) commodity problems;
(ii) the contribution which the FAO can make
easing the GATT multilateral trade negotiations;
p (iii) the intensive intergovernmental LINCTAD
consultations on commodities;
(iu) the working programme, the 1974-1,979
budget and the medium-term objectives;
(v) the aim of lUorld Food Programme contri-
butions for the period 1975-1976;
(vi) preparation for the 17th Conference.
t
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I Bull. EC 9:1.973, points 1101 to 1105: 'The GATT
Ministerial Conference in Tokyo'.
the subject of a Commission statement on
8 November which was published in Geneva and
Brussels.
The Indian delegation . regretted that the swift
start of the proceedings, which the Tokyo Con-
ference seemed to promise, had misfired and
expressed its concern over the effective participa-
tion of the developing countries in whom the
feeling was growing that the real negotiations
were iunnin{Uel,ind the scenes benvee"n the big f
trade powers.
2341. After President Nixon's decision o:
Trade Reform Bill, the Commission oru,i:il5 
I
the following statement on 8 November:
'The Commission keenly regrets to learn that the
American Government had decided to ask Con-
gress to suspend the adoption of the Trade Bill, 
.
due to difficulties encountered i propos of Chap-
ter IV of the law, mainly devoted to the granting
of the most favoured nation treatment to the
Soviet Union and other countries of Eastern
Europe.
The Commission which has always attached the
gteatest importance to the benefits which could
derive both for the Community and her trade {
partners from a hrppy conclusion to the multila-
teral rade negotiations, deplores the delay which l
this decision will bring about.
For its part, the Commission hopes, as in the
past, that these negotiations will start as soon as
possible.'
President Nixon has since asked Congress in +1
early December to resume scrutiny of the Trade
Bill which has been approved by the House of
Representatives before going to the Senate.
some agricultural commodities. He said that
this would have a stabilizing effea on both
prices and international trade and would form
reserves of food for the developing coun-
tries. For the Community the international sto-
rage policy would be the key feature of a future
world scale agricultural policy. Mr Lardinois
said that it would have to be tackled as swiftly as
possible. Day to day experience in the Commu-
nity had taught that world problems could be
solved only through a coordinated international
attack.
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade
2340. The 29th session of the contracing
parties to GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade) was held on 13-14 November 1973
in Geneva with India's Ambassador Patel in the
Chair. Mr Kitahara of Japan was elected
Chairman of the contracting pirties whose next
regular meeting will be in Geneva in November
1974.
The multilateral trade negotiations were the
subject of speeches from many delegations who
expressed the hope that the negotiarions, official-
ly opened by the Tokyo Ministerial Conference
in September,' would actually get underway as
swifdy as possible with the un-derstanding that
the technical proceedings should meanwh-ile be
conducted within the Trade Negotiations Com-
mittee.
The American delegation informed rhe conrract-
ing parties that on 8 November President Nixon
had asked Congress to suspend scrutiny of the
Trade Reform Bill. The delegation affirmed
that this move in no way altered the resolve of
the United states to start the negotiations proper
when the time came, and should not act as a
brake on the prepaiatory proceedings. Presi-
dent Nixon's decision on the Trade Bill had been
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Diplomatic Relations
of the Community
2342. On 28 November 1973,' the Council
and the Commission acknowledged of the
appointment of H.E. Ambassador Ignace Karu-
hije as Representative of Ruanda to the Euro-
pean Economic Community.
I fn. new Ambassador succeeds H.E. Leonidas] Munyanshongore whose function expired on
)le Jutv 1e73.
,
I
4. Community
lnstitutions
European Parliament
November Sitting
2401. The European Parliamentheld a plena-
ry session in Strasbourg on 12-15 Novem-
ber.' A special feature of this sitting was thar a
Head of Government in the person of Chancellor
Brandt spoke during the session. The main
issues dealt with during the sitting were:(i) the Community Budget for 7974;(ii) Question Time;(iii) European regional policy;(iv) the common technological policy;(v) urgent measures for Community
policy;
(ui) the running of the
Social Fund;(vii) agricultural questions.
renewed European
Other items on the agenda for debate were:(i) budget matters;(ii) development of the Economic and Monera-
ry Union;(iii) preservatives in foodstuffs;(ir) limits on the lead conrent of petrol;(v) the EEC-Turkey Association;(vi) definition of Community customs territory;(vii) transport policy problems.'
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I The Report on this sitting of the European Parlia-
?nent was prepared on the basis of the German edition
of 'lnformations' published by Parliament's General
Secretariat.
The nationality and Political Group of members
taking part in the debates are indicated in brackets
after their names, as follows: C-D (Christian Demo-
crat), S (Socialist), L (Liberals and Allied Groups), C(European Conservatives), EPD (European Progressive
Democrats), COM (Communist and Allied Groups
(SF, Ind. Sin.)).r The full text of the Parliamentary Resolutions
passed during the November sitting is reproduced in
OJ C 108 of 70.12.1,973 and the verbatim text of the
debates is printed in OJ Annex No 163.' OJ C'l'11 of 18.12.1973.
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I Chancellor Brandt's address is printed in full as the
leading article of the Bulletin.
The President announced that the Lord Chancel-
lor of the British House of Lords had advised
him in writing on 8 November 1.973 that the
Marquess of Lothianwould take over from Lord
Brecon as Member of the European Parliament.
Speech by Chancellor Brandt
(13 November)
2402. Speaking as the first Member State
Head of Government to address a sitting of the
European Parliament, Chancellor Willy Brandt
described the goal of integration policy as a
European govelnment which could take the
necessary decisions in the field of common Pglicy
and of which the executive function would be
controlled by Parliament. The European States
would surrender to this government those sove-
reign rights which in future could still only be
exercised effectively with one another; the
remaining rights would remain with the
States. 'My Government desires that at the end
of this year fresh and clearer progress be made
on the way to a European Governmentr'he went
on before outlining a European Ad Hoc Pro-
gramme which would brook no delay. ,In con-
Ilusion, the Chancellor confirmed that the
Federal Republic had chosen the European
Union as her permament home and was seek-
ing her future there.
Resolution Motion
on the Summit Conlerence
in Copenhagen on 14-15 December
(13 November)
2403. The Group Chairmen, Mr Lucker
(C-D), Mr Vals (S), Mr Durieux (L), Mr Kirk
(C), and Mr Bourges (EPD) moved a Resolution
on the Summit Conference of Heads of State and
Government scheduled for 74-15 December in
Copenhagen. The House decided to examine
thia motion under urgent procedure. The
Chairman of the PoliticalCommittee,Mr Girau-
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do (C-D, kaly) commented briefly on the
motion. He said that this Resolution was no
more than an initial position taken by the House
and told members that the Committee would be '
submitting a more detailed motion on the Sum-
mit Conference for the December sitting.
The House agreed an Amendment tabled by
Mr Blumenfeld $-D,Germany) to include in the
Resolution a reference to Parliament's Resolu-
tion of 17 October 1973 on the Middle East i
situation. I
In the Resolution the House urgently summonedl
the Member States to recognize that the Euro- |
pean Community must assert. its position ,t 1 I
ieparate entity in the international context and \
to apply themselves without delay to the task of
evolving, in a spirit of real solidarity, a Commu- |
nity poiicy in all areas, including tliat of foreign I
oolicv. The existing Communitv structures
'ruri'u. ,iirir.J .ir.&ively and 
"il .ffottt to 'achieve European Union should be undertaken
within the framework of the Community
Community Energy Pt[;-
Economic and Monetary Union
(13 November)
2404. Mr Normanton (C, Great Britain) sub-
mitted a report on the Commission Communica- ,
tion conceining initial implementation of the
guidelines and priorities for the Community
energy policy. He pointed out that only a
globli eriergy'policy *Lt ,...ptrble, asked foi an
ittitude of iolidarity on the part of the European
States and described the Commission's Proposals q
as too modest in view of the threatening circum- t
stances. - I
Mr Bowcb (EPD, France) introduced his report
on certain prerequisites for future guidelines
Bull. EC 11-197.
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concerning the supply and use of gag in the
Community. Mr Bousch stressed that the Com-
munity's gas supply situation demanded urgent
rationalization in the use of resources. Gas
supplies must be strengthened and a decisive
effort was needed if the supply basis for natural
gas was not to shrink. He described the Com-
mission's submitted Proposals as inadequate and
advocated a real common trade policy in the
narural gas sector.
Mr Fliimig (S, Germany) then spoke to the Oral
Question with debate on the Community's natu-
ril gas supply position which he and his Group
colleagues,- Mi Delmonz, Mr Giraud, 
_Mr uan
der L{ek and Mr Jakobsen had put to the Com-
mission. He referred to the bans and limitati-
ons brought in by individual Member States on
exports o-f oil and oil products to other Member
Stites. This issue besides affecting energy poli-
cy also highlighted the fact the Community's
destiny wai bound up with Middle East and
African regions. Should the Commulity gupply
situation git tighter still, Mr FlImig felt that an
eouitable distribution of variable oil should be
iniplemented on the basis of Community solida-
rity. He asked the Commission and Council to
provide clearer concepts on how to overcome the
oil crisis.
Mr Simonet, Vice-President of the Commission,
speaking after the rapporteurs emphasized that
the pro6'lem of stability of supply and diversifica-
tion of sources had undoubtedly turned into a
political issue. Using oil as a political-resource
is the producer countlies were doing affeaed all
the consumer nations, particularly the Third
Vorld countries who faced the greatest danger
of seeing their development potential hit by the
currentlt rising prices. In his view, only a
long-term global ipproach would bring about a
solution to the threefold problem of dependency,
securitv of supolv and diversification cf sour-
ces. He advocattd a more equitable and ra-
tional utilization of energy sources and stressed
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that measures for economy or limiting consump-
tion should neither hamper economic and social
progress nor lead to competition distorsion. All
eneigy sources had to be developed and the
Commission was now running a study on the
desirable coal output levels in individual dis-
tricts; these investigations would shortly crys-
tallize into firm and practical Proposals. Fur-
thermore, there was a need to replace oil by
nuclear energy wherever possible. One of the
first tasks hire was to insure the supply of
enriched uranium. The Commission would
therefore shortly submit its Proposals for cre-
ating a European uranium enrichment capacity
on which a swift decision would have to be
taken. On the subject of oil, Mr Simonet
declared that the 'politization' of the problem in
no way meant that the task of oil companies
diminished in significance. These companies
would almost play a highly complex role with
regard to prospecting, production, transport'
refining and-marketing, and thus primarily in the
realm of investment.
The basic thinking behind the Commission's
Proposals for concertation benryeen the consumer
and producer countries and for organizing the
marliets, was complete collaboration by all the
interested parties. Implementation of the Com-
mission's Proposals would provide the Commu-
nity with the'means to afi;s a responsible and
credible interlocutor, to make the consumer and
producer countries pay increasing attention to a
partner whose importance was growing through
unity and to lessen the temptation for some
governments or oil companies to deploy their
Itrategies on the preseni confusion and profit
from ihe differences of opinion benveen Member
States.
The debate following Mr Simonet's statement
cenffed on the energy crisis and events in the
Middle East, on the Community's political reac-
tion crystallized in the 'Declaration' of the Nine
and on the embargo on oil deliveries imposed by
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the Arab States. During the debate several
speakers strongly expressed their displeasure
over the absence of the Council President. The
Belgian Minister of Labour, Mr Glinne,Member
of the Council, gave brief details to explain the
President's departure and told the Housi that he
himself was present in order to give the President
a detailed report on the debate.
Many speakers in the debate were highly critical
of the Resolution passed by the N-ine on the
Near East situation: Mr Blumenfeld (C-D, Ger-
many) called it a document of weakness, a
cowardly retreat from blackmail over oil and
anything but a consrructive effort towards
peace. Similar comments came from Mr uan
der Sanden (C-D, Netherlands), Mr lahn (C-D,
Germany) and Mr Schulz (C-D, Germany); all
three deplored the lack of a moral stance 6n the
part of Member States who had only agreed on a
common position because they had been motiva-
ted by their oil interesr. The'Communiry which
had talked so much about its Mediterranean
obligations could already all have put forward
peace proposals years ago.
The discussion took a harder turn when ir came
to the division on rhe Resolutions on Mr Nor-
manton's report and on the Amendment tabled
by Sir Tufton Beamish for the European Conser-
vatives. In his view, the threat in t6e Resolution
to take political and economic countermeasures
did. not in the present circumstances have any
real value. One did nor make any friends with
such terms.
A feature of the debate was the global treatment
of the problem refleaed firstly 1n the fact that
energy poliry had to cover all energy sources and
secondly because the political, economic, social
and last but nor least the monetary policy
implications had to be reckoned with. Si.^Brrn'-
don Rhys-IVilliams (C, Great Britain) commen-
tlng orJ behalf of the Economic and Monetary
Committee on the Resolution motion concerning
the current development status of the EcoI
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nomic and Monetary Union, stressed in this
respect that the oil shortage occurring in an
already highly unfavourable worldwide-climate
of inflation constitured a serious threat to the
whole economic and monetary system of the
western world. The considerable increase in
prices, not only of oil but for all raw materials,
would obviously be mirrored in the prices of
finished products. The present crisii would
inevitably mean a greater demand on otherglergy sources. Mr Bousch (EPD, France),
Mr NoD (C-D,Italy), Mr Giraud (S, France), and
Mr Tauerne (S, Great Britain) also made similar
comments and urged that the policv on coal be
overhauled, that more comprehensive basic re-
search into new forms of energy be implemented
and that consumption be rationalized. - All these
speakers pointed to the disproportion between
the research effort in the Communiry and in
countries such as the USA. Mr Nod siated that
the USA was spending 200 million dollars on the
production of hydrogen from water, as against
only 2 million u.a. by the Community. Mi Leo-
nardi (COM, Italyf took the view that more
weight should be put on a greater independence
for the Community vis-i-vis the USA, on a bemer
understanding with the neighbouring countries
and on a more comprehensive differentiation so
as to diminish the pathological subservience ro
oil. The present ciisis coild certainly have a
salutory effect, if it prodied the Community into
more intensive research and. if it made the
Community think seriously about the social
priorities 
.and cooperation. Mr Hougardy (L,
Belgium) for his Group asked whetheithe-USA
wa.s abiding by its offer to, incorporare energy
policy into a new 'Atlantic Charter.-'
Mr Simonet rebutted some of the criticism
against the Commission and defended himself
against the charge of inertia which some
speakers had laid against the executive. The
Commission had submitted its Proposals within
an extremely short time; during the last week of
I
{
I
(
(
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the crisis it had several times mobilized its crisis
staff and put forward ad hoc Proposals on rhe
, 
_ 
current crisis. Regarding the Declaration of the
, Nine on the Middle East conflict, Mr Simonet
said that the Commission would give no basic
verdict thereon because it had not -been brought
into the preparation of that document.
Mr Patiin (S, Netherlands) stressed the aspect of
, European solidarity and asked about the 'Com-
' munity' content of European energy policy.
t Mr Pitersen (L, Denmark)^asked for i[r. energy) crisis to be deali with at the forthcoming Sumriit
J Conference in Copenhagen. Mr Langi (S, Ger-
5 many) said he hoped the crisis would result inI the Community finally forming a common en-
I ergy concept. We must beware of a policy of) counter measures.. A unifed Community posi-' tlon was lar more tmportant.
'. In the Resolution on the Normanton report, the
Council and Member States were urged io intro-
duce a common energy policy on ihe basis of
solidarity benveen one another, in accordance
with Article 34 of the EEC Treaty, particularly
towards those Member States wh-ose energy
supplies were threatened. The House alio
urged that the Community and the States should
! not rule out the application of counter- measures] vis-i-vis third countries. The Conservatives
/ found thar this passage in the Resolution was too
' unrealistic; they moved that it be replaced by
mentioning the overall contribution *hich the
Community could make to restoring peace and
well-being in the Near East countries. -
- 
This tabled Amendment was, however, defeated
! by , narrow majority The House also expressed
i its growing anxiety at the political, finanCial and' monetary consequences to the community ari-
sing out of the phenomenal increase in the size of
funds accruing to the producing countries and
incapable of being absorbed in their internal
economies. The House gave overall approval to
the various Proposals submitted by the Commis-
a sion to the Council. Lastly, the'House expres-
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sed the view that an effective Community energy
Lupply policy would require n.* po*.ri for tH!
Community institutions, pursuant ro futicle 235
of the EEC Treary.
In a further Resolution on the Bousch reporr,
Parliament considered that the Communiry can-
not, with.regard to its nalural gas supply pgli.y,
rely on the_speculative discovery of-new-depo-
sits. The House took the view that the Commu-
nity's growing opportunities for importing natu-
ral gas called for the introduction in thiJsector
of a genuine common commercialpolicy capable
of easing the strains on the world mirket. It
also emphasized that an adequate level of natural
gas supplies to the Community from its own
resources could only be assured by maintaining
production and prospecting of deiived gases as
well as that of natural gas.
The Commission was therefore requested to
work out a production plan f or derived
gases. The House pointed out rhat the main
emphasis should be placed on research into the
gasification of coal and that the qualities of
natural gas and its scarcity implied a need for
economical and optimal utilization. The Com-
mission was also requested to submit a proposed
Directive on the primary, if not exclusive, use of
natural gas by households and low energy-
consuming industries. The Commission was
further asked to propose as soon as possible the
ad.option of 
.a security code for the trinsport and
utrllzatton of gas.
In a Resolution on the current situation of the
Economic and Monetary Union the House
expressed its alarm over the pressing economic
problems of the European Community and noted
with particular concern the continuing high rate
of inflation in all Member States. Parl-iamenr
also recogn-ized the acute danger to stability,
growth and full employment throughout the
Community following the restriction of oil
exports from major producers in rhe Middle
East. The House also deplored the Council's
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delay in meeting to consider the next steps
towirds Economii and Monetary Union and the
measures needed to implement the decisions
already taken.
Lastly, the House insisted that the immediate
economic threats to the Community could only
be tackled effectively by solidarity and joint
action.
Regional Policy
(15 November)
2405. Mr Delmotte (S, Belgium) submitted a
second report on the Commission's Proposals for
a Decision to set up a Regional Policy Commit-
tee, a financial Regulation relating to special
provisions applicable to the European Regional
bevelopmeni Fund, and a Regulation establish-
ing a RigionalDevelopment Fund.
The rapporteur described the importance of an
effectivl^ coordinated regional policy for the
construction of Europe. The Regional Develop-
ment Fund had to be in a position to share in the
financing of industrial investments and infra-
structure.
Mr Mitterdorfer (C-D,ltaly), draftsman of the
Opinion of the Economic and Monetary Affairs
Committee, spoke of an initial move towards a
regional structure policy and declared himself in
,g[..r.nt with thi t.pott Lady Elles, drafts-
m"an of the Opinion bf th. Social Affairs and
Employment Committee, stressed the value of
speiifii aid for infrastructure in the realm of
sihools, communications and nursing. Mr No-
lan (EPD,lreland), draftsman of the Opinion for
the Budgets Committee, urged the Commission
to make decisions on regions with specific pro-
blems. Mr Eisma (Netherlands) speaking for
the Socialist Group, recognized that the anticipa-
ted measures had at least the advantage of giving
a more social shape to the Community economic
policy. Mr lohnston (L, Great Britain) onbehalf of his Group tabled an Amend-
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ment with a definition of the conditions for
intervention by the Fund. The British M.P.,
Mr James Hill, for the European Conservatives, ,
criticized the overwide dispersion of aid. On
behalf of the European Democrats, Mr Leniban
(lreland) asked the Council for progress towards
special consideration for certain regions with
respect to the application of measures. Mr Lui-
gi Marras (ltaly) on behalf of the Communist
ind Allied Group, regretted the lack of a global I
regional development policy in the report.
In the Resolution Parliament pointed out that rh. {
Regional Fund would have to be more firmly I
diricted towards human and social action' as I
should be the case in the Commission's Propo- '
sals. The House congratulated the Commission
on having presented iroposals in time for- the I
Council to iake a decision before the end of the
year. It urged the Council to adopt these-Pro- 
.r
oosals as sobn as possible so that the Fund can
te established by the date set by the Paris
Summit Conference, i.e. before 31 December
1973. The House insisted that for the three
years '1.974-1976 inclusive, a minimal financial
aoorooriation of 2.250 million u.a. shall be
piorid'ed in the budgets of the Communities for
-the 
operations of the Regional Development
Fund.
Parliament took the view that the Regional Fund
would be the acid test for the frequently avowed
Eurooean Solidaritv. The House also asked for
a dedp.r scrutiny of th. Fund's financing. The
orosoictive Committee should be able to exam-
in. questions of regional development not only
at the behest of the Council and Commission, Ibut on Parliament's request too.
Towards the end of the debate on regional
policy, a heated argument flared up over an
Amendment tabled bv the Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs Commitiee according to which the
Council on a Proposal from the Commission and
after a hearing in Parliament, could with a a
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qualified majority draw up the list of regions and
sub-regions where the Fund could intervene.
I This meant a fresh attempt to get the Council to
' '' abandon the principle of unanimity and to
' introduce the piocedure of decision by qualified
majority. This Amendment met with 
_ 
sffong
resistarrce from the Conservatives and the Pro-
gressive Democrats. Against them the Socialist
Group and a large proportion of the Christian
1 Democrats and ihe Liberals championed the
' qualified majority. Mr Thomsoz, Member of
I the Commission responsible for re-] gional poliry, warned ,grintt endangering the
J iegional policy by departing from the principleJ of-unanimity. The Amendment was defeated by
! the nrrro*.rt possible majority.
II Strt"-.nt bv the Commission
' on the Economic and Monetary Union
'. 
(15 November)
2406. Mr Haferkamp, Yice-President of the
Commission, made a statement on the Proposals
decided by the Commission regarding the further
development of the Economic and Monetary
Union.
Mr Haferkamp said it depended on the Commis-
- sion that deciiions would be taken before end
I tglS to take the Economic and Monetary Union
f , rtrg. further. It mattered little wheth'er these
decisions concerned completion of the first phase
or an action programme for the second. But
regarding the- deiisions to be taken by the.
Councillt was not, in his view, a question of
merely extending the first stage. On the con-
\ trary, progress had to be achieved which wouldI cleaily show that the Community was complet-
, ing a'further steo towards Economic and Mone-
taiy Union. Thi Proposals decided by the Com-
mission included:
(i) closer coordination of economic and mone-
tary policy: in the realm of economic policy
coordination groups at Secretary of State level
. were to meet it leist once a fortnight. Regard-)
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ing monetary policy there was a need for tighter
co-ordination of the activities of the central
banks. A top level gtoup would be formed for
this. It would meet once a week to coordinate
central bank policy. This closer collaboration
generated the -need for regular sessions for the
Finance Ministers within the Council. Monthly
session dates would have to be set a year in
advance;
(ii) activation of the Monetary Fund. The
Fund must be vested with a comprehensive
administrative structure and it would have to
undertake a real multilateralization of balances
of payments. The Commission was pqopoqing
thai from 1 January 1.974 a 107o start should be
made in the pooling of reserves. Originally the
Commission had advocated that 20% of reserves
be gathered in from the nine Member Sta-
tes. But during the Council's deliberations it
had become clear that various Member States
were not prepared to accept the Commission's
proposals to that extent. Pooling of reserves
was to be undertaken in line with Member
States' reserve structure. Thus resources would
be pooled in the form of gold, currency and
special drawing rights.
The Commission felt that the Proposals represen-
ted a contribution to creating the Community's
personality. Economic and monetary progress
had to go hand in hand with the advancement of
regional, social and other Community poli-
cies. Furthermore, the institutional pattern
needed considerable improvement. Should the
Council approve the Commission's Proposals the
Community would take a decisive step for-
ward. The Commission was proposing a per-
manent consultation procedure for economic and
monetary poliry.
The Chairman of the Economic and Monetary
Affairs Committee, Mr Lange (S, Germany) wel-
comed Mr Haferkamp's statement and promised
that his Committee -would quickly review the
Proposals. To a relevant question from Sir
h
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Brandon Rhys-Williarns (C, Great Britain),
Mr Haferkamp reiterated the Commission's Pro-
posal to insist that prior Community consulta-
tion applied not only to parity changes but also
covered central rates.
Financial Questions
(13 and 15 November)
The General Community Budget for L974
2407. Mr Pounder (C, Great Britain) submit-
ted a report on the draft of the Community's
General Budget for the financial year 1974.
The Rapporteur reminded the House that the
budget was a declaration of intent and an
expression of Community policy. The 1974
Budget was still too heavily slanted towards the
Common Agricultural Policy. Mr Pounder
thought that, at a time when the new phase of
Community own resources was in the offing, the
Council had not given consideration to rhe
changed character of the Budget. He regretted
that the Council was not in a position ro accept
the Commission's Proposals for the Regional and
Social Fund and complained that through care-
less presentation, especially regarding the
EAGGF, Guidance Section, and through inade-
quate justification of adjustmenrs, Parliament's
role, Iimited as it was, was made even more
difficult. The President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil, Mr Norgaard, promised the House that all
proposed adjustments would be thoroughly vet-
ted.
For the Christian Democrat Group, Mr Aigner(Germany) was highly critical of the Coun-
cil. The 1974 Budget was the work of a book-
keeper and did not reflect the political develop-
ment of the Community especially wirh regard io
the lack of adequate resources for regional
policy, industrial and research poliry. The
Chairman of the Budgets Committee, Mr Spdna-
le (S, France) welcomed the presence of the
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Council President at the debate on the Bud-
get. He complained that the obligations under-
taken at the Summit Conference found scarcely
any expression in the Budget as presented. He '
also said he was disappointed with the Commis-
sion's Proposals for Parliament's budgetary
powers. Miss Lulling (S, Luxembourg), drafts-
man of the Agricultural Committee's Opinion,
pointed out that agricultural policy expenditure
accounted for 70"/" of the total Budget" This (
highlighted the arrears in the remaining areas of
Community policy. Mr Fabbrini (COM, kaly)
said that he could not approve this Budget which
was inadequate for the social and regional poli-
cies. Mr Dewulf (C-D, Belgium) called for
additional aid for the Sahel states who in the
wake of the drought had to battle with even 
1
greater problems. Mr Terrenoire (EPD, France) {
claimed that the Budget was unbalanced. Vith- !
out making any basic criticisms, Mr Bertboin i(France) for the Liberal and Allied Group, said it
was imperative that the loss of plenary powers
by the national Assemblies be made up by a
European control. Mr John Hill (C, Great Bri-
tain) particularly welcomed the Commission
moves for a more effective check on frauds.
Mr Cbeyssoz, Member of the Commission,
thought the debate showed that the Community
Budget had not yet gained its righdulplace. To
improve budget procedure the Commission
would propose that the pracice of additional
budgets be discontinued, save for exceptional
developments, and that the internal checks be
tightened up. Mr Cheysson confirmed that the
Commission endorsed the adjustments it had
proposed, especially with regard to social and
regional policy. The Commission agreed the
reinstatement of all the funds requested by the
House for these areas. The Commission also
agreed, despite some hesitation, the trimming of
the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, which the
House had asked for. The commission further
approved the inclusion of a new budget entry for
structural action regarding foodstuffs. 
a
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The House referred the 7974 General Budget
with numerous amendments back to the Council
of Ministers. Speakers from all Groups deplor-
ed that the Council who had trimmed the
Commission's draft Budget from 5 782 thousand
million u.a. to 5 025 thousand million u.a. had
not included any monies for the EEC Regional
Fund to be formed from 1 January. The drastic
cut of 143 million u.a. in the resources ear-
marked for the Social Fund also came in for
criticism.
The House unanimously decided to recommend
the Council to scale up the Fund to the level of
470.7 million u.a. as proposed by the Commis-
sion. Parliament deplored that for the second
year no funds had bien set aside for industrial
development policy and that the funds for
research investments, youth activities, environ-
ment protection and information poliry were
extremely meagre. In conclusion, the House
urged that, after reviewing the amendments pro-
posed by Parliament, the Council should reply in
writing and orally in the session following adop-
tion of the Budget.
P arliament's 797 4 Budget
2408. Mr Gerlach (S, Germany) submitted a
report on the modifications to the budget of
receipts and expenditures for the European Parli-
ament f.or 1974, (Section I of the draft of the
Community General Budget).
Mr Gerlach said that the Resolution motion by
.the Budgets Committee was incomplete since the
Committee, owing to the negotiations still run-
ning benveen the Groups, was not in a position
to put in a staff headcount of the House and the
Groups. He proposed that the financial con-
troller of Parliament's management should
report to the House itself and no longer to the
General Secretariat.
The Chairman of the Budgets Committee,
Mr Spdnale (S, France), pointed out that this was
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the last Budget not to be fed by own resour-
ces. Like the rapporteur he also remarked that
the various proposals from the Groups concer-
ning the secretariats were still to be consider-
ed. Mr Couelli asked for administrative sup-
port for the non-affiliated members. This was
more of a moral than a political prob-
lem. Lord O'Hagan (lndependent, Great Bri-
tain) thought that every Member of Parliament
could claim the same amenities; there was cur-
rently some discrimination against the Non-affi-
liated vis-i-vis the Groups. The Chairman of
the Budgets Committee said it was impossible to
cater for all individual wishes. But if the Non-
affiliated were to submit a document showing
that they can reach agreement, the Budgets
Committee could take the matter up again and
give kind consideration to an admendment.
In its Resolution the House adopted the Parli-
amentary budget of receipts and expenditure for
1974 at 33 236 373 u.a.
Multiannual F inan cial Estimate s
2409. Mr Cbeyssoz, Member of the Commis-
sion, commented on the financial estimates for
1,974,1975 and 1,976. The estimates were srill
inadequate especially with respect to agriculture,
besides which the Community was in full deve-
Iopment. Mr Cheysson pointed to the annual
12Yo increase in Budget volume. Thus the 1974
Budget (including the 500 million u.a. for the
regional Development Fund) would swell from
5.5 thousand million u.a. in 1974 to 5.3 thou-
sand million in 7975 and 7 thousand million in
1976. Over this period the Commission hoped
to diminish the expenditure for agriculruralpoli-
cy from 70 to 50%, double the percentage
expenditure for social poliry from 6 to 72o/" and
bring up regional poliry from 9 to 1,1, or
12Y". Mr Cheysson then dealt with the raising
from 1 January 1,975 of Community own
resources through VAT; for the Nine the figure
lt
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forthcoming from VAT was reckoned at 675
thousand million u.a. for 7975 and 740 thou-
sand million ua. for t976. The Community's
share in VAT was valued at about 0.4Yo.
Mr Cheysson's statement on the multiannual
estimates was referred to the Budgets Commit-
tee.
Question Time
(13 November)
2410. Mr Seefeld (S, Germany) on behalf of
his Group, asked that the rules for Question
Time be changed so that in future Questions
which could no longer be answered orally
would, if the questioner wished, be answered in
writing during the week of the sitting. He
contended that the current procedure was inade-
quate, and complained that Questions which the
Commission had not been able to answer orally
were still waiting for a written answer four
weeks later. The President of the Commission,
Mr Ortoli, replied that through the written pro-
cedure of decision-making up to now and owing
to the translations, much time had been
lost. From now on the Commission would
reply in writing during the week of the sitting to
all Questions which had not been answered
orally.
Questions to the Council
Comm un ity Ae r o - En gine P r o du ction
2410a. Mr NoD (C-D, Italy) asked what
measures the Council intended to take to help
put Community manufacnrres of aero-engines in
a position to compete with rivals in third coun-
tries in the design of models that in respect of
noise and air pollution were less of a threat to
the environment and which alone would be
acceptable in future. The President-in-Office of
the eouncil, Mr Norgaard,ref.erred to the action
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programme submitted by the Commission for
scientific and technological poliry which con-
tained a proposal for a research programme on
aero-engines aimed at reducing noise and pollu-
tion. These proposals.were now being studied
by the qualified Council authorities and the
Council would take a decision before the end of
the year.
Communiry Social Policy
2410b. Lord O'Hagaz (Non-Affiliated, Inde-
pendent, Great Britain) wanted to know what
steps the Council was taking to ensure that the
Community soon had a genuine social poli-
cy. The President-in-Office, Mr Norgaard, said
that the Council would endeavour before the end
of the year to decide on.a Communiry social
action programme according to the mandate
given by the Summit Conference. He vigorous-
ly rebutted the view that the Council was not
interested in the solution to this problem. But
he acknowledged that with regard to social
policy there was still a number of divergent
conceptions among Member States. The Com-
mission had transmitted its Proposals for a
Community social action programme to the
Council on 25 October. To an additional
Question from Sir Brandon Rbys-Willinms (C,
Great Britain) on harmonizing social benefits,
the Council President said that rhe concepts
of the Member States still are very much at
variance.
Release of Political Prisoners in South Africa
2410c. The Council President pointed out that
this Question from Mr Bordu (COM, France)
fell outside the jurisdiction of the Council and
consequently he could take no position on it.
Global Deuelopment Aid Policy
2410d. In answering the Question from
Mr Dewulf (C-D, Belgium) the Council President
I
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referred to the overall agreement reached during
the Council session of 5 November. Financial
problems, especially public aid and the provision
of financial resources from Community Funds
for non-Associated countries would all have to
be discussed very shortly. The Council agreed
that the responsible Parliamentary Committees
would be kept informed on these issues.
Questions to the Commission
Reply P r o ce d ur e f or'W ritten Que stions
241.0e. To the Question from Mr Johnston (L,
Great Britain) on improving the reply procedure
for Written Questions, Mr Scarascia Mugnozza,
Vice-President of the Commission, assured the
House that the Commission had already taken
the required technical and administrative meas-
ures to speed up the reply procedure for Written
Questions. Written Questions would be answe-
red within one month at the latest. To a further
Question from Mr Fellermaier (5, Germany)
whether the time could not be cut to one week,
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza replied that he felt this
would be too short.
7974 International Confercnce on tbe Law of the Sea
2410f. To the Question from Mr Brewis (C,
Great Britain) on the Commission's attendance
at the l.gT4lnternational Conference on the Law
of the Sea, Mr Scarascia Mugnozza said that the
Commission would submit further Proposals to
the Council and that obviously the House would
be advised of same in good time.
Concerted Control of the Actiuities
of Muhinational ComP anie s
241,0g. Answering this Question from
Mr Primoli (L, Italy) Mr Spinelli, Member of
the Commission, referred to the major elements
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of the paper submined by the Commission and
to the Commission's participation in the talks at
Geneva at the end of the week. The Commis-
sion was not against the development of multi-
national companies but found a number of
control problems which the Communiry had to
solve.
Belgian Decree on Languages
to be used in Labour Relations in Fland.ers
2410h. Mr Fellermaier (5, Germany) asked
the Commission whether it took the view that
the decree on the use of the Dutch language in
industrial life in Flanders did not contravene
Article 49 of the EEC Treaty. Dr Hillery,
Vice-President of the Commission, in reply said
that the Commission could not take a position
on this matter before it had all the details at its
disposal in order to judge whether the Decree
amounted to discrimination. The Commission
still had to wait for information on the interpre-
tation of the Belgian Decree.
EEC Leuies on Exports of lrish Cattle
2410i. Mr Gibbons (EPD, Ireland) wanted to
know whether the Commission was aware that
the imposition of 16% levies by the EEC on
exports of Irish cattle to the Continent resulted
in a distortion of trade while at the same time
third countries (e.g. Yugoslavia) were permitted
to export without the payment of
duties. Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-Presi-
dent, replied that the levy was not 16"/" but
12.5o/" at the most and it went without saying
that the total levies could not exceed those
applied to third countries.
Reuieut of tbe Common Agricultural Policy
241.0i. Mr Scott-Hopkins (C, Great Britain)
asked when would the Commission announce
the results of the review of the CAP. Vice-Presi-
I
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dent, Scarascia Mugnozza, said that Mr Lardi-
nois, the Commissioner responsible for agricul-
ture, would be making a detailed and compre-
hensive statement on agricultural policy during
the sitting. Mr Scott-Hophins (C, Great Bri-
tain) expressed concern over the volume of
butter output, while Mr Brewis (C, Great Bri-
tain)was disturbed about the levies on milk.
Protectiue Measures for Europe's Textile lndustry
2410k. In reply to the Question from Mr Ter-
renoire (EPD, France) concerning Community
measures to protect the European textile industry
from goods imported at dumping prices, Sir
Christopher Soames, Vice-President of the Com-
mission, pointed out that the Agreement (GAT[)
still applied, but a new 'all-fibre' Agreement
would be negotiated in Geneva, with the Com-
mission participating, in order to liberalize the
textile trade. The EEC had to consider two
interests which were a little contradictory; name-
ly, its internal interest and its image vis-i-vis the
developing countries.
Common Commercial P olicy
and Economic and Tecbnical Cooperation
241.01. Mr Jahn (C-D, Germany) wanted to
know where, in the view of the Commission, the
boundary lay berween common commercialpoli-
cy and economic and technical cooperation. Sir
Christopher Soames,Vice-President, said that the
Commission saw nothing to gain in a theoretical
boundary bet',veen trade policy and coopera-
tion. The Commission had sent a Proposal to
the Council on this subject which was based on
pragmatical considerations. It was important
that the bilateral cooperation agreements did not
block the realization of a common trade policy
towards the East European countries.
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Scientific and Technological Policy
Programme-The Need for a Common
Policy on Technology
(15 November)
?411.. Mr Fliirnig (S, Germany) submitted aninterim report on the necessary progress in
Community research and on the Commission's
Proposal for an action programme to implement
scientific and technological policy.
Mr Fldmig regretted that the Community still
did not possesi a common poliry on reseaich. It
lvag no_w time to prepare an action plan which
had a chance of being carried out.
Lord Bessborough (C, Great Britain) submitted a
report on the need for a common technological
policy. Lord Bessborough urged the Commis-
sion to consult the representatives of indusrial
companies more often and advocated that Com-
munity research be intensified in aircraft con-
struction and ocean technology. Mrs Walz(C-D, Germany) for her Group applauded Lord
Bessborough's report in that it dealt with the
financial side. She supported the idea of sening
up a technology centre and asked that researc[
projects be directed towards the realm of
advanced technologies. Mr Bordu (COM,
France) said that his Group favoured a common
technology policy insofar-as it would serve to
enhance the quality of life.
In its Resolution on the Bessboroush report the
House called for the swift implemlntation of a
common policy on technology. Such a policy
should tend towards closei coordination oi
achievements within Member States and lead to
the promotion and realization by the Commis-
sion of Community projecs.
The Commission was invited to proceed with the
p^reparation of a comprehensive inventory of
Community research and development showing,
sector by sector, the extent of Euiopean coopera-
tion already under way and the- areas where
,{
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increased cooperation would be desirable. It
was also asked to draw up a list of priorities for
industrial sectors in which projects of Commun-
ity interest should be initiated and to urge the
Council to take prompt decisions on their imple-
mentation. The House was of the opinion that
in order to increase the information ivailable to
Community institutions, major technological
projects financed wholly or in part from public
sources should be notified to the Commission.
The House recommended the establishment of a
Community system for venrure capital financing
and increased cooperation in association witli
the European Investrnent Bank, between the
national financial institutions providing funds
for industrial development including marketing.
Member States were invited to recognize the
general responsibility of the Community in rech-
nology and with this object in view to apply the
provisions of Articles 235 or 236 of. ttre EeC
Treaty.
In the Resolution on rhe Fllmig report the hope
was expressed that with the latest Commission
Proposals the stage of non-Community research
aaivities was past. The House claimed that the
Commission's Proposals did not place sufficient
emphasis on the legal and financiil bases neces-
sary for the definition of a Community research
and development policy. An initiai sum of
lmillion u.a. was requested to be written into the
7974 General Community Budget for the first
phase of the action programme.
Vk Dabrendorl, Member of the Commission,
responsible for technical policy, approved both
Resolutions as a follow-up for the common
icientific and technological policies. The action
)rogramme recendy submitted by the Commis-
iion had staked out the contours of a common
rolicy in technology which in the first half of the
rear ahead were to be followed with a compre-
rensive and detailed research programme.
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Operation of the renewed European Social Fund
(13 November)
241,2. Miss Lulling (S, Luxembourg) spoke ro
the Oral Question with debate put bt thi Social
Affairs and Employment committee to the Com-
mission and Council. The Committee was con-
cerned over the uimming of Social Fund resour-
ces for the coming financial year. Instead of
120 million u.a. which the Commission had
asked for in an additional budget, the Council
had approved 45 million f.or 1i73. The Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, Mr Nargaard,
pointed out that the resources for -7974
amounted to 327 million as againsr 282 million
u.a. in the previous year; this corresponded to an
increase of more than 15%. The-Council had
to consider two requirements. Firstly it had to
reckon with intervention margins and secondly it
had to move funds within t"he confines of the
Budget. In conclusion rhe Council President
pointed out.that the Council had not the slightest
intention of slackening the efforts on the iocial
front.
Vice-President of the Commission, Dr Hillery,
said that the struggle against unemployment, in
line with the basic principles of industrial policy,
had to be harmonized with the other Communiiy
p_olicies. Special anention had to be given to
the handicapped and to working wome-n. The
staffing of the Fund would be tailored to its
growing tasks. He promised a wrinen reply to
the outstanding Questions. Miss Lulling iaid
she was disappointed with the replies from the
Commission and Council.
Agriculturd Questions
(14 November)
Commission Statement on the Common
Agricultural Policy (14 November)
2413. Mr Lardinois, Member of the Commis-
sion, submitted the Commission's Memorandum
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on adjustment of the CAP. He gave some
technical details and expressed the wish that the
House and the Council would hold an initial
guidance debate before the end of the year so
ihat the Commission could take the outcome
into consideration in the 1.974/7 5 Proposals
which it would present in the first week of
January.
The Commission had three obiectives in mind: a
technical and administrative streamlining of the
CAP (cutting down the number of basic Regula-
tions), savings for the EAGGF and the expansion
of market policy (proteins, beef and veal, pota-
toes, re-afforestation).
The Commission's Memorandum was basically
accepted. The criticism was made that the
Commission had informed the Press of the
programme before advising Parliament. Mr Lar-
dlnois rebutted this charge by saying that he was
not responsible for Parliament's sitting sched-
ule. Hi could not be asked to hold back the
text of the Memorandum for weeks.
The Chairman of the Agricultural Committee,
Mr Houdet (L, France), promised that the Com-
mittee would promptly review the Memoran-
dum. He pointed out'that a finer market bal-
ance must bt attained by adjusting price relation-
ships between the various products. Price poli-
cy must be put in order simultaneously with
structure policy. The occupational bodies con-
cerned had to be more closely consulted and the
tasks of the EAGGF alleviated. For the Soci-
alists Mr Frehsee (Germany) contended that the
submitted Memorandum worked no fundamen-
tal changes in the CAP. As the Commission
intended, the jungle of skeleton directives must
be clarified. However, the savings which the
Commission was aiming at were very wel-
come. Mr Scon-Hopkins (C, Great Britain)
took the view that the Memorandum would help
in reducing surpluses. His colleague Sir'Iufton
Beamish eipresied his concern over the possible
effects of the new Regulation on New Zealand's
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agriculture. Mr John Hill (C, Great Britain)
recommended that the focus be put on interven-
tion prices so as to make the sytem more
flexible. Mr de Koning (C-D, Netherlands)
asked for a closer scrutint of the earmarking of
funds, and Mr Baas (L, Netherlands) enquired
about the extent of possible savings.
At the close of the debate Mr Lardinois empha-
tically stressed that savings could primarily be
anticipated from the market and price policy and
not from structure policy. The text of his
statement was referred to the Agricultural Com-
mittee for review.
Extension of certain EAGGF Time Limix
2414. Mr Scor-Hopkins (C, Great Britain)
submitted a report on the Commission's propo-
sed Regulation for extending certain time limits
for 1972,1973 and 1974 on the granting of aid
from the EAGGF, Guidance Section. Mr Scott-
Hopkins requested the House to agree to extend
the time limit from June until end October 1973,
because this period of time was already part ol
the past. But he also proposed that the time
limit proposed by the Commission, i.e. end
October 7974,be cut by four months.
The spokesman for the Socialists, Mr Labar
(Netherlands) regretted that the House again had
to deal with the EAGGF time limit problem and
contended that since the previous year no impro.
vement was to be seen in this quarter. Mr
Liogier (France) for the EPD Group said he
endorsed the rapporteur's remarks. Mr Sp6.
nale, Chairman of the Budgets Committee,
objeaed to the continual delays which impaired
the efficacity of the Fund. The excuse of lack ol
staff he could not accept. Mr Lardinois regret.
ted the delays, but they could not be made up
because the work was increasing all the time
especially owing to the enlargement which had
sent the number of applications up from 900 tc
1400 or by more than 50%.
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In the Resolution the House regretted the delay
in Decisions by the Commission on applications
for aid from the EAGGF, Guidance Section, and
the hardship thereby suffered by the agricultural
sector. The House called upon the Commission
to recruit adequate staff immediately and to
request the financial allocations forthwith. The
Decisions should be made at the latest within 12
months of the date limit laid down by Regula-
tion (EEC) 2740/72 for the submission of appli-
cations for aid for 1973 from the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF.
It was therefore recommended that the relevant
Commission Proposal be amended.
Setting Oliue Oil Prices
for the 1973/74 MarketingYear
2415. Mr De Koning (C-D, Netherlands) sub-
mimed a report on the setting of market prices
and intervention prices for olive oil for the
1973/74 marketing year. Parliament did not
approve the Commission's price Proposals for
olive oil for 7973/74. This was not due to the
Agricultural Committee or Mr De Koning but to
the Amendment tabled by Mr Vetrone (C-D)
speaking for most of the Italian Members. It
was contended basically that the Proposals were
arbitrary. They were founded on estimates and
did not reckon with Italy's increased out-
put. Mr Frehsee (S, Germany) emphasized for
his Group it was not iust a question of the prices
themselves but a matter of determining the basis
of gauging aid for the olive oilindustry, aid with
which higher returns were to be gained for olive
oil than those counted in the Commission's
text. He rejeaed Mr Vetrone's tabled Amend-
ment and claimed that the rapid climb of pro-
duction costs could not be considered at this
stage, but only when agricultural prices were set.
Mr Liogier (EPD, France) declared that his
Group was in favour of accepting Mr Vetrone's
Amendment and if it was defeated his Group
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would vote against the overall Resolution.
Mr Lardinois, for the Commission, tried to con-
vince the House to follow the rapporteur and
pointed to the recurrent price rises for olive oil
matched recently by an adjustment of prices
expressed in Lire. Ve had to get back to a
sound management of Community resources, he
added, defending the high guide price set by the
Commission. Apart from the political repercus-
sions this problem was a test case for the
Community. He declared he was prepared to
lower the market guide price if the development
of the market justified such a measure.
As stated in the Resolution, the Commission's
Proposal was rejected because it was based on
market forecasts resulting from unilateral
measures adopted by an exporting country;
namely, Spain. Furthermore, it did not take
into account the inoease and improvement of
olive oil production in 7973, or the price freeze
and control policy implemented by the Italian
State in agreement with the Community Instituti-
ons, or of the ratio bemreen the price of seed oil
and the price of olive oil repeatedly adopted by
the Council as l:2.20 or, finally of the rapid
increase in production costs deriving from strong
inflationary trends. The Commission was
therefore asked to reconsider its Proposal.
Marketing of Forest Reproductiue Materinl
2416. Mr Brugger (C-D, Italy) submitted a
report on a Proposed second Direaive to amend
the Directive of 1.4 June 7966 on the marketing
of forest reproductive material. Mr Brugger
pointed out that more than a fifth of the total
Community surface area was used for
forestry. It was therefore in Community's inte-
rest to promote the returns from forestry which
could be primarily done by enhancing reproduc-
tive material. The submitted draft consolidated
and certainly improved the Directive of 14 June
1966.
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In the Resolution the House approved in princi-
ple the Commission's Proposal, but recommen-
ded a number of Amendments to speed up the
procedure and shorten the time required for the
compilation of a common catalogue and for its
application.
Transport Policy
(16 November)
Common System of Rates for the Use
of Tr ansp ort Inf r astr uctur e s
2417. Mr Kollwelter (C-D, Luxembourg)sub-
mitted a report on the Commission's Proposal to
the Council for a Decision on introducing a joint
system of rates for the use of ffansport infra-
structures. The rapporteur pointed out that this
problem was still unsolved in all Member
States. The realization of a joint system would
be a cornerstone of the Community transport
policy.
Mr Seefeld (Germany) for the Socialist Group
supported the Proposal which in general would
ensure optimum usage of instrastructures at the
same time that it provided sufficient revenues to
meet all outlay covering their construction, use
and safety, besides. attaining..harmonization o{
transport competition conditions. Mr JamesHill (C, Great Britain), Chairman of the
Regional Poliry and Transport Committee wel-
comed the Commission's Proposal on behalf of
his Group because it touched on a serious
problem of European transport policy.
Mr Tbomsoz, Member of the Commission,
thanked the House for its support and said that
the Commission would do its utmost to speed up
the modernization of European transport.
In its Resolution, the House approved the Com-
mission's proposed Decision to the Council for
bringing in a common system of rates for the use
of infrastructures. Some Amendments were
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recommended however. Parliament pointed out
that a major fearure of the Commission's Propo-
sal was that the same principles would apply to
all types of transport.
Harmonization of certain
Social Prouisions in Transport
2418. Mr Seefeld (S, Germany) submitted a
report on a proposed Regulation from the Com-
mission to consolidate Regulation (EEC) 543/69
of 25 March 1,969 on harmonizing certain social
provisions in road transport. The rapporteur
said that the conditions in the Regulation should
serve to promote road safety, enhance the social
protection of transport personnel and eliminate
existing comp€tition distortions in freight and
passenger carnage.
Mr James llill (C, Grear Britain) said the antici-
pated Regulation had a dual advantage both for
the carriers and the public. Mr Lemoine(COM, France) for his Group described the
planned solutions as unsatisfactory, even though
some modest progress could be acknowled-
ged. Mr Mursch (C-D, Germany) thought that
expansion of Regulation 543 would succeed only
if it was applied throughout the Communi-
ty. He was therefore abstaining from the
vote. Mr Thomson said that competition con-
ditions had to be harmonized with due consider-
ation to the social requirements and safety.
In the Resolution the House regretted that the
Regulation on harmonizing certain social provi-
sions in road transport was not applied com-
pletely by certain Member States and that one
country, Italy, had still not enacted the required
enforcement conditions.
The Commission was strongly urged to ensure
that the provisions of this Regulation were
observed. The House approved the banning of
all bonuses which encouraged carelessness and
non-observance of driving time Regulations and
European Parliament
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speed limits. The Commission was also asked
to take prompt action to close the gap left by the
failure to harmonize social legislation concerning
rail and inland waterway transport. The House
also recommended that the Commission submit
Proposals for approximating regulations go-
verning work periods and overtime.
Interior Finings of Motor Vebicles
2419. Mr Milller (S, Germany) submitted a
report on a proposed Directive by the Commis-
sion to the Council on the approximation of
Member States' laws on the interior fittings of
motor vehicles (strength of seats and their ancho-
rages). Mr Miiller welcomed the Propo-
sal. The aim of the Directive was to reduce the
risk of injury in motor vehicles. In this connec-
tion Mr Miiller asked for special safery rules for
children's seats. Mr Thomson, Member of the
Commission, agreed this. In the Resolution, the
House basically approved the Commission's Pro-
posal and asked it to submit a comprehensive
activity report on the question of interior motor
vehicle safety.
The EEC-Turkey Association
(16 November)
2420. Lord Mansfield (C, Great Britain)
acting for the rapporteur Sir Tufton Beamish (C,
Great Britain) submitted two reports on (a) the
recommendation adopted by the Joint Parlia-
mentary EEC-Turkey Association Committee,
(b) the Commission's Communication to the
Council on the outcome of the negotiations with
Turkey following the enlargement of the Com-
munity, (c) the recommendation for a Council
Regulation on the conclusion of an Additional
Protocol to the Association Agreement as a result
of the EEC's enlargement and (d) the recommen-
dation for a Council Decision on the opening of
negotiations with Turkey for an interim Agree-
ment as a result of the EEC's enlargement.
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Lord Mansfield referred to the special rrearment
of farming products, the special situation of
Turkish industry and the question of generalized
preferences. The negoriation had been success-
ful for the interests of both parries, but Turkey
did still not enjoy the system of generalized
pref erences. The Turkish migrant workers
engaged in the Community must be afforded the
same social rights as Communiry workers.
For the Socialists, Mr Broeksz (S, Netherlands)
approved the motion but regretted that with
regard to Turkish elections no amnesty had yet
been announced for political priso-
ners. Mr Klepsch (Germany) for the Christian
Democrats applauded Turkey's return to full
Parliamentary democracy. This was crucial to
Turkey's eventual membership to the Communi-
ty. On the economic side the promotion of
Turkey's domestic economic and industrial
development through the cooperation with EEC
countries should be actively followed up. Ac-
ting for Sir Christopher Soames, Mr Thomson
welcomed the report and hoped that the Addi-
tional Protocol could take effect from next
year. Regarding Turkish workers in the Com-
munity, preparations were already under way so
that the Association Council could take the
required decisions on the social side, in line with
Article 39 of the Additional Protocol.
In both Resolutions the House welcomed the
signature of an Additional Protocol to the EEC-
Turkey Association Agreement necessitated by
the accession of three new Member States. Par-
liament expressed its satisfaction with the spirit
of cooperation between the partners which had
made for reasonable compromises on the matters
involving conf licting interests.
The House also considered that in view of the
need to protect Turkey's infant industries, the
provision for the possible reintroducion of quo-
tas by the Association Council was justified and
was subject to adequate safeguards. It was
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regretted, however, that Turkey was still not
among those countries accorded generalized pre-
ferences from the Communiry in spite of
repeated recommendations from Parliament to
this effea. The House also hoped that the
integration of Turkish workers and their families
into the economic, social, educational and trade
union structures of the host countries would be
facilitated.
Community Tarllf. Quota
for Hazel-Nuts from Turkey
(16 November)
2421. Mr de la MalDne (EPD, France) submit-
ted a report on the Commission's proposed
Regulation for opening, allocating and adminis-
tering a Community tariff quota for fresh or
dried hazel-nuts, shelled or not, falling under
sub-heading ex08.05G of the CCT and of
Turkish origin. The House passed a Resolution
without debate approving the Commission's Pro-
posal.
Miscellaneous
Definition of tbe Community CustomsTenitory
(16 November)
2422. Mr Klepscb (C-D, Germany) submitted
a report on the Commission's proposed Regula-
tion to amend Council Regulation (EEC) 1496 of
27 September 7968 on defining the Community
customs territory. The aim of the Proposal was
to avoid possible discrimination against intra-
Community trade by imports from third coun-
tries. Such discrimination could arise from the
insufficiently precise definition of customs terri-
tory in the Accession Treaties used for determi-
ning customs value. The Commission Proposal
would avoid disadvantages to intra-Community
trade.
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In the Resolution the House approved the Com-
mission's Proposal.
Lead Content of Penol for Motor Vehicles(14 November)
2423. Mr Miiller (S, Germany) spoke to the
Oral Question with debate which the Public
Health and Environment Committee had put to
the Commission concerning a limitation on the
lead content of petrol for motor vehicles. He
stressed that the Committee wanted to give full
support to the Commission's programme but
also wanted to examine it critically. The Com-
mission would shortly have completed its work
on the proposed Dirictive for limiting the lead
content of petrol for motor vehicles. As stated
by Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission
responsible for internal markets and the Customs
Union, the text of the Proposal had been heli
back because the Commission had been heavily
overburdened with work due to the latest
developments over oil. Mr Gundelach rebuned
the conjectures of some members that the Com-
mission in view of the critical oil supply position
was trying to play down the environmental
aspect. Mr Jabn (C-D, Germany) voiced the
wish of the House to be advised in detail of the
handling of environment problems. The House
was moreover committed to respect the dme
limits.
P r es eruati,ue s f or F oodstuf f s(14 November)
2424. Mr Martens (C-D, Belgium) submitted
a report on a Directive for a ninth Amendment
to the Directive for approximating Member
States' laws governing preservatives which may
be used in foodstuffs.
Mr Martens said the Committee agreed the
Commission's Proposal but with a reservation
concerning the labelling of foodstuffs with par-
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ticular reference to the indications regarding
preservatives. Use of these materials should be
kept to a minimum and scientific research into
the harmful nature of these products should be
followed up. Mr Lardinois, Member of the
Commission, said that except for Point 3 he
agreed with the Resolution motion.
In its Resolution the House approved the Direc-
tive in principle but made its approval subject to
the condition that when new authorized preser-
vatives are used, an indication to this effect
would be mandatory. The House also consider-
ed that new findings which might allow certain
preservatives to be replaced by less harmful
substances should be reflected immediately in the
Community legislation. Parliament considered
it essential for the protection of public health for
the Commission and Council to draw up as soon
as possible the conditions which food manufac-
turers in the Community will be required to
comply with.
Twentieth Joint Session of Members of
the European Parliament with Members
of the Consultative Assembly of
the Council of Europe
(14 November)
2425. At this first session since the enlarge-
ment of the Community the discussions bore on
the prospects for liberalizing trade within the
range of the GATT negotiations.
A joint Communiqu6 confirmed the intention to
promote European cooperation and efforts
towards agreement so as to consolidate the
identify of western Europe vis-i-vis the major
world partnets. The need was stressed for con-
certed action by the countries of westerrt Europe
in the current negotiations within GATI and the
International Monetary Fund. Emphasis was
also laid on the need for a change in the
international monetary and trade institutions in
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the interests of a much more open and fairer
approach to all countries of the world. Delega-
tes were convinced that the current GATT nego-
tiation must lead to bolder reform programmes
with a precise timetable for their
execution. Negotiations over trade in agricultu-
ral products should fit in with the'overall negoti-
ation objectives but reckon with the idiosyncra;
sies of this sector and the various subsidy policies
in individual countries. The least developed of
the developing countries should be afforded aid
in the form of special drawing rights to finance
their development projects.
rU7ith regard to the oil crisis, the delegates
believed that continuance of the oil embargo in
the industrial countries could provoke a tenden-
cy to autarchy which would prejudice the
endeavours of GATT towards worldwide libera-
lization of trade and economic international
interpenetration. In the face of the oil crisis the
European countries should act with solidarity.
The Council
During November. the Council held six sessions
covering cooperation and development, general
mafters, economic and financial questions, agri-
culture and transport.'
259th Session-
Cooperation and Development
(Brussels, 5 November 1973)
2426. President: Mr Norgaard, Danish Minis-
ter for External Economic Affairs.
From tbe Commission: Mr Cheysson and
Mr Bor s ch effe, Members.
I For the various issues dealt with during the Council
sessions, see the relevant Chapters of this number of
the Bulletin.
Council Council
Member States' Gouernments were represented
by: Mr Van Elslande, Foreign Minister, Mr Cu-
dell,Minister for Brussels Affairs, responsible for
cooperation and development (Belgium);
Mr Norgaard, Minister for External Economic
Affairs, Mr Christensen, Secretary of State for
External Economic Affairs (Denmark); Mr Ep-
pler, Minister for Economic Cooperation (Ger-
many); Mr Deniau, Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs (France); Mr Fitzgerald, Minister
for Foreign Affairs, (lreland); Mr Pedini, Under
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Italy);
Mr Tborn, Foreign Minister (Luxembourg);
Mr Pronk, Minister of Cooperation and Devel-
opment (Netherlands), Mr Wood, Minister for
Overseas Development (United Kingdom).
During this session the Council arrived at a
consensus of agreement on six Resolutions, with
the understanding that final agreement could not
be reached until the end of the deliberations on
all the problems arising from the global develop-
ment policy. These Resolutions concern harmo-
nization and coordination of Member States'
cooperation policies, commodity agreements,
generalized preferences, promotion of developing
countries' exports, technical assistance for
regional integration between developing coun-
tries and problems arising from debts incurred
by the developing countries.
The Council also made a thorough review of the
question of volume of public aid for develop-
ment and the possible availabiliry to non-Associ-
ated countries of financial resources out of
Community funds.
260th Session-General Matters
(Brussels, 6 November 1973)
2427. President: Mr Nargaard, Danish Minis-
ter for External Economic Affairs.
Frorn the C.ommission: Mr Ortoli, Presrdent,
Mr HaferkanP, Dr Hillery, Mr Sirnonet, Vice-
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Presidents, Mr Cbeysson, Mr Borschette,
Mr Thomsoz, Members.
Member States' Gouernments were represented
by: Mr Van Elslande, Foreign Minister (Bel-
gium); Mr Norgaard, Minister for External Eco-
nomic Affairs, Mr Cbristensen,Secretary of Statefor External Economic Affairs (Denmark);
Mr Scheel, Foreign Minister, Mr Apel, Parlia-
mentary Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
(Germany); Mr Jobert, Foreign Minister, Mr de
Lipkowski, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
(France); Mr Keating, Minister of Industry and
Trade (lreland); Mr Moro, Foreign Minister,
Mr Pedini, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs (ltaly); Mr Thorn, Foreign Minister
(Luxembourg); Mr uan der Sroel, Foreign Minis-
ter, Mr Brinkhorst,Secretary of State for Foreign
Affair (Netherlands); Sir Alec Douglas Hori.e,
Secretary of State for Foreign and Common-
wealth Affairs, Mr Dauies, Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster (United Kingdom).
The session was preceded by a political concerta-
tion on the Near East which was closed by the
adoption of a Joint Declaration.'
At a select meeting the Council deliberated at
length on the problems arising from Europe's oil
supplies. The following Communiqu6 was issu-
ed after the discussion: 'the Council reaffirms the
resolve of the Member States of the Euro-
pean Communities to contribute individually and
colleaively to an an equitable solution of the
Middle East problem as indicated in their
Declaration of this day. Aware of the inter-
dependence of the Member States' economies
the Council has asked the Commission and
the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
continue to keep a close watch on the situa-
tion resulting from the shortage of crude oil
and to report to the Council.'
' Bull. EC 70-1973, point 2502.
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With regard to the generalized preferences in
favour of the developing countries and particu-
larly their application for 1974, the Council
examined in detail certain problems arising in
this quarter. Subject to an adequate solution
being found, agreement was reached on these
issues and on other questions under Study.
In the field of insurance credit, guarantees and
financial credit, the Council adopted a Decision
on the consultation and information procedu-
res. This Decision will strengthen and extend to
cover a considerable number of questions, the
prior consultation procedure laid down by the
Council Decision of 26 lannary 1965.
Regarding the multilateral Agreement on world
trade and textile products (the 'all-fibres' arran-
gement) the Council, after reviewing the pro-
blems involved in the Communiry's participation
in drawing up this Agreement, authorized the
Commission to take part in negotiations for such
an arrangement on the basis of Directives
already adopted by the Council.
Under the Agreement on f ood aid (rhe
1972/1973 schedule) the Council adopted the
Decisions on concluding Agreements berween the
European Community and (i) Sri Lanka, (ii) the
United Nations Relief and Works Agenry,
([JNRWA) and (iii) Egypt with regard to supply-
ing soft-wheat flour and rice as food aid.
Lastly, the Council formally adopted the Regula-
tion on concluding a Trade Agreement between
the Community and Uruguay, the Regulation on
applying certain customs decisions of the Joint
Committee set up by the EECJceland Agreement
and the Regulation on opening, allocating and
administering a Community tariff quota for
treatments of certain textile products in Commu-
nity ounvard processing traffic.
Bull. EC Ll-7973
261st Session-
Economic and Financial Questions
(Brussels, 9 November 1973)
2428. President: Mr Haekherup, Danish
Minister for Economic Affaits.
From the Commission: Mr Ortoli, President;
Mr Haferkamp, Mr Simonet, Vice-Presidents;
Mr Borscheffe, Member.
Member States' Gouernments were represented
by, Mr De Clercq, Minister of Finance,
Mr Claes, Minister for Economic Affairs,
Mr Van de Putte, Governor of the Banque
Nationale (Belgium); Mr Haekherzp, Minister
for Economic Affairs, Mr Hoffmeyei, Governor
of the National Bank, Mr Hansen, Secretary of
State for Economic Affairs (Denmark); Mr Fri-
derichs, Minister for Economic Affairs, Mr Kla-
sen, President of the Bundesbank, Mr Poehl,
Secretary of State for Finance, Mr Schlecht,
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Germa-
ny); Mr Giscard d'Estaing, Minister of Economy
and Finance, Mr Wormser, Governor of the
Banque de France (France); Mr Ryan, Minister
of Finance (Ireland); Mr La Malfa, Minister of
the Treasury, Mr Caili, Governor of the Banca
d'Italia (Italy); Mr Werner, Prime Minister and
Minister of the Treasury (Luxembourg);
Mr. Brinkhorst, Secrerary of State for Foreign
Affairs, Mr Ziilstra, President of the Nederlan-d-
sche Bank N.V. (Netherlands); Mr Barber,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr Ri.cbardson,
Governor of the Bank of England (United King-
dom).
Also present were Mr Klasen, Chairman of the
Cenual Banks'Governors Committee, Mr Han-
sen, Chairman of the Coordination Group for
Short-Term Economic and Financial policies,
Mr Brouwers, Chairman of Short-Term'Econo-
mic Policy Committee, and Mr Firmi, Chairman
of the Budget Poliry Comminee.
The Council got down to its third annualreview
of the short-term economic situation in the
Council
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Community and adopted the third Annual
Report on the Economic Siruation in the Com-
munity. The Council also officially adopt-
ed the Regulations for supporting Community
pro jects In the hydrocalbon sector. These
Regulations bear on increasing the volume of the
Community tariff quota for crude magnesium,
and applying the economic Regulation and
ground iules for the l.9T}lnternational Cocoa
Agreement.
l7ithin the compass of the Food Aid Agreement,
the Council adopted the Decisions on concluding
Agreements benveen the EEC and the Sudan,
Uiuguay, Senegal, the Philippines (1972-1'973
sche-duli) and Upper Yoka (1971-1972 schedule)
concerning the supply of soft wheat and maize as
food aid.
As part of the food aid programme in the form
of d-airy produce decided on 14 May in favour of
the Sahel countries, the Council adopted Deci-
sions on the conclusion of Agreemen$ between
the EEC and Mali, Mauretania, Chad, Senegal,
Niger and Upper Volta concerning the supply of
skim milk powder as food aid.
262nd Session-Agricul rure
(Brussels 19,20 and 27 November 1973)
2429. President: Mr Frederi[sez, Danish
Minister of Agriculture.
From the Commission: Mr Lardinors, Member.
Member States' Gouernments were represented
byr Mr Lauens, Minister of Agriculture (Bel-
gium); Mr Frederihsea, Minister of Agriculture
(Denmark); Mr Ertl, Minister of Agriculture,
Mr Rohr,Secretary of State for Agriculture (Ger-
many); Mr Cbirac, Minister of Agriculture and
Rural Development (France ) ; Mr Clinton, Minis-
ter of Agriculture and Fisheries (lreland);
Mr Ferraii-Aggradi, Minister of Agriculture,
Mr Cifarelli, Under-Secretary of State for Agri-
culture (ltaly); Mr Ney, Minister of Agriculture,
r02
(Luxembourg); Mr Yan der Stee, Minister of
Agriculture (Netherlands); Mr Godber,Minister
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Mr Dauies,
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (United
Kingdom).
Regarding the Directive on hill farming and
farming certain underfavoured areas, the Council
after a detailed review of problems in this sector,
reached agreement on the basic elements of the
enactment terms for this Direaive.
The Council also agreed to set the market target
price of olive oil for the 7973-1,974 marketing
year. The intervention and threshold prices will
be adjusted in consequence. It was also decided
to form a regulator stock. The Council further-
more decided that l% of the aid to be disbursed
to producers would go to financing the setting
up - of the olive oil register in the Com-
munity.
The Council definitively adopted the Regulation
on measures to be taken in the agricultural sector
after the raising of the central rate for the Dutch
florin. Also adopted were rwo Regulations con-
cerning the pigmeat and fishery sectors, a Direc-
tive on amendments to certain Directives fol-
lowing the EEC's enlargement, a Directive on
surveys to be made by Member States cin pork
production and several Directives on the, removal
of technical barriers to trade. Under Article 55,
paragraph 2c) ol the ECSC Treaty, the Council
gave an Opinion allowing the Commission to
grant financial aid for technical iron and steel
research.
On food aid, the Council adopted a Decision on
concluding an Agreement between the EEC and
Mali concerning the supply of soft wheat flour
and sorghum.
The Council also agreed the text on the crash
procedure for consulting the Economic and
Social Committee. It is identical with the proce-
dure already approved by the Council for consul-
ting the European Parliament.
Bull. EC 17-1973
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The Council officially acknowledged the 7973
annual report of the Railways Group of the Nine
on the development of cooperation. The Com-
mission has stipulated that it will submit recom-
mendations on this subject.
The Council also officially acknowledged nryo
Commission reports on application of Regula-
tion 543/69 of 25 March 1969 on harmonizing
certain social provisions for road freight haulage.
It agreed the content of a Directive amending the
first Direaive on laying down certain joint rules
for intra-Community road freight haulage.
The Member States' Government Representa-
tives meeting within the Council Agreed wo
Protocols concerning the Accession of new Mem-
ber States to the ECSC Agreements with Switzer-
land (1955) and Austria (1957). The two
Agreements cover the setting up of direct inter-
national rail tariffs for the carriage of coal and
steel in transit through the territory of those
States. A third rider to the Agreement of
21 March 1955 was also agreed. This concerns
the setting up of direct international ECSC rail
tariffs.
The Council formally adopted the Declaration it
had made with the Member States'Government
Representatives meeting within the Council on
the labour costs in commerce, banks and in-
surance houses. Also adopted were a Regula-
tion on applying certain customs decisions of the
Joint Committee formed under the EEC-
Norway Agreement, two Directives on the
approximation of Member States' laws on deter-
gents and the methods of monitoring the biologi-
cal breakdown of anionic surfactants, a Directive
on synchronizing general censuses of the popula-
tion and a Decision amending the Decision
of 2l March 1962 introducing a prior review
and consultation procedure for certain legal
and administrative provisions contemplated by
Member States for Transport.
Lastly, the Council passed a Resolution on
setting up new advisory committees for pro-
gramme management.
263r d Session-Transport
(Brussels, 22 November 1,973)
2430. President: Mr Kampmann, Danish
Minister of Transport.
From the Commission: Mr Scarascia Mugnozza,
Vice-President.
Member States' Gouernments were represented
by: Mr Ramaekers,Minister of Communications
and Port Poliry (Belgium); Mr Kampmann,
Minister of Transport (Denmark); Mr Wimock,
Secretary of State for Transport (Germany);
Mr Gudna, Minister of Transport (France);
Mr Barry, Minister of Transport and Power
(Ireland); Mr Preti, Minister of Transport (Ita-
ly); Mr Mart, Minister for Economic Affairs,
Transport and Power (Luxembourg); Mr Wes-
terterp, Minister of Transport and Waterways
(Netherlands); Mr Peyton,Minister of Transport
(United Kingdom).
The Council heard an introductory statement
from the Commission setting forth basic points
of its Communication on the development of the
common transport policy. The guidelines to be
adopted in this sphere were then discussed for
the first time.
The Council resumed its proceedings concerning
the proposed Directive on the weights and sizes
of utility road vehicles and on certain additional
technical conditions. But no agreement was
finally reached because the new Member States
could not drop their reservations on two key
points of the general guidelines adopted at the
meeting ol 6-7 November 1972,' i.e. the total
loaded weight and the maximum weight per
axle.
Bull. EC 7l-7973
I Bull. EC 71-1.972, point 136.
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264th Session
(Brussels, 26 November 7973)
2431. President: Mr Norgaard, Danish Minis-
ter for External Economic Affairs.
From the Commission: Sir Christopher Soames,
Vice-President.
Member States' Gouernments were represented
by: Mr Ddems, Secretary of State for External
Trade (Belgium); Mr Norgaard, Minister for
External Economic Affairs (Denmark);
Mr Sachs, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs(Germany); Mr de Liphoutski, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs (France); Mr Dillon, Perma-
nent Representative (lreland); Mr Bombassi de
Vettor, Permanent Representative (ltaly);
Mr Dondelinger (Permanent Representative)
(Luxembourg); Mr Kortbals Altes, Deputy Per-
manent Representative (Netherlands); Mr Royle,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (United
Kingdom).
The proceedings of this session were devoted to
preparing for the first meeting of the EEC-
Cyprus Association Council.
Court of Justice
New Cases
Case l90/TlBelgium vs. Mr Joseph Van Slam-
brouck, Ekeren, and others
2432. In a criminal case, identical with cases
178 and 779/73, brought by the State of Belgium
against economic operators and concerning the
cereal sector, the Brussels Court of Appeal fi-ied a
request with the Court for a preliminary ruling
on interpretation of Articles 2 and 7 of Regula-
t04
tion 25 and Regulation 729/70 covering the
financing of the common agricultural policy and
the Council Decision of 21 April 1970 on Com-
munity own resources. The question is whether
it is the State of Belgium rather than the Com-
munity which should be the plaintiff in this case.
Case 787173-SPRL R. 6( V. Haegemen, Brus-
sels, vs. Belgium in the person of the Minister for
Economic Affairs
2433. Under a legal action concerning the
payment of countervailing levies on impors of
Greek wines into the territory of the Belgo-
Luxembourg Economic Union, the Court of First
Instance on 7 November 1.973 filed a request
with the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling
on interpretation of the EEC-Greece Association
Agreement, and with particular reference to the
sense to be attributed to certain terms of the
Agreement and to the Commission's powers for
applying a countervailing tax scheme.
Case T82lTlCommission Officialvs. the Com-
mission
2434. This is an appeal for payment of arrears
of living abroad allowance.
Case 783l7lOsram GmbH, Munich, vs. Ober-
f inanzdirektion, Frankf u r t/ Main
2435. During litigation over official informa-
tion on customs tariffs binding for the German
authorities ('bindende Zolkirrtauskunft') the
Federal Finance Court asked the Court of Justice
on 19 November 1973 to give a preliminary
ryLing on the .cusroms classification of 'glass
bulbs, tubes and envelopes'.
Case 1.84/73-Bestuur van de Nieuwe Algemene
Bedrijfsvereniging, Amsterdam, vs. Mr H. W.
Kaufmann, Neuwied
Bull. EC 71,-7973
Court of Justice
2436. The Centrale Raad van Beroep involved
in litigation over the granting of a benefit under
invalidiry insurance filed a request with the
Court on 21 November 1973 for a preliminary
ruling on interpretation of Article 11 para-
Eaph 2 of Regulation 3 concerning the social
security. of migrant workers with. special refer-
3nce to interpretation of the reduction or suspen-
sion clause laid down by the law of a Member
State when a benefit is cumulated with other
benefits.
Iudgments
Case 3717L-Commission Official vs. the Com-
mission
2437. In this case for declaring the plaintiff as
an invalidity case, the Court of Justice on
29 November 7973 issued an interlocutory
Decree.
loint Cases 63-69172-Firma Wilhelm Wer-
hahn Hansamuhle, Hamburg, and others, vs. the
Council and the Commission
2438. On 14 September 1.972 the Court of
]ustice had received seven appeals for compensa-
tion lodged on the basis of futicle 275, para-
graph 2, EEC by German millers for damages
they claimed to have suffered under the Com-
munity rules on hard wheat prices, aid for hard
wheat and under provisions brought in in the
wake of the 1971,/7972 monetary developments.
By its Decree of 13 November 7973 rhe Court
quashed these appeals as unfounded.
Case 36l73-NV., Nederlandse Spoorwegen,
Utrecht, vs. the Minister of Transport and
Waterways
2439. During an action benveen the Dutch
railways and the Minister of Transport con-
Court of Justice
cerning three Decisions made by the latter on
30 December 1971 to enforce Regulation
1191/69 on Member States' action on obliga-
tions inherent in the concept of public service in
the field of rail, road and inland waterway
transport, the Raad van State of the Netherlands
asked the Court for a preliminary ruling on
interpretation of futicles 2, 4,5 and 10 of the
said Regulation.
In its Decree of 27 November 1973 the Court
defined the 'tariff obligation' in the sense of this
Regulation. It specified that economic draw-
backs can possibly be taken out for one year
only and that should public service obligations
be partially discontinued, the distribution of
total. operating costs is to be spread over all
actrvltres.
Case 4917i-Firma Herbert Fleischer, Import-
Export, vs. Hauptzollamt, Flensburg
2440. On 15 March the Court of Justice had
received a request for a preliminary ruling from
the Hamburg Finanzgericht concerning the cus-
toms classification of 'bulk caramel' (caramel en
masse).
By its Decree of 7 November 7973, the Court
ruled on the classification of this produa.
Case 51.173-Bestuur der Sociale Verzekerings-
bank, Amsterdam, vs. B. Smieja, Essen-Kupfer-
dreh
2441. The Centrale Raad van Beroep of
Uuecht asked the Court on 19 March L973 for a
preliminary ruling on interpretations of futi-
cles 8 and 10, paragraph 1 of Regulations 3 and
on Articles 3 paragraph 1 and 10 para-
graph 1 of Regulation 7408/77 covering the
social security of migrant workers.
By its Decree of 7 November 1973, the Court
gave details on the words: 'by virtue of the laws
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of one or several Member States' in Article 10
paragraph 1 of Regulation 3 and on the words
'under the laws of one or several Member States'
in Article 10 paragraph 1 of Regulation
1408/77, as well as on the word 'acquises'
(acquired) in the same Articles.
Case 128173-Firma Past 6r Co. KG, Rulz-
heim IP falz, vs. Hauptzollamt, Freiburg
2442. In litigation over the collection of a
customs charge on sheepskins imported from
Spain, the Baden-Wiirttemberg, Finanzgericht
had asked the Court on 20 April 1,973 to give a
preliminary ruling on the customs classification
of chromium-tanned skins.
In its Decree of 22 November 1973, the Court
specified the classification for these skins.
Case 730 173-Widow Magdalena Vandeweghe,
Ingelmunster, Solange Verhelle, Ingelmunster,
and the Belgian Ministry for Public Health and
Families vs. the Berufsgenossenschaft fi.ir die
chemische Industrie, Heidelberg
2443. On 30 April 1973 the Landessozialge-
richt of Baden-Wiirttemberg had asked the Court
for a preliminary ruling on interpreting Article 2
of the Third Additional Agreement to the Gene-
ral Social Securiry Agreement of 7 December
1,957 between Belgium and the Federal Republic
concerning entitlement to death benefits and the
Iump sum allowance to be paid to the widow if
she remarries.
Case 138173-Codrico N.V., Rotterdam, vs.
Hoofdproduktschap voor Akkerbouwprodukten,
The Hague
2444. On 30 May 1973, the College van
Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven had filed a request
with the Court for a preliminary ruling on the
use of dosage techniques for determining the fat
content of certain cereals.
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By its Decree of 28 November 1973, the Court
ruled that Article 1 of Regulation 2470/70 com.
bined with Article 11 of Regulation 1052/68
implied that for lack of a Community rule on th€
subject, the national judge is qualified to assess
the probative value of any test made to find tht
fat content of these cereals.
Case L39l73-Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir
Getreide und Futtermittel, Frankfurt/Main, vs,
Firma Eugen Miinch, Getreidemiihle, Horgen
2445. On 4 June 7973 the Hessen Verwal.
tungsgerichtshof had applied to the Court ior a
preliminary ruling on interpreting the worc
'd6lai' in the last lines of Regulation '1,796/71or
the terms for granting compensatory allowancet
for soft wheat, rye for breadmaking and maize ir
storage at the end of the 7970/1971 marketing
year, as compared with Article 3 paragraph 4 o1
Regulation 1182/77 on determining the ruler
applicable to time limits, dates and terms.
By the Decree of 22 November 1.973, the Courr
ruled that the last paragraph of Article 3 ol
Regulation 1196/71 lays down neither a tim(
limit nor a date in the sense of Regulatior
tt82/71.
Case 1.64/73-Firma Arthur Volz, Oldenburg vs
Hauptzollamt, Oldenburg
2446. In litigation over the terms for compu'
dng the levy on imports of clementines fron
Spain into Germany, the Hamburg Finanzgerichr
had on 6 September 1973 filed a request witt
the Court for a preliminary ruling on interpre.
ting the concept 'entr6e' in Article 11 para.
graph2 of Regulation23 on the gradual forma.
tion of a joint organization of the market in th<
fruit and vegetable sector.
The case was struck from the Court's record or
28 November 1,973 since the Hamburg Finanz.
gericht had withdrawrt its request.
Bull. EC l1-1.97i
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,447. The 115th plenary session of the
,conomic and Social Committee was held in
trasbourg on 29-30 November 1973, with
4r Lappas, the regular Chairman, in the
lhair. During this session the Committee
dopted seven Opinions. Dr Hillery, Vice-Pre-
ident of the Commission, attended part of the
ession.
)pinions issued by the Committee
)pinion on the 'draft.Social Action Programrne'
',448. This Opinion prepared from the report
,y Mr Muhr (Workers' group, Germany) was
dopted unanimously save for 9 abstentions. In
he Opinion the Committee claimed that a Com-
runity social policy implied effective instru-
rents meaning that broad powers of decision on
ocial policy had to be transferred to the Com-
:unity. Such a move must be matched by
ndividuals taking a greater part in economic,
ocial and political decisions.
'he Committee also asked to be consulted on all
'roposals to do with the Social Action Pro-
famme, Proposals which the Commission will
ay before the Council next year.
"he Committee emphasized that not only must
he Community's social policy be closely linked
o policies conducted in other spheres, the objec-
ives of this policy must moreover be regarded as
onstraining guidelines when all Community
lecisions are taken. The attainment and
rpkeep of full employment and the improvement
,f working conditions should be the priority
argets of Community policy.
)pinion on the 'Commission's Communication
:oncerning the progratfl.me for industrial and
'echnological policy'
tull. EC 77-1973
2449. In this Opinion prepared on the
agreement of Mr Kley (Employers' Group, Ger-
many) and adopted by 45 votes against 8 with 9
abstentions, the Committee held that the indus-
trial policy must be regarded as a global design
to enhance the competition potential of Euro-
pean industries. To make real headway in this
area we should have to set priorities such as
removing technical barriers, opening up public
and semi-public contracts, promoting under-
takings competitive on a European scale and
fostering industries of advanced technology.
Whilst it intended that the development of
Community industry must fit into all overall
Community policy aimed at improving the qual-
ity of life, working conditions and the environ-
menq the Committee stressed that attaining these
objectives hinged largely on economic pro-
gress. For this reason the industrial policy must
have the objective of creating the optimum
conditions for qualitative economic growth.
Opinion on the 'Commission's Cornrnunication
concerning an initial implemenwtion of priority
guidelines and action for a Community energy
polic,y and on the six appendixed Proposals'
2450. In this Opinion prepared from the
report by Mr Bonomi (Employers' group, It-aly)
and adopted by 49 votes against 18 with 5
abstentions, the Committee deplored the lack of
a joint energy policy. In principle the Commit-
tee endorsed- the Commissibn views on appraisal
of the energy position but made reservations
regarding the measures it proposed. Regarding
organizaiion of the Community market, the
Committee believed that recent events affecting
oil supplies again pinpointed the need to create
an auihentic joint energy policy for the Commu-
nity, a policy which would allow measures to be
brought in for diversifying the supply sources
and ieducing our dependence with regard to
oil. The set of measures proposed by the Com-
mission confining rules under commercial policy
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to hydrocarbons did not allow such a joint
policy to be mounted.
Opinion on the 'proposed Council Regulation
concerningthe lkt of priority agricultural regions
and zones laid down by the EEC Regulation on
the financing by the EAGGF, Guidance Section,
of proiects falling into tbe deuelopment progrdffi-
me for the priority agricultural regions'and on
the 'proposed Council Regulation on the list of
regions and zones laid down in the EEC Regula-
tion and who may benefit from interuentions by
the European Regional Deuelopment Fund'
2451. The Committee unanimously adoptedits Opinion prepared from the report by
Mr Ventejol (Workers' group, France) on the
nvo Proposals. The Opinion specifies the value
of a regional policy at Communiry level for
implementing a social and monetary union. But
the Committee held that the Commission's pro-
posed lists include too many regions and areas,
which might impair the concentration and nature
of aid to be granted. The Committee was
therefore asking for the lists to be reviewed
restrictively on the basis of more selective crite-
rta.
Opinion on the 'proposed Council Directiue
concerning tbe nintb modification of the Direc-
tiue on the approximation of Member States'
laws cou.ering preseruatiues autborized for use in
foodstuffs for buman consumption'
2452. In this Opinion prepared from the
I9p9rt by Mrgs Roberts (General Interests group,United Kingdom) and unanimously adoptel, the
Committee while endorsing the main lines of the
Proposal regretted that for the sake of harmoni-
zation certain Member States would be led to
accept the use of additives which they regard as
unnecessary.
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Opinion on the 'proposed EEC Council Regult
tion on the tariff treafinents applicable to agr
cultural products held in passengers' luggage'
2453. [n this Opinion prepared from th
report by Mr De Grave (Workers' group, Bei
gium) and unanimously adopted the Committe
approved the Proposal extending the exemptior
from CCT charges, collected under the CAP, t,
cover goods held in passengers'luggage.
Opinion on the 'proposed Council (EEC) Regta
lation amending Council Regulation (EEC
1496168 of 27 September 1968 on defining th
Community custotns territory'
2454. In this Opinion prepared from rh
report by Mr De Grave (l7orkers' Group, Bel
gium) and unanimously adopted, the Committe
approved the Commission Proposal. It wonder
ed, however, whether the time was not ripe tr
revise the acnral definition of Community cus
toms territory with the aim of simplifying it sinc
the preservation of a number of historical idio
syncrasies caused problems in applying Commu
nity provisions, which were out of all proportio:
to the interests which the provisions were sup
posed to respect.
ECSC Consultative Committee
2455. The Consultative Committee met for it
159th session on 6 November 1,973 in Luxem
bourg with Sir David Davies in the Chair. Th
agenda included the report on priority action fo
the Community energy poliry, the report or
safety and health in collieries and the iion anr
steel industry as well as a discussion on th,
Commission's draft Decision concerning cokinl
coal and coke.
Bull. EC 11-197
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.egarding energy policy the Committee unani-
rously adopted less four abstentions rhe report
y Mr de la Vall6e Poussin on prioriry action for
re Community energy policy.
he debates of this session were largely devoted
r discussion of a dralt Resolution put down by
re Coal Producers and Workers concerning thL
:cent events on the world energy markets w-hich
re. threatening deep-seated imbalance and
rstrng tenslon.
,uring the discussion many Committee members
'om all the Groups (Producers, Workers, Con-
rmers) stressed the need to ensure the Commu-
ity's energy supply by keeping domestic produc-
on up to the maximum, which meaht coal
utput. In other words, we should put a stop to
rc systematic policy of regression in coal extrac-
on; insofar as the price conditions did not
eteriorate the competitivity of the consuming
rdustries on the international market.
he Committee adopted by a big majority the
ightly amended draft Resolution and strongly
rged the Commission to do its utrnost ro
Lodify the regressive policy on coal production
L relation to the recent changes on the energy
arket, to intensify the searci for natural gas
ithin Community territory and to speed up rhe
ork and resear.h on nuclear energy irrodu&ion.
>me members regretted that the Committee did
>t have the vitally necessary technical and
:onomic information to hand in order to define
re energy stock and supply problem in its
rtirety and in the long term. It was also
nphasized that although regarding quantities
e. had to try to swell energy resources from
rrious quarters, we also had to make every
rdeavour to cut down consumption by taking
rpropriate measures. Regarding the upkeep of
ommunity coal output, it was pointed our by
e Steel Producers that the costs involved musr
rt fall on the steel indusrry alone. Ir was nor
rly the security of the steel industry's stocks
rll. EC 17-1973
and supplies which was at srake. The security
of overall economic expansion and the security
of employmenr were involved. The upkeep oi
Community production was rherefore I collec-
tive burden.
The Comminee also adopted the draft repon by
Mr Moreau on safery and health in collieries and
the iron and steel industry and discussed, as
under futicle 95, paragraph 1, of the ECSC
Treaty,-the Commission's draft Decision bearing
on application of the Decision concerning coking
coal and coke.
European lnvestment Bank
Convention for closer Cooperation
between National long-term
Credit Institutions
2456. The heads of eight national institutions
of EEC member countriei which specialize in the
gtanting of long-term credit signed' a Convention
providing for closer cooperarion berween their
respecttve organlzattons.
The signatories are: the Cr6dit National (Fran-
ce), the Finance Corporation for Industry (Uni-
ted Kingdom), Finansieringsinstituttet for Indus-
tri og Handvaerk (Denmark), the Industrial Cre-dit Company (Ireland), the Istituto Mobiliare
Italiano (Italy), the Kreditanstalt fiir Wiederauf-
bau 
-(Germany), qhe Nationale Investeringsbank(Netherlands) and the Soci6t6 Nationale ile Cr6-
dit i I'lndustrie (Belgium).
In June l97l the national institutions of the
original members of th_e European Community,
in cooperation with the European Invesrment
Bank and the European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity, set up joint Working. Parties to deal with
various economic and legal studies. The Con-
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vention now agreed benryeen the institutions
provides for the continuation of their ioint
iesearch and exchanges of information but, more
importantly, establiihes a new framework for
their cooperation in promoting investment pro-
iects in which two or more institutions could
Lru. ,n interest and which are of such a size that
some external finance would be desirable.
As the projects likely to be supported under the
terms of the Convention will probably be large-
scale and significant in a European context,
cooperation *ill frequently be sought with com-
mercial banks and other financial institu-
tions. The European Investment Bank, which
has agreed to provide Secretariat services for the
national credit institutions, is prepared to partici-
pate in supporting proieas that fall within its
statutory terms of reference.
Loans Granted
lreland
2457. The European Investment Bank has
concluded with the Irish Government a loan
contract for the equivalent of 7.5 million Irish
pounds (15.3 million u.a.). Under the terms of
ihe agreement signed in Dublin on 25 November
1973, the loan will be for a period of 20 years at
a rate of 8.5% and will be used by the Depart-
ment of Posts and Telegraphs to contribute to
the financing of the first stage of a S-year
programme for the modernization and extension
of the telephone service in Ireland.
At present the telephone density of Ireland is
well below that of the other EEC Member
States. The latest national figure of under 12
telephones per 100 inhabitants compares with
latest available figures for the other members
ranging from around 19 in the case of France
and Italy to almost 36 in Denmark. The system
is also in need of modernization to bring the
present rate of automatization of 857o closer to
the other EEC members' average of 96%.
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The first stage of the development programm
to which the EIB is lending its support, w
provide 34000 new subscriber connections ar
will also include conversion of manual exchang
to automatic working, extensions and improv
ments to existing automatic exchanges and to tl
ffunk network,-as well as provision of a ne
international exchange to improve communic
tions with Europe.
Financing Community Activities
Draft of the 1974 General Budget
2458. The General Budget of the Europei
Community for the financial year 1974 w
reviewed by the European Parliament during
sittings of 13 and 15 November L973.'
In its Resolution' the House stressed the need
improve the basic tool which the Budget can
said to represent for the life of the Comm
niry. The House asked for greater clarity I
improving the presentation, drawing up financ:
work sheets and tightening the controls to faci
tate more effective execution of the bu
get. Parliament also reiterated that the curre
draft Budget should be backed up as soon
possible by an additional Budget covering t
credit required to set up the European Regior
Development Fund which is scheduled to becor
operational from 1 January 1974 as laid dol
by the October 1972 Summit Conference.
!7ith its 27 proposed amendments the House
asking for:
(i) reinstatement of credits, requested by t
Commission and deleted by the Council, for t
tPoint24O7.
' 
OJ C lO8 ol 10.12.L973.
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Social Fund (742800000 u.a.) for industrial
development contracts (20 0-00 000 u.a.) for the
action programme on scientific and technological
policy (1000000 u.a.) and for certain budget
entries (committees, aid and subsidies);(ii) increases in aid credit for the Third World
(40 000 000 u.a.) and the EAGGF Guidance
Section (reinstatement of 75 000 000 u.a.);
(iii) means to strengthen internal controlsl
(iv) the transfer to Chapter 98 (unallocated
expenditure) of EAGGF, Guarantee Section cre-dit which should not be required in 1974
(66 500 000 u.a.).
It must be stressed that the review and adoption
procedure of the 1974 Btdget is the last to be
carried out according to Article 203 a (so-called
'transition' period) of the Treaty. From next
year in drawing up the 1,97 5 Budget Article 203('definitive' period laying down the integral
financing of the Communiry Budget by own
Community own resources) will take effect and
entail gteater participation by the European
Parliament.
New Guidelines for Preparing
and Executing the Budget
2459. During its meeting of 28 November the
Commission decided on a set of measures for
appreciable improvements to the procedures for
preparing and executin!'the Budget:
The annual budget procedure will start with
Commission deliberations to set the political
priorities and the expenditure ceilings for the
major Community proiects. Commission
departments will furnish complete and detailed
iustif ication for any sigrificant increases in
expenditure. The Commission will then make
the necessary rulings with full informaticn to
hand. Six months later it will adopt simultane-
ously the preliminary draft of the budget and the
three-year forecasts so that it can take note
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of the results of policy developments with finan-
cial repercussions. All necessary arrangements
will be made so as to fit the big Community
projects into the economic and short-term out-
look. A system of financial worksheets will be
set up enabling forecast and actual expenditure
to be compared at any time.
The Commission will in principle refrain from
putting down an additional budget unless the
need for it is due either to unexpected develop-
ments or a fresh Council Decision during the
year.
Throughout the budgetary financial year rhe
execution of the budget and the three-year fore-
casts will be very closely watched: quarterly
execution reports including extrapolated receipts
and expenditures for the rest of the financial year
will be discussed by the Commission and trans-
mitted to Parliament and the Council. Each
new event or decision with important financial
repercussions (for instance, the setting of farm
prices or a proposed new proiect) will be suppor-
ted by an expenditure starus report and an
amendment of the three-year forecasts.
The appropriate budgetary proposals (credit
transfers or additional budget as the case may
be) will be decided on by the Commission at the
same time that the policy decision is adop-
ted. Financial proposals and proposed deci-
sions will be forwarded together to the Council.
Fixing the Rate of the ECSC Levy
and Drawing up the ECSC 1974
Operational Budget
2460. During its meeting of 7 November, the
Commission adopted the draft of the ECSC 1974
operational Budget corresponding to a levy rate
of 0.30%. It adopted i Communication to
Parliament who is to issue its Opinion during the
December sining. After this the Commission
will be required to formally adopt the ECSC
operational budget and the ECSC levy rate for
t974.
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Cooperation
Financing Community Activities
ECSC Loans
2461. During November 7973, the Commis-
sion made three loan transactions:
(i) a loan of 100 million DM, equivalent value
27.3 million u.a. This bond issue maturing in
15 years and underwritten by a consortium of
German banks bears interest at7.75"/" p.a. and
is offered to the public at an issue price of
98.50%;
(ii) a loan of 200 million Luxembourg Frs.,
equivalent value 4 million u.a. This is a private
issue maturing over '1,2 years with interest at 8o/"
p.a.;
(iii) a loan of 1000 million Belgian Frs., equi-
valent value 20 million u.a. This bond issue
maturing over 12 years and underwritten by a
consortium of Belgian banks, bears interest at
7.75% p.a. and is offered to the public at the
issue price of 98.25"h.
Following these transactions, the sum total of
loans contraaed by the ECSC since it started
activities has now reached the equivalent value
of 1,490.6 million u.a.
2501. On the basis of political cooperation,
Member States' Foreign Ministers met on
5-6 November 7973 in Brussels and on
20 November 1973 in Copenhagen. The meet-
ings concentrated mainly on the Near
East situation,' relations bettyeen Europe and the
United States, organizing the Summit Conference
and the Declaration on European ldentity.
2502. On 21 November Copenhagen saw th(
third colloquium to be held this year betweer
Foreign Ministers and munbers of the Europear
Parliament's Political Committee. The meetinp
was in line with the provisions of the second
report on European political cooperation. Be.
sides members of the Political Committee the
colloquium was attended by Mr Andersm, the
Danish Foreign Minister, and officiating Chair-
man of the Foreign Ministers Conference, and b1
Mr Brinkhorst, the Dutch Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs, and by Heads and members ol
the German, French, Irish and Italian Missions in
Copenhagen. At the meeting Mr Andersen
briefed the Political Committee on the discus-
sions at the Ministerial meeting the day be.
fore. The colloquium debates focused on th€
forthcoming Summit Conference, the Near East
problems, relations berween the United States
and Europe and on European Identity.
Joint EEC-USA Declaration
2503. The work on this Declaration was car-
ried on in various groups and at differenr
levels. After the meeting in Copenhagen on
18-19 Oaober between the Political Committee
and an American delegation led by Mr Stoessel,
Assistant Secretary of State, the Political Com-
mittee and the Community institutions handling
the economic part of the'Declaration reviewet
the suggestion made by the United States Gov-
ernment regarding the formulation of the text.
' For the rext of the Declaration of the Nine of
6 November, see Bull. EC 1.0-'1,973, point 2502.
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A further meeting was held in Copenhagen on
14 November between the Political Committee
and an American delegation to continue finali-
zing the text. A comiruniqu6 published at the
end- of the meeting by the Danish Foreign
Minister indicated thit 'the work on the declara-
tion of principle was proceeding very satisfacto-
rily.'
The work was discussed at the Ministerial meet-
ing of 20 November in Copenhagen. When the
meeting closed Mr Andersen said that 'very satis-
factory-progress' had been made althougtr 'cer-
tain oroblems still remained to be solved with
the United States and between the Nine.'
Conlerence on Security
and Cooperation in Europe
2504. The proceedings of the second leg of
the CSCE took place in Geneva within the
various committeei and sub-committees formed
on the basis of final recommendations adopted
bv the Foreien Ministers at the end of the first
ldg of the eonference in Helsinki from 3 to
8 Joly. During the Helsinki proceedings the Nine
ensured a close coordination of their position,
coordination in which the Commission would
share regarding any issues involving the econo-
mic facel of the CSCE. This coordination al-
.lowed joint positions of the Nine to emerge on
the main topics discussed in Geneva.
In compliance with the decisions taken at the
Membei States' Foreign Ministers meeting of
10-11 September in Copenhagen, Commission
represenadves took pari in the proceeding.s gf
thi CSCE Economic Committee and particularly
in those of the Sub-Committee on Trade. The
Commission representatives expressed the Com-
munify's point- of view insofar as Community
procedurei and authority required it.
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European ldentity
2505. During their meeting of. 20 November
in Copenhagen, the Foreign Ministers approved
the piper on European Identity. This Declara-
tion, based on the principles of Community
cohesion, on the position and responsibiliry of
the Nine with regard to the rest of the world and
on the dynamic character of the construction of
Europe will be published during the Summit
Conference.
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1. From Day to Day 2. Published in the
Official Journal
For tecbnical reasotts, tbe notes under this
heading relating to the rnontb of Nouember will
dppear in the next number of the Bulletin.
This tabulation covers the numbers of the Offi.
cial Journal published during November 1973.
European Parliament
1973-1974 Session
Report of Proceedings from 4 to 5 October 7973
Annex 165, October 1973
Report of Proceedings from 7S to 79 October 7973
Annex 167, October 1973
Minutes of proceedings of the sining of Monday
75 October 1973
c95,10.11.1973
Minutes of proceed.ings of the sining of Tuesday
76 October 1973
c95,70.11.7973
Resolution on an amendment to Rule 33 of the Rules
of Procedure of the European Parliament concerning
the quorum in plenary sitting and Rule 41 concerning
the quorum for committee meetings
Oral Questions 76/73, with debate to the Council ol
the European Communities and 77/73, with debate to
the Commission of the European Communities by
Mr Liicker, on behalf of the Christian Democradt
Group: Anti-inflation policy
Opinion on the proposal concerning the annual reporr
on the economic siruation in the Community
Resolution on an amendment to Rule 36(5) of the
Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament on the
minimum of members necessaly to form a political
grouP
M:ryttes 
_of proceedings of tbe sining of Wednesday,
17 October 7973
c95,10-71.t973
Question Time
Question put to the Council of the European Commu-
nities:(i) 718/73 by Mr Taverne: Section 15 of the com-
muniqu6 of the Paris Summit Conference
Questions put to the Commission of the European
Communities:
('t) 
.120/73 by Mr Armengaud: EEC/AASM Asso-
clatlon
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Published in the Official Journal
(ii) 93/73 by Mr Durieux: Opening of public con-
tracts(iii) 127/73 by Mr Broeksz: Publication in the OJ of
the European Communities of announcements of
public works contracts(iv) 94/73 by Mr Radoux: Transition to the second
stage of economk and monetary union(v) ll0/73 by Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker: Aide
memoire from rhe Indian Government concerning
Joint Declaration of Intent annexed to the Treary of
Accession(vi) 71L/73 by Sir Tufton Beamish: Joint Declaration
of Intent annexed to the Treary of Accession
Resolution on the conflict in the Near and Middle
East
Resolution on the military coup d'6tat in Chile
Minutes of proceedings of the sining of Thursday,
18 October 7973
c95, t0.11.L973
Resolution on relations between the European Com-
muniry and the United States of America
Resolution on the Agreement signed between the
European Economic Community and the Kingdom of
Norway
Oral Question 98/73 with debate, by Mr Jahn,Mr Artzinger, Mr Bertrand, Mr Burgbacher, Mr Friih,
Mr Giraudo, Mr Hlrzschel, Mr Martens, Mr Mursch,
Mr NoE, Mr Notenboom, Mr P6tre, Mr Schuilt and
Mr Springorum to the Commission of the European
Communities: Cooperation agreements with State-
trading countries
Oral Question 100/73 without debate, by Mr Ansart
and Mrs Iorti to the Commission of the European
Communities: Entry of Spain into the Common Mar-
ket
Minutes of proccedings of the sining of Friday,
79 October 1,973
c95,70.T7.1973
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation on measures
to be taken in the agricultural sector following the
raising of the central rate of the Dutch florin
Resolution on the report from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council on the adiust-
ment of short-term monetary support arrangements
:*rJ$ conditions for the progressive pooling of
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Statement of formation of the Communist and Allies
Group (SF, Ind. Sin.)
c95, t0.1t.1973
Wrinen questions with Replies
Wrinen Question 667/72 by MrVredeling to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Purchase of a computer by the Dutch
Government
c 97 , 15.t1.1.973
Written Question 687/72 by Mr Vredeling to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Questions concerning workers
c97,75.1t.1973
Written Question 43/73 by Mr Vredeling to the
Council of the European Communities
Subiect: Powers of officials appointed by the Commis-
sion to make verifications and enquiries for estab-
lishing and making available the Communiry's own
resources
c 97 , 1.5.11.t973
Written Question 67/73 by Mr Jahn to the Council of
the European Communities
Subject: Powers of the European Communities in the
area of environmental protection
c 97 , 75.1t.197 3
Written Question 88/73 by Lord O'Hagan ro rhe
Council of the European Communities
Subject: Statistical tables of proposals for Directives
and Regulations which have not yet been adopted
c97, 15.71.1973
Writen Question 765/73 by Mr Jahn to the Council
of the European Communities
Subject: Optional consultation of the European Par-
liament on the European Communities' environment
programme
c 97 , 15.11..1973
Written Question 792/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Council of the European Communities
Subject: Budgetary Control
c 97 , t5.tt.7973
Written Question 209/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Council of the European Communities
Subject: Numbers present at Council Meetings
c97,75.tl.t973
Written Question 270/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Council of the European Communities
lt7
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Subject: Deportation of illegal immigrants
c97,15.11.1973
Written Question 211/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Council of the European Communities
Subiect: Delays in the Council
c97,15.11.t973
Written Question 213/73 by Sir Tufton Beamish to
the Council of the European Communities
Subiect: Delay in answering Written Questions
c97, 15.71.1973
Written Question 21.9/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
C<>uncil of the European Communities
Subject: Working Groups
c97, 15.11.7973
Written Question 226/73 by Mr Bermani,Mr Broeksz, Mr Christensen, Mr Delmofte, Mr Lan-
ge, Mrs Nielsen, Mr Radoux, Mr Vals, Mr Walkhoff
and Mr Wohlfart to the Council of the European
Communities
Subject: Seizure of newspapers
c97,15.71..1973
Written Question 13/73 by Mr Vredeling ro the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Import monopoly for simple potassium fertili-
zers
c 102.24.tr.1973
Written Question 8l/73 by Mr Dewulf to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Provision of information to diplomats repre-
senting Member States in third countries
c102,24.tt.1973
Written Question 1O9/73 by Mr Vals to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities
Subject: Free competition in the sale of oil products
c 102,24.11.1973
Written Question 125/73 by Mr Vredeling to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: International rreaties
c 102,24.17.7973
lVrinen Question 126/73 by Mr Vredeling ro rhe
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Application of system of generalized preferen-
ces to Rumania
c 702,24.11..7973
Written Question 166/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities
Subiect: Information promised by the Commission
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concerning consumer policy in the European Commu-
nrty
c 102,24.11..t973
Written Question 180/73 by Mr Brewis to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Timber
c702,24.77.t973
Written Question 200/73 by Mr Kater and Mr Miiller
to the Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Use of lead and cadmium in the manufacture
of consumer articles
c102,24.11.1973
Wrinen Question 201/73 by Mr.Eisma to rhe Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Population trends in Europe
ct02,24.11.1973
Written Question 203/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Endangered species of animals
c 702,24.7t.1.973
lTritten Question 205/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Accidents to Iorries and road safery policy
c 702,24.[t.1,973
Written Question 227/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Industrial investment for the protection of the
envrronment
c 102,24.71.7973
Written Question 223/73 by Mr Kater and Mr Miiller
to the Commission of the European Communities
Subject: New findings in industrial medicine
c t02,24.71.7973
Written Question 249/73 by Mr Johnston ro the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Sanctions against Southern Rhodesia
c102,24.77.1973
Written Question 251/73 by Mr Patijn to the Council
of the European Communities
Subject:_ Representarion of the European Community
during the Conference on Security and Cooperation
c 702,24.11.1973
Written Quest.ion 256/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Staff in the Directorate General of Social
Affairs
c 102,24.71..1973
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\Uritten Question 258/73 by Mr Lautenschlager to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Price agreements
c 702,24.17.1.973
Written Question 267/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Transatlantic air fares and the competitive-
ness of airlines
c 102,24.77.7973
Written Question 265/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Comparative costs of Parliaments in the EEC
c t02,24.71.1973
Written Question 267/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Countries benefiting by the most-favoured
nation cause
c 102,24.1r.1973
Written Question 268/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Measures the Commission intends to take for
organizing telecommunications on a Communiry basis
c702,24.11.t973
Written Question 274/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Harmonization of Member States' legislation
on postal rates
c t02,24.1.1.t973
Written Question 278/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Statistics dn illegal immigrants
c 102,24.71..1973
Written Question 299/73 by Mr Taverne to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Constitutional referendum in Greece on
29 luly 7973
ct02,24.77.t973
Written Question 302/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities
Subject: Breaches of the common commercial policy
ct02,24.tt.1973
Written Question 317/73 by Mrs Carettoni Romagno-
li to the Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Procedure for replying to written questions
ct02,24.77.1973
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Informations
Notice
Notice of Open Competition PE/59IC (ltalian langu-
age secretaries/shorthand typists and rypists)
c96,73.77.7973
Council and Commission
Regulations
Regulation (EEC) 2958/73 of the Council of 31 Octo-
ber 1973 on the exchange rate applied in agriculture
for the Italian Iire
L303,1.tt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2959/73 of the Council of 31 Octo-
ber 1973 providing for certain short-term economic
measures for sugar in Italy following developments in
the monetary situation
L303,1.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2960/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L303,1.LL.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2961,/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 fixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L303,1.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2962/73 of the Commission of
3l October 1973 fixing the corrective amount appli-
cable to the refund on cereals
L303,1.11..t973
Regulation (EEC) 2963/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 f.ixing the refunds applicable to
cereals and wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L303,1.tt.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2964/73 of the Commission of
3l.October 1973 [ixing the levies on rice and broken
L303,1.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2965/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 fixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on rice and broken rice
L303,1.7t.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 2966/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 fixing the export refunds on rice and
broken rice
L303,7.11.7973 
.i
Regulation (EEC) 2967 /73 of the Commission of
31 October 1,973 tixing the corrective amount applic-
able to the refund on rice and broken rice
L303,1.Lt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2968/73 of the Commission of
29 October 7973 fixing the import levies on products
processed from cereals and rice
L303,1.t7.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2969/73 of the Commission of
29 October 7973 fixing the import levies on com-
pound feedingstuffs
L303,7.11.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2970/73 of the Commission of
26 October 7973 fixing the export refunds on pro-
ducts processed from cereals and rice
L303,1.tt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2977/73 of the Commission of
26 October 1973 fixing the export refunds on cereal-
based compound feedingstuffs
L303,7.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2972/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L303,1.17.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2973/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 lixing the import levy on molasses
L303,7.71..7973
Regulation (EEC) 2974/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 altering the refunds on white sugar
and raw sugar exported in the natural state
L303,1.11.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2975/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 lixing the basic amount of the
import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro-
ducts
L303, t.Lt.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2976/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 lixing the export refunds on molas-
ses, syrups and certain other sugar products exported
in the natural state
L303,7.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2977/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the import levies on calves
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and adult bovine animals and on beef and veal other
than frozen
L303,7.17.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 2978/73 of the Commission of
30 October 1973 establishing the standard average
values for the valuation of imported citrus fruits
L 3 03, 1 .1 1.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2979/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 [ixing the export levies on starch
products
L303,1.77.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2980/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the export levies on rice
L303,1.1.1.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2987/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 iixing the export levies on cereals
L303,1.L7.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2982/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the amount of the subsidy on
oil seeds
L 303,1..11.1.973
Reguladon (EEC) 2983/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 determining the world market price
for colza and rape seed
L303,7.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2984/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 altering components used to calcu-
late the differential amounts for colza and rape seed
L303,1.71..1.973
Regulation (EEC) 2985/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the export refund on oil seeds
L303,7.1t.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2986/73 of the Commission of
nl October 1973 fixing the export levies on olive oil
L303,1.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2987/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 lixing the export refund on olive oil
L303,1.7t.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2988/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 lixing the amounts applicable as
compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L303,1.t1..t973
Regulation (EEC) 2989/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1,973 fixing compensatory amounts in the
beef and veal sector
L303, t.11.1.973
Bull. EC ll-1973
Published in the Official Journal
Regulation (EEC) 2990/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 ahering the import levies on pro-
ducts processed from cereals and rice
L303, t.77.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2991/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 on detailed rules for the application
of Article 4b of Regulation (EEC) 974/71to pigmeat
L303,1.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2992/73 of the Commission of
31 October 7973 fixing the amounts by which the
levy on imports of rice from the Arab Republic of
Egypt is to be reduced
L303,1..11.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2993/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 on certain measures to be taken
following the coniunctural measures taken by Italy in
the sugar sector
L303,1.tL.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2994/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 akering the monetary compensatory
amounts
L304,1.71.t973
Regulation (EEC) 2995/73 of the Council of 29 Octo-
ber 1973 extending and amending Regulation (EEC)
984/73 on the definition of the concepr of 'originating
products' in trade with Austria, Finland, Iceland,
Norway, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland
L305,1.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2996/73 of the Council of 3L Octo-
ber L973 amending Regulation (EEC) 2958/73 on the
exchange rate applied in agriculture for the Italian lira
L305,7.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2997/73 of the Commission of
31 October 1973 concerning the rate of conversion to
be applied to the Italian lira to goods covered by
Regulation (EEC) 1059 /69
L305,7.lt.1973
,Regulation (EEC) 2956/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L306,6.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 2957/73 of the Commission of
5 November 7973 lixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L306,6.Lt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 2998/73 oI the Commission of
5 November 1973 altering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L306,6.17.t973
Bull. EC 77-1973
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Regulation (EEC) 2999/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L306,6.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3000/73 of the Commission of
31 October '1,973 fixing the rares of the refunds
applicable from 1 November 7973 to sugar and
molasses exported in the form of goods not covered by
the Annex II to the Treaty
L306,6.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3001/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 re-establishing Common Cusroms
Tariff duties on yarn of combed sheep's or lambs'
wool (worsted yarn), nor put up for retail sale falling
within heading 53.07 of the Common Customs Tariff,
originating in developing countries to which the
preferential tariff arrangements set out in Council
Regulation (EEC) 2766/72 of 19 December 7972
L306,6.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3OOZ/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 altering the exporr refund on
products processed from cereals and rice
L306,6.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3003/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 ahering the refunds on white sugar
and raw sugar exported in the natural state
L306,6.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3004/73 o( rhe Commission of
5 November 7973 altering the refunds on molasses,
syrups and certain other sugar products exported in
the natural state
L306,6.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3005/73 o( the Commission of
5 November 7973 ahering rhe rates of the refunds
applicable to sugar and beet or cane syrups exported
in the form of goods not covered by Annex II to the
Treary
L306,6.11.'t973
Regulation (EEC) 3006/73 of the Commission of
6 November 7973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L307,7.tt.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3007/73 of the Commission of
6 November 1,973 fixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L 307 ,7 .17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3008/73 of the Commission of
6 November 7973 akeing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L307,7.71.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 3021/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1973 re-establishing Common Customs
Tariff duties on artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and
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nating in Hong Kong, to w^hich the Preferential 
.rariff
arrangements set out in Council Regulation (EEC)
2762/72 of 19 December 7972 apply
L308,8.17.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3022/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1.973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L308,8.71.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3023/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1.973 akering the import levies on pro-
ducts processed from cereals and rice
L308,8.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3024/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1973 ahering the export levies on rice
L308,8.tt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3025 /73 of the Council of
6 November 1973 on the opening, allocation and
means of administration of a Community tariff quota
for the treatment of certain textile products in Com-
munity outward processing traffic
L309,9.11.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3026/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 lixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L309,9.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3027/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 tixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L309,9.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3028/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 fixing the corrective amount appli-
cable to the refund on cereals
L309,9.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3029/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1.973 fixing the refunds applicable to
cereals and wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L309,9.77.1.973
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3030/73 of the Commission of
fixing the levies on rice and broken
Regulation (EEC) 3009/73
6 November 1973 fixing the
sugar and raw sugar
L307,7.1.1..1973
Regulation
5 November
wine
of the Commission of
import levies on white
L307,7.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3011/73 of the Commission of
6 November 7973 concerning the private storage
subsidy for the R III type of table wine
t.307,7.1t.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3012/73 of the Commission of
6 November 1973 fixing the amount of the subsidy on
oil seeds
r_307,7.77.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3013/73 of the Commission of
5 November 1973 determining the world market price
for colza and rape seed
L 307 ,7 .tt.797 3
Regulation (EEC) 3014/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1.973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L308,8.1.1.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3015/73 of the Commission of
7 November 7973 fixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L308,8.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3015/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1973 akering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L308,8.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3077/73 of the Commission of
7 November 7973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L308,8.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3018/73 of the Commission of
7 November 1973 fixing the import levy on molasses
L308,8.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3019/73 of the Commission of
7 November 7973 fixing the refunds on white sugar
and raw sugar exported in the natural state
L 308, 8.11.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3020/73 of the Commission of
7 November 7973 reintroducing Common Customs
Tariff duties on cotton yarn, put up for retail sale,
falling within heading 55.06, originating in Yugoslavia
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Regulation (EEC) 303 1/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on rice and broken rice
L309,9.1t.7973
Regulation (EECI 3032/73 of rhe Commission of
8 November 7973 fixing the export refunds on rice
and broken rice
L309,9.77.1973
Regrrlation (EEC) 3033/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 lixing the corrective amount appli-
cable to the refund on rice and broken rice
L 309,9.tt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3034i73 of the Commission of
8 November 7973 lixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
1309,9.1L.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3035/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 fixing the import levies on calves
and adult bovine animals and on beef and veal other
than frozen
L309,9.11..7973
Regulation (EEC) 3036/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 re-establishing Common Customs
Tariff duties on women's, girls- and infants' outergarments, not of corron, falling within heading
ex61.02, originating in South Korea, to which the
preferential tariff arrangements set out in Council
Regulation (EEC) 2629/73 of 26 September 1973
apply
L309,9.tL.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3037/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 fixing, the export levies on cereals
L309,9.L7.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3038/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 tixingthe export levies on rice
L309,9.17.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3039/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 closing the standing invitation to
tender for_ the 
_ 
purpose of determining denaturing
premiums for white sugar for feeding to bees provided
for in Regulation (EEC) 2711/73
L 309, 9 .1.1.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3040/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 interrupting the standing invitation
to tender on the export of white sugar under Regula-
tion (EEC) 2141./73
L309,9.77.7973
Bull. EC 71-1973
Regulation (EEC) 3041/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 altering componenrc used to calcu-
late the differential amounts for colza and rape seed
L309,9.1,1.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3042/73 oI the Commission of
8 November 1,973 lixing the basic amount of rhe
import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro-
ducts
L309,9.7',t.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3043/73 of the Commission of
8 November 1973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L 309,9.t7.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3044/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L 370, 71..17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3045/73 of the Commission of
9 November 7973 (ixing the premiums to be added to
the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L310,11.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3046/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 ahering the corrective amounl
applicable to the refund on cereals
L310, 11.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3047/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L310,11.1't.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3048/73 of the Commission o(
9 November 1973 iixing rhe export Ievies on srarch
products
L3'1.0,1.1.tt.1.973
Regulation (EEC) i049/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1,973 iixing the amount of the subsidy on
oil seeds
L 310, 1 1.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3050/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 determining the world market price
for colza and rape seed
L310, 17.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3051/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 fixing the export levies on olive oil
L370,1.7.1."1.1973
Regilation (EEC) 3052/73 of rhe Commission of
9 November 1,973 fixing the basic amount of the
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L 37t, 72.71..7973
3055/73 of the Commission of
altering the monetary compensa-
Regulation (EEC) 3056/73 of the Council of
9 November 1973 on the support of Community
proiects in the hydrocarbons sector
L312,12.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3057/73 of the Commission of
12 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L312,73.77.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3058/73 of the Commission of
l2November 7973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L312,13.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3059/73 of the Commission of
12 November 7973 akering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L3t2,73.77.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3060/73 of the Commission of
l2November 1973 lixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L312,73.L7.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3051/73 of the Commission of
12 November 1973 amending Regulation (EEC)
756/70 on granting aid for skimmed milk processed
into casein and caseinates
L372,13.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3062/73 of the Commission of
12 November 1973 re-establishing Common Customs
Tariff duties on women's, girls' and infants' outer
garments, of cotton, falling within heading ex61,.02,
originating in India, to which the preferential taritf
arrangements set out in Council Regulation (EEC)
2629/73 of 26 September 1973 apply
L372, 13.1.'.L.7973
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Regulation (EEC) 3063/73 of the Commission of
l2November 1973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L3L2,13.Lt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3064/73 of the Commission of
l2November 7973 altering the import levies on
products processed from cereals and rice
L31,2, 73.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3065 /73 of the Council of
9 November 7973 increasing the amount of the Com-
munity tariff quota for unwrought magnesium falling
within heading 77.01A of the Common Customs
Tariff
L313,14.Lt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3066/73 of the Commission of
l3November 7973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L373,14.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3067/73 of the Commission of
13November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L373,14.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3058/73 of the Commission of
13 November 7973 ahering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L3t3,74.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3069/73 of the Commission of
l3November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L313,14.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3070/73 oI the Commission of
13 November 1973 fixing the average producer prices
for wine
L373,14.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3071/73 of the Commission of
t3 November 7973 amending Regulation (EEC)
2537/72 on invitations to tender for the supply of
butteroil fot the World Food Programme
L31.3, 14.t7.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3072/73 of the Commission of
13 November 7973 amending Regulation (EEC)
2772/73 authorizing the United Kingdom to suspend
customs duties on certain products listed in Arti-
cle 1(2) of Regulation 136/66/EEC on the establish-
ment of a common organization of the market in oils
and fats
L373,14.11.1973
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import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro-
ducts
L3tO, 71.11..1973
Regulation (EEC) 3053/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 akering the import levies on pro-
ducts processed from cereals and rice
L310,11.tL.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3054/73 of the Commission of
9 November 1973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice l
L3L0,77.17.t973
Bull. EC 1.1.-1.973
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Decision 3073/73/ECSC of the Commission of
31 October 1973 on the sale of iron and steel
products in certain EFTA countries
L314,75.t[.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3074/73 oI the Commission of
14 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L374,15.17.7973
Regulation (EEC)
14 November 1973
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to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L 314, t5 .7t.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3076/73 of the Commission of
14 November 1973 alteilng the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L314,15.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3077/73 of the Commission of
14 November 1973 lixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L 314, t 5 .11.797 3
Regulation (EEC) 3078/73 of the Commission of
14 November 7973 fixing the import levy on molasses
L374,15.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3079/73 of the Commission of
13 November 1973 establishing the standard average
values fot the valuation of impoited citrus fruits
L374, t5.71,.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3080/73 of the Commission of
13 November 1,973 concerning invitations to tender
fot the costs of delivery of skihmed-milk powder as
food aid
L374, 15.71.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3081/73 of the Commission of
13 November 7973 opening an invitation ro tender
for the costs of delivery of skimmed-milk powder to
Bangla Desh as food aid
L374,75.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3082/73 of the Commission of
13 November 1973 concerning the issue of an invita-
tion to tender for the supply as food aid to certain
thLd countries of skimmed-milk powder to be pur-
chased on the Community market -
L314,15.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3083/73 of the Commission of
14 November '1,973 on the communication of theillolmatlon necessary for implementing Regulation(EEC) 2358/73 on the common organiiation of the
market in seeds
L3t4,15.Lt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3084/73 of. the Commission of
14 November 1973 amending in particular Regulation(EEC) 2500/73 on the advance fixing of refunds and
rhe period of validiry of export certificates for milk
and milk products
L374,15.71.1,973
Regulation (EEC) 3085/73 of rhe Commission of
14 November 1973 concerning the application with
retrospedive effect of Regulations (EEe) 1858/73 and
2210/73, adiusting certain compensarory amounts and
v,ariable componen$ applicable during ihe second and
third quarters respectively of 7973 on importation of
goods covered by Regulation (EEC) 1059/69
L3L4,75.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3085/73 of the Commission of
14 November 7973 lixing the basic amount of the
import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro-
ducts
L31.4, t5.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3087/73 of the Commission of
14 November 7973 altering the import levies on
products processed from cereals and ricl
L374,75.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3088/73 of the Commission of
14 November 7973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L31.4, 15.11.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3089/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L375,16.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3090/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 f.ixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L315,16.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3091/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L375,16.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3092/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the refunds applicable to
cereals and wheat or rye flour, groats and mtal
L375, t6.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3093/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 lixing the levies on rice and
broken rice
L315,16.11.7973
3075/73 ot
fixing the p
the Commission of
remiums to be added
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Regulation (EEC) 3094/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on rice and broken rice
L315,1.6.tt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3095/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the export refunds on rice
and broken rice
L315,16.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3096/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice
L315,',t 6.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3097/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L375,16.tt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3098/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 fixing the import levies on calves
and adult bovine animals and on beef and veal other
than frozen
L 375, 76.11.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3099/73 of the Commission of
15 November 1973 lixing the import levies on milk
and milk products
L375,16.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3100/73 of the Commission of
15 November L973 fixingthe export levies on cereals
L375,16.l't.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3101/73 of the Commission of
15 November '1,973 fixing the export levies on rice
L315, t6.1.7.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3102/73 of the Commission of
13 November 7973 concerning the enlargement of the
Communiry quantitative export quota for certain
waste and scrap of copper and copper alloys
L315,76.17.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3103/73 of the Commission of
14 November 1973 on certificates of origin and
applications for such certificates
L3t5,16.7t.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3104/73 of the Commission of
14 November L973 amending Regulations (EEC)
2573/73 and 2574/73 on exports of olive oil
L315,76.7L.t973
Regulation (EEP) 3105/73 of the Commission of
15 November 7973 amending Commission R:gulation(EEC) 2198/69 of 30 October 1969 concerning the
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'Council Regulation 803/68 on the valuation of goods
for customs purposes
L315,76.7t.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3106/73 of the Commission o[
15-November 7973 fixing additional amounts for egg
products
L315,16.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3107/73 of the Commission ol
1S\ovember 1973 fixing additional amounts for
poultrymeat products
L375.76.r1.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3108/73 of the Commission ol
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culate the differential amounts foicolza and rape seed
L315, t6.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3109/73 of the Commission ol
15-November 1973 amending the amounts applicablt
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L3t5,16.71.1973
Resulation (EEC) 31ll/73 of the Commission ol
16\ovember 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and or
wheat or rye flour, gtoats and meal
L3t6,17.11.7973
Reeulation (GEC\ 3ll2/73 of the Commission ol
l5"November 7973 lixing the premiums to be addec
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L316,77.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3113/73 of the Commission o
l5November 7973 ahering the corrective amoun
applicable to the refund on cereals
L3L6, t7.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3114/73 of the Commission o
15-November 1973 fixing the import levies on whitr
sugar and raw sugar
L3t6,17.17.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3115/73 of the Commission o
16-I.Jovember 7973 fixing the export levies on starcl
products
L3t6, 17.71.7973
Resulation (EEC) 3116/73 oI the Commission o
15 November 1973 f.ixing the refunds on milk an<
milk products exported in the natural state
L3t6, 17.11.',1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3117/73 of the Commission o
16November 1973 fixing the amount of the subsid'
on oil seeds
L3L6, 17.tt.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 3118/73 of rhe Commission of
16 November L973 determining the world market
price for colza and rape seed
L376,77.77.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3119/73 of the Commission of
16 November 7973 amending Regulation (EEC)
1896/73 on detailed rules for the application of
intervention measures on the market in beef and veal
L316, 1.7.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3120/73 of the Commission ofl6 November 1973 extending the period during which
the in-ternational carriage of goodJ may be effeited by
road in trade between Member States
L316,17.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3l2I/73 of the Commission of
16 November 1973 opening an invitation ro tender
for the mobilization of common wheat as aid for the
Republic of Tunisia
L316, 77.1.7.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3122/73 of the Commission of
16 November 7973 amending Regulation (EEC)
2734/73 on the sale of butter held by ihe intervention
agencies
L316, 17.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3123/73 of the Commission of
16 November 7973 (ixing the export levies on olive
oil
L316, 17.71..1973
Regulation (EEC) 3124/73 of the Commission of
16 November 1973 amending rhe amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L376,77.tl.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3110/73
15 November \973 altering
tory amounts
L377,19.71.t973
of the Commission of
the monetary compensa-
Regulation (EEC) 3125i73 of the Commission of
19 November 1,973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groatJand meal
L379,20.11.t973
Regulation (EEC) i126/73 of the Commission of
19 November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L319,20.71.1.973
Regulation (EEC) 3127/73 ol the Commission of
19 November 1973 akering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L319,20.77.7973
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Regulation (EEC) 3128/73 of the Commission of
19 November 7973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L379,20.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3129/73 of the Commission of
19 November 1973 fixing the export refunds on fruit
and vegetables
L3t9,20.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3130/73 of the Commission of
16 November 1973 establishing the conditions for the
application of the system of rendering for export levies
in cereals
L 319,20.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3131i73 oI the Commission of
19 November 1973 correcting a monetary compensa-
tory amounr fixed by Regulati,on (EEC) Zi94/73
L379,20.11..7973
Regulation (EEC) 3732/73 of the Commission of
19 November 1973 opening an invitation ro tenderfor the mobilization of milled rice as food aid for the
Democratic Republic of Somalia
L 319,20.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3133/73 of the Commission of
19 November 7973 fixing the basic amount of the
in:1n_o^rt_!e-vy .on 
-sylup and cirtain other sugar productsL 319,20.1,7.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3136/73 of the Commission of
20 November 1973 fixing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye flour, groarJand meal
L320,2t.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3137/73 of the Commission of
20 November 7973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L320,27.1,',| .1973
Regulation (EEC) 3138/73 of the Commission of
20 November 1973 altering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L320,21.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3739/73 of the Commission of
20 November 1973 lixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L320,21.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3140/73 of the Commission of
20 November 1973 |ixing the average producer prices
for wine
L 320,2t.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3l4l/73 of the Council of
19 November 1973 on measures to be taken in
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agriculture following the rise in the central rate for the
Dutch guilder
L321,22-11.7973
Reeulation ,J;ECI 3142/73 of the Commission of
it"Novembei 1li3 ttxing the levies on cereals and on
wheat or rye {lour, groats and meal
L321,22.17.1.973
Reeulation (EEC) 3143/73 of the Commission of
2l"Novembei 1973 iixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L321,22.11.7973
Resulation ,J-EC\ 3144/73 of the Commission of
2l"November 1973 akering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L321,22.1.1.7973
Resulation (EEC) 3145/73 of the Commission of
2iftou.-b.i 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L327,22.L1.1973
Resulation ,l,EC\ 3146/73 of the Commission of
2l"November l9i3 fixingthe import levy on molasses
L321,22.11.7973
Reculation 'J',EC) 3147/73 of the Commission of
21\ovember 7973 iixing the refunds on white sugar
and raw sugar exported in the natural state
L321,22.11.1973
Reeulation (EEC) 3148/73 of the Commission of
2l\ovembe, igll amending Regulation (EEC)
2196/77 as regards the period of validity of import
licences for cerials and ceitain processed products
L321,,22.11.1973
Reeulation ,l,EC\ 3749/73 of the Commission of
2l"Novembe, igZl amending Regulation (EEC)
133/73 as regards the period of validity of export
licences for cereals
L327,22.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3150/73 of the Commission of
21\ovember 7973 fixing the special export levy for
white sugar and raw sugar
L321,22.11.1973
Reeulation (EEC) 3151/73 of the Commission of
2l\ovembei 1,973 akering the rates of the refunds
applicable to sugar and beel or cane syrups exported
in^the form of [oods not covered by Annexll to the
Treaty
L321,22.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3152/73 of the Commission of
2l"Novembei 1973 fixing the basic amount of the
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import levy on syrups and certain other sugar Pro-
ducts
L321,22:1j.1973
Reeulation (EEC) 3153/73 of the Commission of
2l"November 19i3 alteringthe refunds on cereals and
on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L321,22.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3154/73 of the Commission of
2l\ovember 1973 amending the exPort levies on
cereals
L321,22.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3155/73 of the Commission of
21\ovember 7973 fixing the amount of the subsidy
on oil seeds
L321,22.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3156/73 of the Commission of
2l\ovembei 7973 determining the world market
price for colza and rape seed
L321,22.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3157/73 of the Commission ol
2l"November 19i3 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L322,23.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3158/73 of the Council ol
l g"November 1973 amending Regulation
1.34/67/EEC and |37/57/EEC on sluice-gate pricet
and the system of 'pilot products and derived pro'
ducts'for pigmeat
L322,23.11.1973
Resulation ,EEC\ 3759/73 of the Council ot
19 "November'1973'amending the Annexes to Regula
tion (EEC) 2142/70 and 950/68 by-reason 
-in particu'lar of the alteration in the tariif classification o
certain fisheries products
L322,23.1,1..1973
Resulation (EEC) 3160/73 of the Commission o
22\ovember tgil fix;ng the levies on cereals and ot
wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L322,23.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3161/73 of the Commission o
22"Novembei 7973 fixing the premiums to be adde<
to the levies on cereals, flour and malt
L322,23.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3162/73 of the Commission o
22-November 1973 fixing the corrective amoun
applicable to the refund on cereals
L322,23.11.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 3163/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 fixing the refunds applicable to
cereals and wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L322,23.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3164/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 f.ixing the levies on rice and
broken rice
L322,23.11.1973
Regularion (EEC) 3165/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on rice and broken rice
L322,23.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3166/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 lixing the export refunds on rice
and broken rice
L322,23.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3167/73 of the Commission of
22 November 1973 fixing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice
L322,23.Lt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3168/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L322,23.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3169/73 of. the Commission of
22 November 1973 lixing the import levies on calves
and adult bovine animals and on beef and veal other
than frozen
L322,23.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3170/73 of the Commission of
22 November 1973 fixing the export levies on cereals
L322,23.17.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3l7l/73 of the Commission of
22 November 7973 fixing the export levies on rice
L322,23.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3172/73 of the Commission of
22 November 1973 applying Class III to certain citrus
fruits for the L973/74 marketing year
L322,23.tt.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3173/73 of the Commission of
22 November 1973 amending Commission Regulation(EEC) 1203/73 ol 4 May 1973 fixing the conversion
factors to be applied to the buying-in prices for fruit
and vegetables
L322,23.tt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3174/73 of the Commission of
22 November t973 f.ixing, for the 1973/74 marketing
Bull. EC 7l-1973
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year, the minimum purchase price for oranges deliv-
ered to, industry and the amount of financial compen-
sation fot those oranges after processing
L322,23.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3175/73 of the Commission of
22 November 1973 altering the import levies on
products processed from cereals and rice
L322,23.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3176/73 of rhe Commission of
22 November 7973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L322,23.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3178/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 fixing the import levies on cereals
and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L323,24.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3179/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the import levies on cereals, flour and malt
L323,24.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3180/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 ahering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L323,24.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3181/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L323,24.t1,.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3182/73 ol the Commission of
23 November 7973 fixing the export levies on srarch
products
L323,24.71.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3183/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 lixing the export refunds on beef
and veal for the period beginning 1 December L973
L323,24.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3184/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1,973 iixing the amount of the subsidy
on oil seeds
L323,24.71.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3185/73 of the Commission of
23 November 1973 determining the world market
price for colza and rape seed
L323,24.17.1973
Reguladon (EEC) 3186/73 ol rhe Commission of
23 November 7973 fixing the export levies on olive
oil
L323,24.[t.1973
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Rezulation (EEC) 3187/73 of the Commission of
23\ovembei l9i3 lixing the import levies on frozen
beef and veal
L323,23.11.1973
Reeulation (EEC) 3188/73 of the Commission of
22\ovember l9i3 on the definition of the concept of
the origin of goods for purpos-es of the application of
tariff p-referen-ces granted by the European Economic
Communiry in res[ect of ceitain textile products from
developing countries
L323,23.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3189/73 of the Commission of
23\ovembei 1973 opening an invitation to tender
for the mobilization of com-on wheat as food aid for
the Arabian Republic of Yemen
L323,23.11.7973
Resulation (EEC) 3190/73 of the Commission of
23"November 7973 altering the import levies on
products processed from cereals and rice
L323,23.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3191/73 of the Commission of
23\ovember 7973 amending the amounts applicable
as compensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L323,23.11.1973
Resulation (EEC\ 3134/73 of the Council of
6 November igzl on the application of certain Deci-
sions on customs mafters taken by the Joint Commit-
tee set up under the Agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Republic of Iceland(i) Annex I: Decision of the Joint Committee 3/73
iavine down the methods of administrative coopera-
ti6n 'in the customs field for the purpose of imple-
mentinq the Agreement between the European Econ-
omic C-ommunfuy and the Republic of Iceland(ii) Annex II: Decision of the Joint Commirtee 4/73
on Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the concept
of 'originating productst and methods of administra-
tive cooperation(iii) Annex III: Decision of the Joint Committee 5/73
concerning movement certificates A.IS.1 and A.W.1
containedln Annexes V and VI to Protocol 3(iv) Annex IV: Decision of the Joint Committee 6/73
iupplementing and amending Protocol 3 onthe defini-
tion of the -concept of 'oiiginating products' and
methods of administrative cooperation(v) Annex V: Decision of the Joint Committee 7/73
on goods which are en route on 1 April 1973("i) Annex VI: Decision of the Joint Committee 8/73
on A.W.1 certificates contained in Annex VI to Proto-
col 3
L324,24.11.7973
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Regulation (EEC) 3735/73 of the pouncil of
9 }Yovember 7973 on the implementation of the
economic and control rules of the International Cocoa
Agreement, 1972
L324,24.11.1973
Regulation (EECI 3792/73 of the Council ol
22 November 1973 on the organization of a survey on
labour costs in wholesale and retail distribution,
banking and insurance
L326,27.lL.7973
Resulation (EEC) 3193/73 of the Commission of
26-I.{ovember 1973 fixing the import levies on cereals
and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L326,27.7L.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3194/73 of the Commission of
26November 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the import levies on cereals, flour and malt
L326,27.1!.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3195/73 of the Commission of
26November 1973 akering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L326,27.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3196/73 of the Commission of
26November 1973 f.ixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
' L326,27.77.1973
Regulatioh (EEC) 3197/73 of the Commission of
23-November 1973 establishing the conditions for the
app.lication of the system of tendering for export levies
L326,27.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3198/73 of the Commission ol
25 November 1973 akeringthe refunds on cereals and
on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L326,27.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3199173 of the Commission ol
26November 1973 amending the exPort levies on
cereals
L326,27.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3200/73 of the Commission ol
2TNovember 1973 f.ixing the import levies on cereals
and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L327,28.11.7973
Resulation (EEC) 3201/73 of the Commission ol
2TNovember 7973 lixing the premiums to be addec
to the import levies on cereals, flour and malt
L327,28.7t.7973
Bull. EC 17-'i.973
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Regulation (EEC)
27 November 1973
sugar and raw sugar
L327,28.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3202/73 of the Commission of
2TNovember 7973 altering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L327,28.11.1973
3203/73 of the Commission of
fixing the import levies on white
Regulation (EEC) 3211/73 of the Commission of
28November 1973 fixing the import levies on cereals
and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L329,29.11.7973
Resulation (EEC) 321.2/73 ol the Commission of
2SNovember 1973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the import levies on cereals, flour and malt
L329,29.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 321.3/73 of the Commission of
28 November 1973 altering the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L329,29.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3214/73 of the Commission of
28November 1973 f.ixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L329,29.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 32L5/73 of the Commission of
28November 1973 fixingthe import levy on molasses
L329,29.77.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3216/73 of the Commission of
2TNovember 1973 establishing the standard average
values for the valuation of imported citrus fruits
L329,29.t7.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3217/73 of the Commission of
28 November 1973 amending the amounts applicable
as comPensatory amounts for cereals and rice
L329,29.11.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3218/73 of the Commission of
28November 1973 altering the import levies on
products processed from cereals and rice
L329,29.tt.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3219/73 of the Commission of
2gNovember 7973 lixing the import levies on cereals
and on wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L330,30.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3220/73 of. the Commission of
2gNovember 7973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the import levies on cereals, flour and malt
L330,30.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3221/73 of the Commission of
29 November 7973 fixing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on cereals
L330,30.11.7973
Rezulation (EEC) 3222/73 of the Commission of
2gNovember 1973 f.ixing the refunds applicable to
cereals and wheat or rye flour, groats and meal
L330,30.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3204/73 of the Commission of
2TNovember 7973 fixing the average producer prices
for wine
L327,28.17.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3205/73 of the Commission of
2TNovember 1973 fixing the basic amount of the
import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro-
ducts
L327,28.77.1973
Resulation (EEC) 3206/73 of the Council of
2TNovember 1973 fixing the market target price and
the intervention price for olive oil for the 1973/74
marketing year
L327,28.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3207 /73 of the Council of
2TNovember 1973 fixing the threshold price for olive
oil for the 1973/74 marketing year
L327,28.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3208/73 of the Council of
27 November 1973 fixing the monthly increases in the
market target price, the intervention price and the
threshold piice for olive oil for the 1973/74 marketing
year
L327,28.[t.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3209/73 of the Council of
27 November 7973 on the subsidy for olive oil
L327,28.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3210/73 of the Council of
2TNovember 1973 on the standard amount for
unrefined olive oil produced entirely in Greece and
tr.ansported direct from that country into the Commu-
nrty
L327,28.71..1973
Regulation (EEC) 3777 /7 3 of the Council of
2 November 1973 concluding the Agreement between
the European Economic Communiry and the Republic
of Finland and adopting provisions for its implementa-
tion(i) Agreement between the European Economic
Communiry and the Republic of Finland
L328,28.11.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 3223/73 of the Commission of
29 November 1973 iixing the levies on rice and
broken rice
L330,30.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3224/73 of the Commission of
29 November 7973 fixing the premiums to be added
to the levies on rice and broken iice
L330,30.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3225/73 of the Commission of
29 November 1,973 lixing the export refunds on rice
and broken rice
L330, 30.11..7973
Regulation (EEC) 3226/73 ol the Commission of
29 November 7973 fixing the corrective amount
applicable to the refund on iice and broken rice
L330,30.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3227/73 of the Commission of
29 November 1973 fixing the import levies on white
sugar and raw sugar
L330,30.11.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3228/73 of the Commission of
29 November 7973 fixing the import levies on calves
and adult bovine animals and on beef and veal other
than frozen
L330,30.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3229/73 oI the Commission of
29 November 1973 fixing the export levies on cereals
L330,30.71.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3230/73 of the Commission of
29 November 1973 fixing the export levies on rice
L330,30.77.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3231/73 of the Commission of
29 November 1973 fixing the import levies on milk
and milk products
L330,30.t1.t973
Regulation (EEC) 3232/73 oI the Commission of
29 November 1973 fixing the reference prices for
mandarins, satsumas, clementines, tangeiines and
other similar hybrid citrus fruits by the 1973/74
marketrng year
L330,30.11.7973
Regulation (EEC) 3233173 of the Commission of
27 November 1973 fixing rhe rates of the refunds
applicable from 1 December'1.973 to sugar and molas-
ses exported,in the form of goods not covereC by the
Annex II to the Treary
L330,30.11.1973
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Regulation (EEC) 3234/73 of rhe Commission ol
29 November 1973 fixing the refunds on milk anc
milk products exported in the natural state
L330, 30.1 1.1973
Regulation (EEC) 3235/73 of the Commission ol
29 November 1973 fixing the basic amount of the
import levy on syrups and certain other sugar pro.
d ucts
L 330, 30.11.7973
Mis sions and Repr esentations
Missions of third countries (Barbados, Nigeria, Sri
Lanka, Norway)
c93,8.71.1973
Delegations of the Associated Overseas States (Mala.
gasy)
c103,27.11.L973
Communications
Fourteenth report on the activities of the Monetary
Commiftee(i) Introduction(ii) The Committee's activities(iii) Annex I: The Committee: Members and Alter-
nates(iv) Annex II: Statistical tables(v) Annex III: The Committee's Opinions(vi) Annex IV: The adjustment process-use of
quantitative indicators(vii) Annex V: Report of the activities of the Work-
ing Party on Securities Markets(viii) Annex VI: List of Members of the Working
Parry on Securities Markets
c94,9.71.7973
Resolution of the ECSC Consultative Commirtee on
Coal Policy in the Communiry
c703,27.17.1973
The Council
D ir e aiue s and D e cisions
73/335/EEC:
Council Decision of 4 June 1973 concluding an
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nlry
Journal
Bull. EC ll-1973
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
a-nd,the Republic of Chad on the supply of food aid in
the form of common wheat
(i) Agreement berween the European Economic
Community and ttre Republic of Chad on rhe supply
of food aid in the form of common wheat
(ii) Information on the signature of the Agreement
on the supply of food aid berween the European
Economic Community and the Republic of Chad
L310,10.11.1973
73/336/EEC:
Council Decision of 4 June 1973 concluding an
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
giry an{ the Republic of the Niger on rhe supply of
food aid in the form of maize
(i) Agreement berween the European Economic
Community and the Republic of the Niger on rhe
supply of food aid in the form of. maize
(ii) Information on the signature of the Agreement
on the supply of food aid between the European
Economic Community and the Republic of the Niger
L3t0, t0.11.1973
7 3 /340/ECSC, EEC, Euratom:
Rectifying and Supplementary Budget 2 of the Euro-
rean Communities for the financial year 1973{. Revenue
B. Calculation of the relative share of each Member
itate
l. Summary of expenditure
). Staff
iection I: European Parliament
iection II: Council
iection III: Commission
iection IV: Court of Justice
-318,19.Lt.t973
73/352/EEC.
louncil Decision of 4 June 1973 concluding an\greement between the European Economic Commu-
rity and the,Republic of Upper Volta on the supply of
ood aid in the form of maize
i) Agreement between the European Economic)ommunity and the Republic of Upper Volta on the
upply of food aid in the form ol malze
ii) Statement on the signing of the Agreement on the
upply of food aid between the European Economic)ommunity and the Republic of Upper Volta
.325,26.7t.7973
rull. EC 7l-7973
73/353/EEC:
Council Decision of 18 June 1973 concluding an
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
1iry-an{ the- Republic of Sri Lanka for the supply offood aid in the form of flour of common wheat-(il Agreement berween the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Sri Lanka concerning
the supply of food aid in the form of flour of common
wheat(ii) Statement on the signing of the Agreement on rhe
supply of food aid between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Sri Lanka
L 325,26.11.1973
73/354/EEC:
Council Decision of l6 July '1.973 on the conclusion of
' the Agreement betweenih. Errop."n Economic Com-
muniry and the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine refugees on the supply of com-
mon wheat flour and rice as food aid(!) Agreement berween the European Economic
Community and the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine refugees on the supply of com-
mon wheat flour and rice as food aid(ii) Statement on rhe signing of the Agreement on rhe
supply of food aid berween the European Economic
Community and the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine refugees (UNRWA)
L325,26.tt.1973
73/355/EEC:
Council Decision of 16 July 1973 concluding the
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
liry 1nq the United Nations Relief and Works Agencyfof Palestine refugees on rhe supply of bittei-
oil as food aid(i) Agreement between the European Economic
Communiry and the United Nations Relief and Works
Agrcnc,y for Palestine refugees on the supply of butter-
oil as food aid(ii) Statement on the signing of the Agreement on the
supply of food aid berween the European Economic
Community and the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine refugees (LINRWA)
L325,26.1L.1973
73/356/EEC:
Council Decision of 15 July t973 on the conclusion of
the A_greement in the form of an exchange of letters
modifying the Convention berween the European
Economic Communiry and the United Nations Relief
and Vorks Agenry for Palestine refugees concerning
aid to refugees in the counrries of the Middle East ai
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far as the quantities o{ certain contributions for the
second year of application (1973/74) are concerned(i) Exchange of lerers(ii) Statement on the signing of the Agreement, in the
form of an exchange of letters, between the European
Economic Community and the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestine refugees (UNRWA)
on the second year of application of the Convention
concerning aid to refugees in the countries of the
Middle East, concluded on 18 December 1972
L325,26.11.1973
73/358/EECI
Council Directive of 19 November 1973 amending
certain Directives following the enlargement of the
Communiry
L326,27.11.7973
73/359/EEC:
Council Directive of 19 November 1973 supplemenr-
ing following the enlargement of the Community, the
Directive laying down additional provisions, con-
cerning surveys of pig production to be made by
Member States
L326,27.t7.7973
Preparatory Acts
Assent 1.0/73 given by the Council, at its 262nd
meeting held on 19 November 1973
c104,29.17.1973
Consultations and Opinions
of tbe Economic and Social Comrnittee
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Decision on the first
measures of a common approach to air transport(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c100,22.71.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Regulation relating to the
control of capacity in road haulage between the
Member States(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c100,22.71.t973
Consultation of the Economic arid Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Directive on the approxi-
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mation of the laws of the Member States relaring to
the type-approval of mopeds(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Commirtee
c1o0,22.11.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Directive on the harmoni-
zation of the laws of the Member States relating to
collective dismissals(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c 100,22.'t 1.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Regulation establishing a
common system applicable to imports of hydrocar-
bons from third countries(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Comminee
c100,22.11.7973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Directive on mountain
farming and farming in certain other less-favoured
areas(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Comminee
ct00,22.11.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Commirtee
on a proposal for a Council Directive on measures to
mitigate the effects of difficulties in the supply ol
hydrocarbons(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c100,22.77.7973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposal for a Council Regulation supple-
menting Regulation (EEC) 876/70 by introducing new
provisions relating to oenological practices(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c701,23.Lt.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on a proposal for a Council Directive on the approxi.
mation of the laws of the Member States relating tc
electrical energy meters(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Commimee
c 101,23.17.t973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committer
on the proposal for a. Council Regulation on th(
common organization of the market in ethyl alcoho
of agricultural origin and supplementary provisionr
for ethyl alcohol of non-agricultural origin and certair
products with an alcohol content(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c101,23.77.7973
Bull. EC ll-797':
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Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Communication from the Commission to the
Council on 'Energy Policy: Problems and Resources
1975 to 1985' and on the Communication from the
Commission to the Council on'Necessary Progress in
Community Energy Policy'(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Comminee
c101,23.11.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposal for a Council Directive concerning the
harmonization of legislation in Member States in
respect of radio interference caused by sound and
vision TV receivers(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c101,23.11.7973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposal for a Council Regulation amending
Regulation (EEC) 827 /68 and Regulations
7009 /67 /EEC, (EEC) 9 50/68 and (EEC) 2358/7 1(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Commitee
c101,23.11.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposals for Council Directives on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States:
(a) on common measures with regard to pressure
vessels and methods of control of such vessels,
(b) relating to seamless steel gas cylinders(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c10t,23.11.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposal for a Council Directive on the
approximation of the laws of the laws of the Member
States relating to aerosols(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
ct01,23.17.1973
Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on the proposal for a Council Directive on the
approximation of the laws of the Member -States
concerning bread(i) Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
c1.01,23.11..t973
I
Communications
Replacement of a member of the Committee of the
European Social Fund
c97,15.11.7973
Bull. EC ll-7973
Published in the Official Journal
Replacement of a full member of the Economic and
Sogial Committee
c97,15.71.1973
Replacement of a full member of the Economie and
Social Committee
c97, 15.71.1973
The Commission
D ir e ctiues and D ecisions
73/328/EEC:
Commission Decision of 8 October 1973 determining
the types of vaccine to be supplied to the Communiry
in respect of control measures against exotic foot-
and-mouth disease
L308,8.71.1973
73/329/EEC:
Commission Opinion of 9 October 1973 addressed to
the Danish Government on the draft decree imple-
menting Council Regulation (EEC) 543/69 of
25 March 1969 on the harmonization of certain social
legislation relating to road transport
L308,8.11.7973
73/330/EEC:
Commission Decision of 12 October 1973 concerning
the annulment of the rwenty-seventh individual invita-
tion to tender under the standing invitation to tender
of butter provided for by Regulation (EEC) 7579/72
L308,8.71.7973
73/337/EECz
Commission Decision of 12 October 1973 fixing the
minimum selling price for butter for the 31st indivi-
dual invitation to tender under standing invitation to
tender provided for by Regulation (EEC) 1259/72
L308,8.11.1973
73/332/EEC:
Commission Decision of l7 Ocr<>hcr 1973 fixing the
maximum amount of the refun.l for the ninth partial
invitation to tender for white sugar issued -under
Regulation (EEC) 2747 /7 3
L308,8.t1.7973
73/333/EEC:
Commission Decision of 17 October 7973 fixing the
maximum amount of the denaturing premium for
white sugar for the first partial invitation to tender
issued under Regul'ation (EEC) 2711/73
L308,8.',t't .1973
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73/334/EEC:
Commission Decision of 7 November 1973 supple-
menting Commission Decision of 3 April 1968 autho-
rizing certain management measures to be taken
within the framework of the common organization of
agriculrural markets
L 308, 8.11.1973
73/337/EEC:
Commission Decision of 19 October 1973 fixing the
amount by which the monetary compensatory
amounts for beef and veal are to be reduced
L312,73.17.1973
73/338/EECz
Commission Decision of 22 October 1973 derogating
from the safeguard measures applicable to exports of
durum wheat adopted by the Commission Decision of
4 August 1973
L312,13.11.t973
73/339/EEC:
Commission Decision of 23 October 7973 amending
the Decision of 6 August 1973 on the supply of
skimmed-milk powder to the Republic of Chad as
emergency food aid
L312,13.[t.1973
73/347/EEC:
Commission Decision of 24 October 1973 fixing the
maximum amount of the refund for the 10th partial
invitation to tender for white sugar issued under
Regulation (EEC) 2141 /7 3tti+, ts.ti.tgit l
73/342/EEC:
Commission Decision of 24 October 7973 fixing the
maximum amount of the denaturing premium for
white sugar for the second partial invitation to tender
issued under Regulation (EEC) 27ll/73
L3t4, 1,5.11.1973
73/343/EEC:
Commission Decision of 30 October 1973 fixing the
minimum selling price for butter for the 32nd indivi-
dual invitation to tender under the standing invitation
to tender provided for by Regulation (EEC) 1259/72
L314,15.17.1973
73/344/EEC:
Commission Decision of 31 December 1973 fixing the
maximum amount of the denaturing premium for
white sugar for the third partial invitation to tender
issued under Regulation (EEC) 2711/73
L3t4, t5.t7.t973
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73/345/EEC:
Commission Decision of 31 October 1973 disconri-
nuing the llth partial invitation to tender for white
sugar issued under Regulation (EEC) 2l4l/73
L374,75-tt.7973
73/346/EEC:
Commission Decision of 26 October 7973 fixing the
amount 
-by which the monetary compensarory
amounts for beef and veal are to be reduced -
L320,21.11.1973
73/347/EEC:
Commission Decision of 31 October 1973 concerning
the Commission Decision of 20 September 7973 layl
ing down safeguard measures applicable to certain
cereal products of Italian origin exported from the
Communiry
L32O,21.11.1973
73/348/EECz
Commission Recommendation of 5 November 1973
t-o the BeJgian Government on the draft Arr€t6 royal
'laying down special rules for the international
carriage of passengers by coach and bus'
L320,2t.11.7973
73/349IEEC:'
Commission Decision of 5 November 1973 fixing, for
the purposes of the tendering procedure referredio in
Regulation (EEC) 2772/73, maximum amounts for
the costs of delivery fob of skimmed-milk powder
L320,2t.71.1973
73/350/EEC:
Commission Directive of 7 November 7973 adapting
to technical progress the Council Directive of 5 Febru-
ary l97O on the approximation of rhe Iaws of the
Member States relating to the permissible sound level
and the exhaust sysrem of motoi vehicles
L321,22.11.1973
73/35t/EEC:
Commission Decision of 7 November 1973 sefting up
an Advisory Committee on customs matters
L32L,22.71.7973
73/357/EECz
Commission Decision of 21 November 1973 supple-
me.nting Commission Decision of 3 April 1958 autho-
rlzrng certain management measures to be taken
within the framework of the common organization of
agricultural markets
L323,24.11.1973
Published in the Official Journal
Bull. EC 77-1973
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
Proposals of the Commission
to the Council
Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council
extending for the years 1972,1973 and 1974 certain
time limits for granting aid from the Guidance Section
of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee
Fund
c98,76.11.1973
Proposal fo-r a Council Regulation esrablishing a
procedure of consolidation
c99,20.L1.1973
Pro-posal for a 9ouncil Regulation opening, allocating
and-providing for the administration of a Communiry
tariff quota for_certain eels falling within subheading
ex 03.01 A II of the Common Customs Tariff
c99,20.11.1973
Proposal for a Council Regulation modifying Council
Regulation (EEC) 2829/72 on the Communiry quota
for the carriage of goods by road berween Meinb.t
States
ct}o,22.1L.t973
Proposal for a Council Regulation on murual assist-
ance between competent authorities of the Member
States and between the lafter and the Commission for
ensuring- the correct application of Communiry cus-
toms and agriculrure Regulations
c700,22.11.L973
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the tariff
treatment applicable to agriculrural products con-
tained in travellers' personal luggage
c100,22.71.1973
Proposal for a Council Regulation applying, for rhe
year 1974_, in favour of developing countries, general-
\zed tarif preferences in respect bf certain pioductsfalling within Chapters 7 {o 24 of the eommon
Customs Tariff
c100,22.11.1973
Proposal for a Decision of the Council adopting
provisions for the dissemination of informltion
relating to research programmes for the European
Economic Community
c104,29.t7.1973
Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council on the
opening, allocation and administration of a Commun-iry tarifl quota for frozen beef falling within sub-
heading 02.01 A ll (a) 2 of the Common Customs
Tariff (7974)
c104,29.11.7973
Bull. EC 11-1973
Eur op e an D eu elop ment F und'
Information relative aux cours de change retenus pour
les op6rations du FED
c93,8.77.1973
Information 30 sur un appel d'offres de Ia R6publique
rwandaise concernant deitravaux de faible irirportan-
ceJinanc6s par le Fonds europden de d6veloppement
c97, 75.11.t973
R6sultat d'une pr6s6lection (avis d'appel i la concur-
rence 1076)
c 97 , 15.t7.1973
R6sultat de I'appel d'offres 1031
c 97 , 15.11.1973
Avis d'appel d'offres 1128 de la r6publique du Niger
pour un projet financ6 par la CEE 
- 
FED
c98,16.1L.t973
{pprobation de proiets financ6s par le Fonds europ6en
de d6veloppement
c703,27.71.7973
Avis d'appel d'offres 1131 de la r6publique du Burun-
di pour un proiet financ6 par la CEE 
- 
FED
c103,27.77.1973
Avis d'appel d'offres 1732 de la r6publique du Niger(Office- des eaux du sous-sol 
- 
OFEDES) pour un
proiet financ6 par Ia CEE 
- 
FED
c103,27.17.1973
Avis d'appel d'offres 1133 de la r6publique du Tchad,
pour un proiet financ6 par la CEE 
- 
FED
c703,27.1r.1973
Avis d'appel d'offres 1134 de la r6publique du S6n6-
gal, pour un proiet financ6 par la CEE 
- 
FED
c703,27.tl.7973
t This section concerns information on the execution
of p_rojects financed by the European Development
Fund.
In the light of the technical difficulties in translation,
during the present internal organization of the Com-
muniry, and the transitional measures of the Acr of
Accession which, on the one hand, .exempt the new
Member States from the financial contribution to EDF
and, on the other hand, do not confer on their
nationals the right to participate in the execution of
EDF projects, these texts are only being published inthe German, French, Italian and Dutth editions.
Nevertheless, for the information of our readers we
include the texts of the French edition.
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PublicWorks Contracts
Public works contracts (Council Directive
7l/305/EEC of 26 luly 1971 supplemented by Coun-
cil Directive 72/277/EEC oI 26 luly 1972)
Open procedures
L 303, 1.17.1973; L 306, 6.11.1973; L 3q8,
8.11.7973; L309, 9.11.7973; L310, l0.ll-1973;
L 31,2, 1,3.1.1.1973; L 313, 14.71.19731' L314,
15.71.1973; L315, 16.11 .L973; L316, 77'11.1973;
L319, 20.11.1973; L32'l', 22.11.7973; L322,
23.11.197 3 ; L 323, 24.71.197 3 ; L 326, 27 -7 1.197 3 ;
L 327, 28.11'.7973; L329, 29.11.1973;'L330,
30.17.1973
Restricted. proce dur es
L 303, 1..1.1.1973; L306, 6.11.1973; L307,
7.11.1973; L 308, 8.11.7973; L309' 9.1'1.1973;
L 310, 10.17.1973; L312, 13.11'.1973; 'L313,
14.71.1973; L314, 15.11.7973; L315, 16.1'1.1973;L316, 1.7.11.1973; L319, 20.17.1973; L320,
2l.ll.l97 3 ; L 327, 22.11.197 3 ; L 322, 23.17.197 3 ;L323, 24.11.1973; L326, 27.11.1973; L327,
28.1 1.197 3 ; L 329, 29.11.797 3 ; L 3 30, 3O.l 1.197 3
Conigenda(i) Ol L270,27.9.1973: published in the OJ L303'
t.r1.1.973(ii) OJL175,29.6.1973: published in the OJ L310,
10.71.7973(iii) OJ L283, 10.10.7973: published in the OJ
L319,20.11.1973(iv) OJ L310, 70.11.7973: published in the OJ
L329,29.11.1973
Cornmunications
Communication from the Commission
Published in the Official Journal
(Art. 32 of Regulation (EEC) 542/69 of the Council of
18 March 1969 on Communiry transit) (As at 30 Sep-
tember 1973)
c98, t6.11.1973
Communication, pursuant to Article 19(3) of Regula-
tion 17, relating to a notification (lY/223)
c98,16.71.1973
Communication, pursuant to Article 19(3) of Regula-
tion 17, relating to a notification (lV/14.650-Bayer-
ische Motoren Werke AG)
c98,16.11.1973
Modification to notice on import and export licences
and advance fixing certificates for agricultural pro-
ducts (OJ C29, 12.5.1973)
c99,20.11.1973
Lists published in application of Article 14 of Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 1373170 of 10 luly 7970
on commoi detailed rules for the application of the
system of import and export licences and advanced
fixing certificites for agricultural products subject to a
single price system
c102,24.11.7973
Communication from the Commission pursuant to
Arricle 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) 2628/73 oI
25 September 1973
c102,24.11.7973
Grant aid from the Guidance Section of the European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
1972-Second and final allocation
c 704,29.Lt.1.973
Information
Notice of invitation to tender from Direktoratet for
Markedordningerne, Kobenhavn, Einfuhr- und Vor'
ratsstelle fiir Fette (EVSI-F), Frankfurt/Main, Fonds
d'Orientation et de R6gularisation des march6s Agri-
coles (FORMA), Paris, Voedselvoorzienings In- en
Verkoopbureau (VIB), Hoensbroek, for the costs ol
delivery ol 6274.5 metric tons of skimmed-milk
powder as food aid
c93,8.11.1973
Amendment of the notice of the standing invitation to
tender for the export of white sugar to third countries
c96, t3.11.1973
Communication
c96,13.11.7973
ication  e ission Pursuant to
Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) 2628/73 of
26 September 1973
c96,13.t|-t973
Administrative Commission o( the European Com-
munities on Social Security for Migrant Vorkers-
Decision 86 ol 24 September 1973 concerning. the
methods of operation and the composition of the
Audit Board of the Administrarive Commission of the
European Communities on Social Securiry for Migrant
Workers
c96,13.17.1973
List of persons authorized to issue flat-rate guarantee
voucheri in respect of Community transit mafters
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Case 168/73: Action brought on 26 September 1973
by Mr Antonio Marcato against the Commission of
the European Communities
c93,8.11.7973
Case 169/732 Action brought on 28 September 7973
by the Compagnie Continentale France against the
Council of the European Communities
c93,8.t7.7973
Case 770/73: Action brought on 4 October 1'973 by
Miles Druce & Co. Limited against the Commission
of the European Communities
c99,20.11.7973
Case l7l/73: Action brought on 5 October 7973 by
Mr Benito Latino against the Commission of the
European Communities
c99,20.11.1973
Case 172/73; Action brought on 9 October 1973 by
the Commission of the European Communities against
the Italian Republic
c99,20.11.1973
Case 173/732 Action brought on 11 October 1973 by
the Government of the Italian Republic against the
Commission of the European Communities
c99,20.11.L973
Case 174/73; Action brought on 17 October 1973 by
the Commission of the European Communities against
the Italian Republic
c99,20.11.1973
Case 175/73; Action brought on 24 October 1973 by
(1) Union Syndicale-Service public europ6en-Brus-
sels, (2) Miss Denise Massa, and (3) Mrs Roswitha
Schots, n6e Kortner, against the Council of the Euro-
pean Communities
c103,27.71.7973
Case 176/73: Action brought on 24 October 1973 by
Miss Claudene van Belle against the Council of the
European Communities
c103,27.[L.1973
Decrees
Judgment of the Court of 12 luly 1973 in Case 59/722Firma Wiinsche Handelsgesellschaft Hamburg v.
Commission of the European Communities
c93,8.11.1973
Notice of invitation to tender (or the delivery fob of
common wheat pursuant to Commission Regulation
(EEC) 3121/73 of 16 November 1973
c99,20.71.1973
Notice of invitation to tender for the supply cif of
round-grained milled rice pursuant to- Commission
Regulaiion (EEC) 3732/73 of 19 November 1973
c99,20.11.1973
Notice of invitation to tender from Fonds d'Orien-
tation et de R6gularisation des march6s Agricoles(FORMA), Paris, Voedselvoorzienings In- en Ver-
i<oopbureau (VIB), Hoensbroek, foi ,the --costs of
delivery of 3 6;,76 metric tons of skimmed-milk powder
as food aid
c103,27.1.1.1973
Notice from the Office Belge de l'6conomie et de
I'agriculture (OBEA) of inviiation to tender for the
coits of delivery of 2000 metric tons of skimmed-milk
powder to Bangladesh as food aid
c703,27.11.1973
Common notice of an invitation to tender from
intervention agencies for the supply as Community
food aid to t[e World Food Piogramme (WFP) of
7154.7 metric tons of skimmed-milk powder to be
purchased on the Community market
c103,27.1t.1973
Notice of invitation to tender for the supply of
common wheat pursuant to Commission Regulation
(EEC) 3189/73 ol23 November 1973
c 103,27.Lt.7973
Court of Justice
New Cases
Case 765/73: Action brought on 12 Septembet 1973
by Madame Marie-Madeleine Rizzi-Dal Molin against
the Commission of the European Communities
c93,8.7L.1973
Case 166/73': Request for a preliminary ruling made
bv order of the Bundesfinanzhof dated 14 August
1973 in the case of Rheinmiihlen Diisseldorf v.
Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Gerdide und Futtermit-
tel
c93,8.11.1973
Case 167/73: Action brought on 14 September 1973
by the Commission of thi European Communities
against the French Republic
c93,8.11.1973
Bull. EC 11-1973 739
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
Judgment of the Court (Second Chamber) of 27 l:une
1.973 in Case 35/72: Walter Kley v. Commission of
the European Communities
c98,16.t1,.7973
Judgment of rhe Court of 19 June 1973 in Case77/72(r-eq_uest f,or a preliminary ruling made by the Pretore
of 
-Conegliano): Carmine Capolongo v. Azienda Agri-
cola Maia
c98,76.11.7973
Retnouals
Removal of Preliminary Case 157 /73
c99,20.11.1973
Communications
Election of the President of the Court
c93,8.17.1973
Election of Presidents and composition of the Cham-
bers
c93,8.1,1-L973
Assignment of two Advocates-General to each of the
Chambers
c93,8.71.t973
Allocation of cases brought by officials of the Euro-
pean Communities
c93,8.11.7973
Judgment of the Court of 12 July 1973 in Case 70/72;Commission of the European Communities v. the
Federal Republic of Germany
c93,8.11.1973
Judgment of the Court (Second Chamber) of 27 lune7973 in Case 71/72: Annemarie Kuhl v. Council of
the European Communities
c93,8.77.7973
Judgment of the Court of 2L June 1973 in Case79/72: Commission of the European Communities v.
Italian Republic
c93,8.11.1973
Judgment of the Court of 5 June 1973 in Case 8l/72:
Commission of the European Communities v. Council
of the European Communities
c93,8.7t.7973
Judgment of the Court of 7 June 1973 in Case 82/72(request for a preliminary ruling referred by rhe
Centrale Raad van Beroep): C.J. Walder v. Bestuur
der Sociale Verzekeringsbank
c93,8.tt.1973
Judgment of the Court of 4 July 1973 in Case l/73(request for a preliminary ruling made by the Hessi-
sches Finanzgericht, VIIIth Senate): Firma Westzucker
GmbH v. Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Zucker
c93,8.t7.1973
Judgment of the Court ol 1.2 July 1973 in Case 2/73(request for a preliminary ruling made by the Pretore
of Milan): The firm of Riserii Luigi G6ddo v. Ente
Nazionale Risi
c93,8.LL.7973
Judgment of the Court of 11 July 1973 in Case 3/73(request for a preliminary ruling made by the Hessi-
scher Verwaltungsgerichtshof, VIth Senate): Firma
Hessische Mehlindustrie Karl Schdttler KG v. Einfuhr-
und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Futtermittel
c93,8.1.1.7973
Judgment of the Court of 12 July in Case 8/73(request for a preliminary ruling made by the Bundes-
finanzhof): Hauptzollamt Bremerhaven, supported by
the Federal Minister of Finance as inteivener v.
Massey-Ferguson GmbH
c93,8.11.7973
Judgment of the Court of 12 July 1973 in Case ll/73(request for a preliminary ruling made by the Hessi-
Lches__Finanzgericht, VIIth Senite): Getreide-ImportGmbH v. Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fi.ir Getreide und
Futtermittel
c93,8.17.7973
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Commission Yearbook lor 1974
The Yearbook of the Commission of the Euro-
p!!n Coqrmunities will be published in January
'1,974 in the form of a special Supplement to thb
Bulletin.
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